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conflict situation in Peru. The research views memory as fundamentally social practice. An underlying theme is the moral
task a nation has to address its conflicting past, which is why this research benefits from an interdisciplinary view on
addressing the past: in encompassing views from psychology, law and history it discusses through truth commissions
and judicial trials, testimony and trauma issues that continue to be of relevance in today’s world. In providing a view on
the memory work done in Peru the research seeks to contribute to the growing literature of transitional justice and social
repair in post-conflict situations.

There are intricacies about Peru as a case study for post-conflict memory work and social recovery that boil down to the
very intimate nature of the violence experienced for two decades. The multi-ethnic and pluricultural country has been
divided along racial, ethnic, gender and cultural lines since before its independence, which is why this research argues
that the recovery process must begin at establishing social relationships and communal bonds, and ridding the society
of the polarized and racist atmosphere. The research has concluded that measures taken in the state-level to address
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of people. In analysing two manifestations of memory – a memorial in Lima and a memory place in Ayacucho – the
research attempts to illuminate the highly politicized nature of memory in Peru. In focusing on the ways people narrate
experiences of violence – such as a testimony, storytelling or emplaced witnessing – the research demonstrates how
the focus should be on the remembering and on the telling instead of the memory and the tale, because it is this sort of
strategic storytelling that has become a way for the family members to re-weave their disappeared loved ones back into
the fabric of society.
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ovat edelleen selvittämättä. Tämä aiheuttaa kadonneiden omaisten elämässä suuren särön ja vaikeuttaa sovinnontekoa
ja sosiaalista jälleenrakentamista, edistää yhteisöjen eriytymistä ja heikentää yhteisöön kuuluvuuden tunnetta. Tutkimus
kysyy, mitkä ovat nämä muistin käytännöt, joita kadonneiden omaiset hyödyntävät ja miten ne ovat omiaan edistämään
sosiaalista jälleenrakentamista ja parantumista? Tutkimus ehdottaa, että kadonneiden omaiset ottavat käyttöön paikal-
lisia muistin käytäntöjä tavalla, joka edesauttaa toisaalta kadonneen muiston ylläpitoa, ja toisaalta mahdollistaa kadon-
neesta omaisesta aiheutuneen särön uudelleenliittämistä jokapäiväiseen elämään.

Tutkimusta varten toteutettiin neljän kuukauden kenttätyö Perussa keväällä 2014. Aineisto on kerätty pääkaupungissa
Limassa sekä Ayacuchon maakunnassa. Perun oikeuslääketieteellisen antropologian keskus (EPAF) avusti kadonnei-
den omaisten paikantamisessa. Kentältä kerättyjä omaisten kertomuksia ja kokemuksia käytetään tutkimuksessa ha-
vainnollistamaan heidän näkökulmaa äiteinä ja vaimoina siitä, miten läpileikkaava koettu väkivalta on ollut ja miten ka-
donnut omainen on särö elämässä, jota ei koskaan pysty kokonaan korjaamaan. Osallistuva havainnointi yhdistettynä
huolelliseen kenttämuistiinpanojen keruuseen ja valokuvaukseen on mahdollistanut laajan katsauksen ihmisten elä-
mään ja yhteiskunnallisten kysymysten käsittelyyn paikallisella tasolla. Näillä metodeilla tutkimuksessa on pystytty saa-
vuttamaan syvä analyyttinen taso, jota on täydentänyt osittain jäsennetyt nauhoitetut haastattelut (kaikki espanjaksi),
keskustelut sekä kentän jälkeinen aiheen seuraaminen sosiaalisen median välityksellä. Näin ollen tutkimus esittelee
ajankohtaisen katsauksen Perun muistin ja muistamisen kenttään.

Analyysissä on hyödynnetty antropologista muistitutkimusta, joka keskittyy tarkastelemaan muistia sosiaalisena ilmiönä.
Fokus on siinä, miten muistia tarkastelemalla voidaan paremmin ymmärtää laajempia antropologisia viitekehyksiä, kuten
kulttuurin jatkuvuutta ja sosiaalista jälleenrakentamista. Tämä tutkimus ymmärtää muistin olennaisesti sosiaalisena toi-
minnallisena muistina. Antropologinen tutkimus sosiaalisesta jälleenrakentamisesta keskittyy siihen, millä tavoin yksilöt
pyrkivät uudelleen rakentamaan päivittäistä elämäänsä väkivallan jälkeen. Tässä usein yhdistellään muistin keinoja,
mikä selittää sen miksi nämä kaksi teoreettista viitekehystä on valittu analysoimaan Perun jälkikonfliktista tilannetta.
Valtion moraalinen vastuu ja tehtävä kohdata menneisyys ja korjata vääryydet on tutkielman taustalla oleva ajatus, joka
tekee siitä myös poikkitieteellisen. Hyödyntäen ajatuksia oikeustieteestä, historiasta ja psykologiasta, tutkimus pyrkii
selittämään laajoja yhteiskunnallisia ilmiöitä ja instituutioita, kuten totuuskomissiota tai lausunnonantoa ja traumaa, pai-
kallisesta näkökulmasta. Yhteiskunnallisista korjaustoimista puhuttaessa on ensisijaista selvittää miten laajoja valtiota-
son rakenteita, käytäntöjä ja toimenpiteitä ymmärretään paikallisella tasolla. Tähän tutkimus pyrkii antamaan vastauk-
sen.

Kadonnut omainen poliittisen väkivallan seurauksena on koko yhteiskuntaa läpileikkaava ilmiö, joka kuitenkin on hyvin
henkilökohtaista ja intiimiä. Tutkimus osoittaa, että Perun tapauksessa voidaan puhua jopa intiimistä väkivallasta, mikä
on aiheuttanut omanlaistaan muistamista yhteiskunnassa. Jo aikaa ennen itsenäistymistään, Peru on ollut jakautunut
etnisesti, kulttuurisesti, rodullisesti ja sukupuolellisesti. Tämä on edelleen nähtävissä nyky-Perussa ja on syy sille, miksi
tutkimus väittää, että ensimmäinen askel kohti sovinnontekoa ja korjaustoimia onkin otettava tällä intiimillä tasolla: sosi-
aalisten suhteiden paikkaaminen ja luominen sekä yhteisöjen yhteenkuuluvuuden tunteen kasvattaminen. Tutkimus
osoittaa, että toimet, joilla valtio on pyrkinyt vastaamaan ihmisten tarpeisiin sovinnonteon ja sosiaalisen jälleenrakenta-
misen saralla, ovat oikeastaan syventäneet rasismia, hyljeksintää ja suvaitsemattomuutta. Tämä on aiheuttanut ilmapii-
rin, jossa muistot taistelevat olemassaolostaan ja jossa kadonneiden omaisten muistoja leimataan, kasvattaen pelkoa
muistin hetkellisyydestä ja hauraudesta. Tämä pelko on saanut aikaan sen, että uusia muistin käytäntöjä kehittyy autta-
maan omaisia käsittelemään menetystään ja elämässään olevaa säröä. Tutkimus painottaa tätä ihmisten kekseliäisyyttä
ja neuvokkuutta esittäen, että erilaisilla kerronnan tavoilla, kuten strategisella tarinankerronnalla, omaiset uudelleenliit-
tävät kadonneet takaisin omaan elämäänsä. Myös muistin poliittisuutta esitellään tutkimuksessa etnografisin esimerkein,
kuten muistomerkkien analyysin muodossa.
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1 Introduction

“A nation that forgets its past is doomed to repeat it”

–Winston Churchill

These compelling words form the essence of this thesis, the idea around which I will demon-

strate how locally constructed memory practices play an important role on the path of recon-

ciliation and social repair in Peru. By these I refer to the active and transformative nature of

remembering that includes forgetting that can be the telling of a story, testifying, a perfor-

mance, bodily movement in particular places or the reburial of a lost loved one. All these take

place or are influenced by the everyday and the local. The starting point of the thesis is a

disruption in the past that in the case of forced disappearance continues to this day. For this

reason the boundaries between the past and the present are blurred, and creating cultural con-

tinuity is complicated for family members of the disappeared. This research seeks to show

ways in which this disruption has been addressed through memory practices in an attempt to

re-weave it into the social fabric and enable the reconstruction of social relationships and

communal bonds.

The Maoist movement Sendero Luminoso (the Shining Path) began its people’s war against

the democratically elected government of Peru in May 1980 leading to the most devastating

armed struggle Peru has witnessed since its independence in 1821. It began in the rural high-

lands of the department of Ayacucho (see map of Peru in attachment I) and remained unin-

terrupted by the government who did not regard it as a serious threat. It was not until Decem-

ber 1982 that the president handed control of the region to the armed forces and declared

Ayacucho an emergency zone. (Peru’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s final report,

abbreviated version 2004: 58–63, 419. Hereon referred to as CVR.) Violence intensified into

two decades becoming the bloodiest episode in the history of Peru (En Honor a la Verdad

[hereon referred to as EHV] 2010: 7).

In the aftermath of the conflict Peru counts over 69,000 victims, more than 15,000 disap-

peared, and considerable damages to the social, economic and cultural spheres of the Peruvian

society – repercussions, which are still felt to this day. A question societies emerging from

devastating violence confront in their transition to peace and democracy is how to address

the horrors of the past. Peru chose a special investigative commission headed by scholars,

academics and experts from different fields, to address a past that was relatively close, con-

sidering that for example Spain has only recently addressed the horrors of the dictatorship of
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the Franco era, which ended in 1975. The end of the internal conflict in 2000 was followed

by the creation of a truth commission in 2001, which received the task of investigating 20

years of human rights violations in two years. The CVR, as it is commonly known in Peru,

points to the unique character of the Peruvian case in comparison to other countries in Latin

America: this conflict developed while a democratic regime was in power, with freedom of

the press, free elections and the most inclusive political system in the history of contemporary

Peru (CVR 2004: 424).

It becomes important to study how people respond to situations that enable violence (Wein-

stein & Fletcher 2002: 601) to better understand how they then manage to live side by side

after acting up on that violence. The final report of the CVR highlights the impact that the

already divided society had in the evolving of violence and the outcome of the conflict. In

such a setting it seems crucial to ask to what extent is social repair possible? Peru remains

polarized and still fosters varying forms of violence. “Experiences of terror do not cease at

the end of violence” (Perera 2001: 158), a central thought in this thesis, as I refer mainly to

the continued experiences of violence people narrate. The conflict has ended, but the terror

of the lived realities experienced during the conflict continues to this day. This is most evident

in cases of forced disappearance.

This research contributes to the anthropological endeavour of understanding continuity and

social reproduction (Berliner 2005). I will contemplate ways in which continuity and social

reproduction are accomplished in the everyday lives of people after periods of devastating

violence through the careful scrutiny of memory and memory practices. This is, in essence,

what social repair consists of. (Shaw 2007a.) The disruption that violence has brought into a

person’s life is pivotal and forms my central research questions: how do people deal with the

disruption caused by the forced disappearance of their loved one and employ memory prac-

tices to mediate this disruption? And, what are these memory practices and how do they con-

tribute to repairing a torn social fabric and creating continuity? In this manner this thesis

contributes to the larger discussion on addressing and narrating the past.

Rosalind Shaw writes: “if anthropology has increasingly become the study of instability, dis-

integration and conflict (…) it has had less to say about the ways in which people in condi-

tions of violence and political flux reweave their lives” (2007a: 67). This is the study of social

repair, which is why my theoretical focus is in looking into the reconstructive practices and

mechanisms of memory that victims of this conflict employ in striving to achieve social re-
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pair. Memory inevitably entails discussion about the past, and in this context it begs the ques-

tion of whether this “living in the past” interferes with social reconstruction and national

reconciliation (Cohen 2001: 13).1

The reconstructive memory practices discussed here involve ways of addressing and narrat-

ing the past, such as creating memory sites and maintaining a memorial, storytelling and

bodily practices. These have in themselves the potential of promoting reconciliation, but the

complex and conflicting relations between the people and the State have actually worked

towards devaluing these practices while crumbling the already weak foundations of trust and

respect. At the core of the problem is the indifferent and exclusionary practices implemented

by the State to address issues it does not make the effort to familiarize with. People look for

other, non-judicial, ways of achieving justice and a sense of closure, which have received

little support from the society; memory practices may lose their value in aiding social repair

if they become stigmatized as acts that would “rekindle the ashes of terrorism” (Theidon

2010: 99). The support of one’s immediate surrounding community, to which one feels a

sense of belonging, is paramount for memory practices to be effective, sustainable and thus

leading to social repair.

Truth commissions have become standardized measures of transitional justice in addressing

past violations. They are seen as a product of the transition from conventional means of

achieving justice to one that is transformative or reparative. But as tools to address post-

conflict situations they have limited power and reach, and their immediate effect is felt only

when the commission is up and running, which usually lasts for a few years at best. The CVR

gave the victims a much needed (official) recognition as citizens, victims and human beings,

but the State has failed in implementing the recommendations set by the CVR that would

ensure the continuity of this recognition. People demanding justice and the truth have to fight

the State for everything, an endless battle, which is tiring and is resulting in people giving up.

Using the anthropomorphic language of truth commissions (Wilson 2003), the work of the

CVR was only a temporary Band-Aid that is now so worn off that the wound has not yet

scarred or healed.

1 The “Dirty War” (1976-1983) of Argentina left thousands of disappeared. As a consequence, a human rights group
was formed called Madres de la Plaza de Mayo. These were women who started looking for their disappeared sons
and daughters, and who remain active to this day. They are now referred to as Las Locas, the crazy ones, who are
prisoners of the past and of their own memory. As such they form obstacles to the process of selective forgetting.
(Hamber & Wilson 2002: 45, see also Theidon 2012: 275–276.) Antonius C.G.M Robben has written extensively on
the subject, see publications from 1995 and 2005.
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1.1 Relevance in anthropology & beyond

This study contributes to the anthropological discussion on the social character of memory,

and shows how memory is worked to respond to specific needs and challenges in people’s

lives, in this case the challenge of the disruption caused by a disappearance. The emphasis is

on the remembering and telling instead of memory and tale, which helps to understand the

ways in which memory practices, such as narratives or bodily performances, enable practices

of social reconstruction and the creation of cultural continuity. This study also benefits from

a certain interdisciplinary rubric of information and research, as it implements views from

psychology, history and law.

This topic as a focus of research is current and relevant: Spain has been exhuming the mass

graves of the Franco era to determine the truth about the past and to try to provide closure for

its people; Mexico is struggling with what the forced disappearance of the 43 students of

Ayotzinapa uncovered – hundreds of mass graves, thousands of unknown fates. Countries

emerging from conflict now and in the future could benefit from the study on how the past

has been addressed in other situations and which have been the results or consequences of the

actions or measures taken. The use of other case studies such as Sri Lanka, Sierra Leone,

South Africa, Colombia, Argentina, Mozambique, and Uganda alongside this one is to illus-

trate the effectiveness of the ethnographic method in tackling sensitive and complex social

phenomena and to point to the extents this issue stretches within a society or around the world,

even across academic disciplines.

The specific places and issues that anthropologists study have the ability to provide new per-

spectives, results and tools for addressing similar issues elsewhere. Anthropologists’ research

focusing on how larger social or global phenomena affect the local, and the practices people

adopt to manage the changes or threats to their social reality can be of much help in thinking

of ways to achieve social repair after mass violence, for example.2 Anthropological knowhow

can aid in enriching an understanding on how the everyday practices are affected by larger

institutional processes by giving a view from below, and can suggest more effective ways of

doing this to enable social repair.

In terms of Peruvian studies this research hopes to deepen an understanding on how the past

continues to cause disruptions in the present, affecting the day-to-day relations between peo-

ple. Questions dealing with the abrupt halt in the transmission of the cultural knowledge of

2 More on this issue in: Pouligny, Beatrice (2007) After Mass Crime: Rebuilding States and Communities.
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burial rites or how changes in social relationships in communities where male providers per-

ished affect current social reconstruction are of relevance here. The Peruvian society is eth-

nically, racially, religiously and economically polarized, a legacy extending to before its in-

dependence. This is something that this research views as a problem and obstacle in the path

to social repair. Understanding people’s experiences of violence would aid in creating com-

passion and enabling a coexistence that would lead to enforcing communal bonds and the

creation of social relationships. In the context of Peru memory practices are at the centre of

these efforts.

1.2 Methodology & analysis

In order to study such a sensitive and complex topic it was necessary to conduct a period of

fieldwork, which took place from March to June 2014. I was as a volunteer in the non-gov-

ernmental organization of EPAF, the Peruvian forensic anthropology team, through which I

found the majority of my informants. Although I was there under the title of a volunteer the

team of EPAF did not steer my research in any specific direction and functioned mainly as

my contact and confidant. Contacting people as a member of EPAF aided my status as being

a trustworthy person in the eyes of the people who shared their stories with me. As Gisela

Ortiz, head of operations at EPAF, told me in the beginning of my fieldwork, many remain

highly sceptical of people coming from official institutions or the state, especially in Ayacu-

cho.

I was in the capital of Lima and the department of Ayacucho, where I travelled around in

smaller villages, which would not have been possible without EPAF. My informants ranged

from employees of human rights NGOs, to family members of forcefully disappeared, to

members of families’ organizations to other experts (see attachment II). My data consists

mostly of semi-structured interviews and encounters with people as well as of visits to muse-

ums, people’s homes, offices and organizational headquarters. The final report of the CVR

has been an important source of background information and example of an official account

of the past.

 My main method in the field consisted of participant observation, extensive field notes and

research, as well as informal discussions with people (randomly encountered or as part of a

get together) and more private semi-structured interviews. Participant observation enabled

me to reflect on my presence in the field: how I experienced situations and how people reacted

to me being there. It also enabled me to take into account the social context of each encounter,

which will help to better contextualize my analysis. Focusing no just on what was said, but
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to on how it was said, what was the non-verbal message, body language or tone, pitch or

tempo (Tonkin 1992: 38, 63, 75–76).

Having naturally occurring discussions and exchanges of thoughts made it possible for people

to come to me and discuss on their own terms, which is one of the main advantages of the

ethnographic method. Ethnography is a product of interaction – it is dialogical. We must

interpret, place in context and weigh our data according to the circumstances and conditions

under which they were produced. (Fabian 2007: 13.) This is why I have tried to offer com-

prehensive background information on the historical and political context of my field (chapter

2) as well as description and reflection of my own presence and feelings in the field interact-

ing with my informants throughout the thesis.

The private semi-structured interviews took place mostly in the office of EPAF while in Lima

and in the headquarters of ANFASEP in Huamanga, the capital of Ayacucho. All interviews

and discussions were in Spanish, with the exception of two encounters in Ayacucho in which

the discussions were entirely in Quechua3. I have transcribed the interviews in Spanish and

translated parts of them into English. In the semi-structured interviews I had written down

subjects to discuss or topics to which I would inquire people’s opinion, no questionnaires

were used. However, most of these interviews followed roughly the same pattern, which I

will discuss more in chapter 5.1.

The research conducted during the field made use of archives located in the offices of EPAF

as well as other human rights organizations. The people who worked there were also inter-

viewed and/or were encountered on other occasions during the fieldwork where additional

thoughts were exchanged. Visits to the homes of the families of disappeared resulted in ma-

terial such as leaflets, pamphlets and books about their disappeared (see attachment III). I

have relied much on photographic material that I took during the fieldwork as well as on that

of others, such as copies of the photographic exhibition Yuyanapaq in the National Museum

of Peru.

An important method has been the subsequent analysis of the organisations’ posts in the so-

cial media. This has allowed me to follow the evolvement of specific issues, especially that

of reparations and the realization of a new memory site. The analysis is based on anthropo-

logical theory on social repair and memory. I will be using comparative analysis to point to

larger frameworks that form links between theoretical outlines, other similar cases and my

3 Quechua is the first language for the majority of people in Ayacucho, but Spanish is widely used as well. Percy Ro-
jas from EPAF translated the main arguments of these discussions that were in Quechua into Spanish for me.
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own material. I have implemented oppositions and binary models, such as war and peace or

remembering and forgetting, in order to better illustrate the cases in question. These are,

above all, used as analytical tools and for analytical purposes and are not claims to the rigidity

of these boundaries. However, in the case of the Sendero-military –opposition, it is merely a

case of simplifying the text seeing as to list each time all half a dozen players would render

this an exhausting read. The main point remains, that there were multiple simultaneous play-

ers in this conflict.

1.3 Theoretical frameworks & thesis outline

I will begin this thesis with an overview of my fieldwork and detail the ethical concerns

involved in both the actual fieldwork as well as on this topic as a focus of anthropological

research (chapter 2). Here I will discuss my informants and describe the places I frequented

and why, and how these are relevant in the theoretical discussion. After this I will proceed to

mapping out the historical context of the field. Since the internal armed conflict is the reason

for the disappeared, it forms the backdrop of the thesis, and gives way to a brief discussion

of the fratricidal nature of the violence experienced in Peru.

I will not engage in an in-depth discussion on the anthropology of violence, but will rather

focus on the specific form of forced disappearance. The concept of the disappeared, as set

out by forensic anthropologists,4 is central in this thesis as it continues to cause ruptures in

the everyday lives of people. The disappeared generate a new social category (EPAF 2012a:

29), which is perceived as an anomaly in society and in family as it remains unclear what

they are: they are not dead, but neither are they alive. They are in society but remain outside

of it. This has very real repercussions to society and to the family members who are trying to

rebuild their lives in a coherent manner. For example, should the women be referred to as

wives of the disappeared or as widows of the disappeared? I will use the term wives here, as

that is how they introduced themselves. The disappeared status of their loved ones keeps

recreating a disruption in their lives that, according to my data, not even memory practices

seem to be able to fully address or repair. This means that social repair for them remains on

fragile ground as long as the issue of the disappeared remains unsolved and unattended.

In order to better understand violence in Peru I will present an outline of violence in the Latin

American context. My aim is to show, using Michael Taussig’s term, the culture of terror

(Taussig 2004: 5) inherent in so many Latin American societies. The spreading of fear and

4 More on forensic anthropology and its methods see: Sanford, Victoria (2003) and Kimmerle, Erin H. (2004).
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terror has been used throughout the continent as part of a politics of violence and repression.

Research on post-conflict societies and transitions from authoritarian or military rule to de-

mocracy has increased, as new cases emerge. This case at hand is particular within this field

since the armed conflict erupted amidst a democratically elected government and ended with

an authoritarian regime in place.

I will employ the theoretical perspective of the anthropology of social repair, which scruti-

nizes the practices people use to cope and reconstruct their lives after a period of violence.

Shaw’s research on the post-conflict situation in Sierra Leone (2007a, 2007b, 2010a), which

focused on memory and social reconstruction, influences my analysis of data from Peru. A

special focus is on the everyday (Das 2001, Theidon 2012) seeing as my attempt is to provide

a view from below, on how macro-level processes, such as truth commissions or reparations,

governed by the language and practice of transitional justice, work in the local level, in the

lived reality of those I came in contact with. Undoubtedly, there are other paradigms such as

the anthropology of memory, human rights, violence, justice and reconciliation that are

equally relevant to this subject. However, they fit under the umbrella of social repair, as I will

demonstrate in chapters 3–5.

The theoretical discussion on memory in chapter 3 presents views from historians and an-

thropologists, from Maurice Halbwachs (1992) and Pierre Nora (1989) to Paul Connerton

(1989, 2009) and David Berliner (2005). There has been a growing interest in memory studies

(the “memory boom”), which has changed how memory is understood: while Nora sees that

memory is disappearing and needs to be artificially reconstructed and attached to specific

sites (1989), anthropologists are more focused on studying how memory contributes to social

reproduction and understanding cultural continuity. The final chapters in this section will

present two ethnographic cases from my field and will exemplify and conceptualize the the-

oretical discussion that preceded them.

In chapter 4 I will take part in the discussion of addressing a difficult past (Garton Ash 2002,

Humphrey 2003), focusing on truth commissions and transitional justice (Hayner 2011). Here

I will discuss how the act of categorizing people into victims and perpetrators has real effects

in their everyday lives. A brief theoretical discussion on individual and national reconciliation

(Wilson 2003) will indicate problems in ways reconciliation is often implemented from above

while individual processes follow different lines. This is why mechanisms to address the past

need to encompass local realities and motivations people have in addressing – or not address-

ing – the past.
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The discussion on whether reconciliation is possible without an acknowledgment of the

wrongs committed has become central after analysing my interviews and field notes; mainly,

people suggest that they cannot reconcile without having been apologized to and without the

truth of the whereabouts of their disappeared. In addition to this they feel there is no justice

in a state that continues to undermine them and delays trials, and that does not implement a

clear law to exhume and identify the 6,462 clandestine mass gravesites (Morote 2014: 52)

and find the disappeared. To this date 68 % of all burial sites are yet to be exhumed (Macher

2014: 185).5 The final part of chapter 4 will be devoted to this discussion on forgiveness and

reconciliation.

Chapter 5 will address narrating the past as a way of addressing the past. There is a lingering

assumption in transitional justice about the universal benefits of verbally narrating a (violent)

past, which will be critically discussed in chapter 5.1 (Shaw 2005, Ross 2003, LaCapra 2001).

Narrating experiences of violence can be a localized way of reconstituting the everyday and

re-weaving these disruptions into the fabric of society (Becker 1997), which is why I will

present three ways of speaking of experience through the following practices: testimony

(Ross 2001 & 2003a, LaCapra 2001), storytelling (Jackson 2002) and emplaced witnessing

(Riaño-Alcalá & Baines 2011). This chapter emphasizes the potential narratives have in in-

tegrating people in society, in creating continuity and a sense of belonging, which are critical

after mass violence.

The final chapter (6) will provide some answers as to how a disruption as been addressed in

Peru. It discusses the context of the everyday and focuses on how this local reality is linked

to social repair. The national reparations plan of Peru continues to spark heated debate about

how such a loss and injustice should be repaired, or can it ever really be repaired? Is the loss

of a human life possible to calculate? I will illuminate this using Marcel Mauss’ theory on

the hau (spirit) of the gift (1970) and demonstrate that for the family members this sort of

reciprocal value-based thinking makes reparations an insult to the memory of their loved

ones, despite the fact that many (in Ayacucho especially) are in need of economic assistance

and benefit greatly for the reparations payment, no matter how small this payment is are. In

a way this chapter seeks to tie this research together and make way for the concluding chapter

(7), in which I will briefly summarize the main findings of this research.

5 Out of the 15,731 disappeared only 7,5 % have been identified leaving 92,4 %, that is 14,546 persons, in the state of
disappearance (Macher 2014: 140–141).
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Even though identity is a somewhat underlying construction throughout this work I will leave

it outside of the theoretical discussion. My main interest here remains in the ways people

remember a violent past and seek to create continuity in their disrupted everyday lives, and

not how their identities have been altered by violence and how they are constructed. Recon-

stituting the self, human dignity and citizenship are more relevant concepts as they are clearly

stated in the recommendations of the CVR, and attempted to implement in the reparations

program. Reconstructing the self in the aftermath of violence is central throughout the dis-

cussion of memory practices and social reconstruction. However, seeing as I cannot say what

people are, I will therefore focus on how they address a disruption in their social reality.

The violence in Peru had a very specific gendered nature that was addressed in the CVR’s

work, but that will not be addressed in this thesis6. The conflict in Peru affected men and

women differently in that it targeted men and resulted in thousands of widowed women. So-

cial structures changed significantly because of this: women were now forced to take part in

activities that had been tasks of the men, such as caring for the chacra and the animals in

addition to their other responsibilities. Women started to break the “private/public” –divide

by leaving the domain of the home in search for their husbands, and became politically active

and involved. Gender is visible in this thesis most prominently in that most of my informants

were women who reported losses of their male family members, but also in how women have

taken on a firm stand in memory politics (discussed in chapter 3.3). Discussions on what is

“truth” and a more in depth discussion on human rights are also outside the theoretical scope

of this thesis, since the topics on memory politics and social repair alone are quite demand-

ing7.

6 For an account on Truth Commissions with an emphasis on gender and women see Ross 2007a.
7 Some good readings on these topics are for example Mark Goodale (2009) Human Rights: An Anthropological
Reader, Richard A. Wilson (1997) Human Rights, Culture and Context: Anthropological Perspectives, and Jane
Cowan et al. (2001) Culture and Rights: Anthropological Perspectives. The International Center for Transitional Jus-
tice (ICTJ) has also many online publications on issues dealing with human rights and truth, such as Bickford et al.
(2009) Documenting Truth.
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2 Contextualizing this research

2.1 Fieldwork: sites, people & ethics

The fieldwork was undertaken in Peru between March and June of 2014. I collected data in

two areas: Lima, the capital of Peru, and the department of Ayacucho, in the highlands of the

country (see map in attachment I). I had two reasons for doing multi-sited fieldwork: first of

all in the context of Peru’s armed conflict Ayacucho was the area hardest hit, and it still bears

marks of the violence and continues struggling to reach the level it was in before the conflict,

unlike Lima. In addition to this, it is a place where family members of the disappeared are

currently trying to create a memory sanctuary (chapter 3.3). This project has, regrettably,

encountered multiple problems and few successes. Secondly, including Lima provides a dif-

ferent perspective to both violence and memory: the violence in Lima was different from that

of Ayacucho, and as Sofía Macher, who was a commissioner in the CVR, said at the end of

our discussion while she was walking me to the elevator of her apartment in Miraflores: “In

Lima we had blackouts and car bombs, but in Ayacucho… It was war there.”

Lima is a Latin American multimillion city, rapidly growing and modernizing, which helps

to mask away the consequences of the armed conflict. They can be seen in specific spots,

such as memorials, easily lost in the bustle of the city. The small villages in Ayacucho, how-

ever, seemed to be stuck in time, having developed only marginally since the end of the con-

flict. The leftovers of the armed conflict are part of the daily lives of people in these commu-

nities. In Lima my field consisted of the following sites: the office and archives of EPAF and

APRODEH, the memorial El Ojo Que Llora (The Weeping Eye), and museums and homes

of informants. Of significant help in getting started was the entire staff of EPAFi. I made use

of their archives and discussed with their forensics about how these cases come to be theirs

to begin with; what people coming to them for help expect from the process? Gisela Ortiz

Perea became one of my most valuable contacts and informants; she is close with many fam-

ily members and an active human rights defender. She is also the sister of a disappeared,

which is why she has found herself working in the field of memory, justice and human rights.

Within the department of Ayacucho I concentrated on the capital of the department,

Huamanga (generally referred to as Ayacucho), and smaller villages in the southern parts,

like Hualla, Accomarca and Arapacancha. The last three mentioned are very difficult to reach

without someone who knows where they are and who knows someone from there. One of

EPAF’s tasks besides doing follow-up work and aiding in different bureaucratic transactions
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in Lima, such as signing up in the victims’ registry, is finding new cases of disappearances

or affliction due to the armed conflict. It was hard to believe how even on a short visit, we

documented close to a dozen cases.

The village of Hualla is situated in the province of Victor Fajardo 3,400 meters above sea

level. It is mountainous and has a population of some 2,500–3,000 inhabitants. The main

square where the church and the municipal building are is very much like any other main

square in Peru. Leaving the town square, however, you no longer see concrete buildings, but

lodgings made out of reddish soil and adobe, with metal plate roofs and wooden doors. There

is no longer a proper paved road, but winding muddy paths between households. On the edge

of the main square there is a memorial plaque with EPAF’s logo and Hualla’s families’ asso-

ciation embedded on it that reads:

In memory and homage to all the children of this village, victims of the political
violence (1980–2000). Because they live in our memory, of those who maintained
the hope and constructed the peace of our community of Hualla. (Own translation
from Spanish.)

In Hualla I experienced my first culture (and field) shock. It was not just being in such a

different place, but feeling so out of touch with the reality that these people in front of me

had lived and continued to live through. I felt a bit apologetic for having chosen such a sen-

sitive subject to study, it felt wrong to poke into these people’s lives, invoking memories of

pain and sorrow without being able to offer them any help. The reality of their lives was

something I had not imagined. I felt so humbled by their stories and experiences that it re-

mains difficult for me to treat these accounts and the social processes that affect them, in a

neutral and objective manner.

We went with Percy to meet a woman who lost her husband during the conflict. His wherea-

bouts are still unknown. Juana lived in a very modest hut next to her mother whose age Juana

could not specify: “70, 80? Something like that,” she said smiling while helping her mother

into a pile of burlap sacks in the corner so Percy and I could sit on the lambskin around the

table. The inside of her hut was cold and moist, quite dark. There were pots and pans and

kitchen utensils hanging from the wall or piled up in the corners. We brought bread, and she

cooked some choclo (maize) and sliced some cottage cheese for us. She put a kettle on, added

some muña, and we sat in silence. I finally saw and felt the reality of Ayacucho I had been

hearing and reading so much about. Being there made me imagine how this place must have

been like 30 years ago, how people disappeared in the night never to be heard of again.
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Picture 1: Juana and her mother in the courtyard of Juana's home.

Juana spoke mostly in Quechua, switching rarely to Spanish. Because of this language barrier,

and my “field shock” I found it difficult to ask Juana anything about her husband or her life

after the disappearance. The situation felt too unreal to me. Juana retold parts of her story,

waving her hands and getting anxious, angry, sad and desperate. Her voice disappeared oc-

casionally under the clutter of pots and pans and because of the darkness I could barely see

her facial expressions. She came to sit next to us and we sat in silence again, which made me

feel uncomfortable, but I followed Percy’s example and began to appreciate the silence, the

way Juana probably had learned to, not as a calm before the storm, but as an almost comfort-

ing, reminiscent and safe silence.

The village of Accomarca is situated on the opposite mountain of Hualla, a large valley sep-

arating them. It is a small and poor community of some 400 inhabitants. The main reason

behind the slow development is the aftermath of the armed conflict, which left the community

economically, socially, and culturally impoverished, not so much its remote location. The

village cemetery is overgrown, the church in the main square is still unfinished, and there are

windowless and doorless houses, many of which are abandoned.  Daniel Palacios, son of a

disappeared, greets us upon our arrival waving his hat in the air and shows us to where we

would be sleeping. He is very talkative and social, waving and greeting every person that

passes by. He expressed his worries about the people of Accomarca on multiple occasions,

and while we climb to the top of the hill he tells me that many people have left the village

and have not returned. They do not even come back for celebrations – actually there are very

little celebrations left:

We have lost all our traditions! (…) Today nothing is valued. For example, today
is Sunday, right? Palm Sunday. In those years Palm Sunday was… we made spe-
cial drawings, candles, in every place we put candles… we walked with candles…
in the church there was a massive celebration… Today evangelism is winning
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over, nowadays Catholics are very few… Accomarca has lost so much! As a con-
sequence to that massacre…

Atop the hill stand the remains of the former military base. This is one of the first things you

see when you enter the village. Daniel recounts the history of the village contrasting it to the

horrors that came to be during the armed conflict, and the sad fact that the village has not

recuperated. He walked next to me with his hands behind his back, his eyes to the ground,

telling me about the time Sendero was in Accomarca, when the military had arrived and about

his father’s disappearance. He then shows me the spot where 69 villagers were burnt alive.

Daniel was very concerned about the future of Accomarca, because people are giving up,

getting tired of fighting for justice even though their case is currently in trial, has been since

31st January 2005 (APRODEH 2014: 38). This disillusionment is something I would unfor-

tunately witness in many more, as will become clear in this thesis.

Picture 2: The village of Accomarca, the military base in the background.

While walking around Accomarca a woman approached me asking who we were. Once I told

her we had come from Lima, and were from EPAF, she then instantly started to tell me about

her 13-year-old son who was taken in the 1980s, and she and her husband are now in such

poor health having no one to care for them. After recovering from my initial surprise of hav-

ing someone open up to me in such a way after we have just met, I took her to Percy and

Gisela and she started over, in Quechua. Paulina spoke quickly and her hands either moved

around almost frantically or were eerily still in front of her. She cried in varying degrees and

at times it seemed like she was unaware that tears were running down her face. We took down

her information to further inquire into this case once back in Lima, and she left, thanking us.

This behaviour, though surprising at first, turned out to be very common around Ayacucho:

people wanted to tell their story. They wanted answers, and they wanted recognition, a point

I will discuss throughout this thesis, especially in chapters 4.3 and 6.2.
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The stories told, especially in smaller communities, about the time before the violence made

me notice how people now seemed to be so estranged from one another. The united, happy

and hardworking village and villagers they spoke of in the past was either a fading memory

in the present or merely over-idealized in the past. Even in a celebration in Hualla, the 2-year

birthday of the healthcare centre, people seemed to come by to eat, talk with their friends and

leave without further socializing with the rest of the community present. It did not feel like a

community celebration. Repairing the torn social fabric seemed in many cases to be a com-

plicated task that would need to start with mending broken relationships among villagers.

When addressing such a sensitive subject it is of special importance to pay attention to the

ethical dimensions of research. While remembering is largely involved in ethnographic in-

quiry (Fabian 2007: 132) making people remember and communicate a traumatic experience

brings forth the ethical question of putting the person through all the pain again and for what

purpose? I was aware of the communicative difficulties I would encounter, such as having

different experiences and repertoire than my informants (Briggs 1986: 39). I was also aware

that I had entered this society lacking acquaintance with the local modes of conduct or speech,

and familiarity with the accepted ways of communicating (ibid: 89). For example, when some

referred to something having happened during harvest time, I realized that I was not part of

this cultural community and lacked knowledge and experience in something that to them was

part of the everyday.

I tried to keep in mind the power relations inherent in every conversation or meeting that

would render different meanings for me and for the interviewed (ibid: 47, 102–103). I was

also aware of the dissimilar motivations I, on the one hand, and my informants on the other,

had about our interaction (Tonkin 1992: 54). I had doubts at the beginning about engaging in

such sensitive discussions that would bring forth painful memories for my informants. I was

concerned about how to address the issue, how to be in the situation in a way that is not too

aloof and not too engaging (see LaCapra 2001: 97–100). To my relief, however, all the people

I came in contact with appreciated the fact that I showed interest in the subject and that I was

“spreading the word”. Many thanked me for taking the time to come and listen to their stories;

the thought that their stories would be re-told somewhere else seemed comforting and pleas-

ing to them.

I was aware that during the conflict it was risky to give one’s name, especially in the rural

areas where both Sendero and the military showed up with lists of names, who were then

executed or disappeared (Theidon 2012: 13, 201). I wondered how things might be nowadays,

would my informants have me rather use pseudonyms when re-telling their stories? I came
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to find, however, that names and places are important and people often underlined them: “My

husband Jaime Ayala Sulca was disappeared in Huanta, in the Stadium of Huanta, in 1984”.

There is no longer the same fear of not daring to speak or not wanting others to know you

talked, although there remain villages where such fear prevails. After my fieldwork I believe

that names are evermore highlighted because of past attempts to erase them. I will discuss

this more in chapter 5.1.

I suppose I was perceived as a “safe” person to talk to, because of my association to EPAF,

however informal it was. The people I interviewed had worked closely with EPAF and espe-

cially with Gisela for years. They trusted and admired her, so having Gisela speak for me was

a definitive advantage. I am not sure how welcoming people would have been had I been

associated with some state entity or ministry, since these institutions are still regarded as

untrustworthy by some. Nevertheless I have to be aware of the fact that people might have

already had an idea about the research or about me beforehand, since Gisela was often the

one to contact them.

Before any interview I discussed with my informant about who I was and what I was doing.

I made it clear that we could stop the interview or change the subject at any point and offered

them the possibility to use a pseudonym but none deemed it necessary. They were quite used

to talking about their past by then, and some are often interviewed in the media, like Rosa,

Marly or Luyeva. This however does not mean that talking about the past was in any way

easier for them, and there was no interview lacking in tears. I was particularly nervous about

asking or bringing up something inappropriate or conveying a behaviour that was insulting

to them.

I would surely encounter uses of language previously unknown to me, partly because of the

lack of necessary background knowledge or background experience (Tonkin 1992: 6-9, 18).

I thought my personal background as a Colombian would aid me in navigating the society of

Peru, but I was taken aback at how different the people in these countries were. People seemed

to notice from my accent that I was Colombian, and often the conversation got side tracked

to how on earth I had ended up in Finland. This provided a good topic for lighter discussion

but it was somewhat difficult to then return to the subject of their most traumatic experience.

However, as this experience is so tightly entwined with the everyday and kin relations I soon

learned that I did not have to ask directly about the disruption, but could discuss other topics

relating to the person’s daily life and routines and we would eventually end up in the disrup-

tion of that everyday.
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Almost all interviews followed the pattern of “storytelling” and were actually very little like

an interview. The artificial setting of an interview leaves little space for naturally occurring

discourse, which is why I tried to keep any formalities of interviewing at bay. I came to realize

that my informants almost never themselves used the word interview, but spoke rather of

having a conversation, or conversar. I began using this myself later on, in an attempt to try

to accommodate the “normally incompatible nature of a standard interview with native sys-

tems of communication” (Briggs 1986: x). Therefore I will treat these interviews or conver-

sations as narrations of the past in my analysis.

A final word about my informants: I conducted a total number of twelve semi-structured

interviews in Lima and eight in Ayacucho. My informants consist mostly of family members

of forcefully disappeared, the clear majority of whom were women. There are also people

who work in human rights organizations and those who are members of families’ or victims’

organizations. Among my data there are seven disappeared husbands, five fathers, four broth-

ers, three sons, and one daughter. In addition to this there are reports of the torture of the

disappeared as well as reports of the killing of three fathers, one brother, sister, daughter, son,

husband and friend. There is one torture survivor and a daughter of a torture survivor. I will

give more detailed descriptions of these people as they accompany the structure of the thesis,

but a full list of my informants can be found in attachment II at the end of the thesis.

I would like to end on a note on the difficult task anthropologists have in emotionally dis-

tancing ourselves from the “data”, which consists of people we come to know, sometimes

very closely (see Scheper-Hughes & Bourgois 2004: 26). It has been an immensely arduous

task for me to choose what to discard from this thesis, because I feel I am setting my inform-

ants into a value or importance scale – what is interesting or most relevant for this and what

can be left out? I feel like I owe them in some way, so not using the information they have

given me feels close to betrayal. This is especially so because of the sensitive and heavy

nature of this subject, and knowing that one of my informants’ main aspirations is to be heard.
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2.2 The internal armed conflict of Peru & its aftermath

The unequal levels of modernization and development in the rural areas of Peru created new

social problems and deepened existing ones, which opened a way for the subversive group,

Sendero Luminoso, 8 to start working these conflicts to their benefit. State presence in the

rural areas was minimal making members of Sendero capable to occupy these power vacuums

with relative ease. (CVR 2004: 75.) There has been a consistent military influence and rule

in Peru since the 1900s, which I believe, has affected the level of violence used during the

armed struggle, as well as how the use of violence was considered almost normal. The CVR’s

final report states: “the rule of law was questioned by a long tradition of military takeovers.

(…) engaging in politics in which a vertical, exclusive order imposed through violence, was

considered natural” (ibid: 329). In 1979 a new Constitution was drafted and Fernando Be-

launde Terry won the first democratic elections in 1980.

This is where this story begins, in Chuschi, a remote village in the department of Ayacucho

on the morning of May 17th 1980, Election Day. It happened before the villagers arrived at

the communal hall to vote; a small group of subversives had taken it upon themselves to set

the ballot boxes on fire. This victimless act of vandalism marked the beginning of la lucha

armada, the armed struggle, against the Peruvian State. It was a symbolic act carried out by

Sendero that would remain their only victimless and bloodless acts for the years to come.

Sendero Luminoso is a Maoist insurgent organization whose target was to insert a new polit-

ico-ideological order in Peru. The charismatic leader, Abimael Guzmán Reynoso began his

revolutionary war in the highlands of the country, in Ayacucho. Back then, and still to some

extent today, what was outside of Lima was virtually unknown and uninteresting, a point

taken into account by the CVR as well (Theidon 2012: 10). This lack of interest and lack of

State presence in the rural areas of the country made it possible for Sendero to spread and

gain strength before the government realized and recognized it to be a serious threat.

By the time the President declared emergency zones in Ayacucho in December of 1982 and

put the armed forces in full control of the situation, Sendero had grown from a relatively

small subversive movement into a terrorist organization. The conflict began to militarize,

leading to the first high peak of violence (1983–1985) with the year 1984 reporting the highest

numbers of casualties of the entire armed conflict (CVR 2004: 24). The second peak of vio-

lence (1988–1989) took place under the García administration (ibid). The CVR’s final report

8 For more in-depth analysis of the rise of Sendero Luminoso and the internal armed conflict see: Gorriti, Gustavo
2013 [1990]. Sendero: Historia de la Guerra mielnaria en el Perú.
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states that the fight against subversion actually reinforced pre-existing authoritarian and re-

pressive practices among members of the police: for instance the practice of torture during

detention and interrogation was frequent in addressing common delinquency in the past and

was therefore considered as normal interrogation procedure. The practices implemented by

the armed forces often resulted in more than excesses leading to generalized or systematic

practices of human rights violations.9 (Ibid: 426–428.) All this added to the growing climate

of fear and terror.

Picture 3: The Yuyanapaq –exhibition at the National Museum in Lima. In the picture a family
makes its way into the city, escaping the terror in Ayacucho.

During the first years the armed struggle was concentrated in the rural areas of the country,

mainly in Ayacucho. Lima remained relatively oblivious to the terror that was taking place

in its own backyard, so when in 1985 there was an uprising in a prison in the peripheries of

Lima, people started to awaken to the fact that this war was being fought in their country. In

February of 1986 a state of emergency was declared in Lima and Callao, bringing the internal

armed conflict to the capital (ibid: 63). Little by little acts of terror committed by Sendero

started to instil fear and terror in the limeños; there were citywide blackouts followed by car

bombs10 and targeted assassinations (mostly authority figures). A restriction of moving out-

side in the streets from 6pm to 6am was established, the police force was reorganized to better

respond to the escalating threat, and Alberto Fujimori took power in July 1990.

9 The armed forces, however, still argue that what happened were merely multiple cases of excessive use of violence,
put to action by the orders of certain generals. The excessive nature was in no way a policy of a systematic use of vio-
lence. (EHV 2010: 8.)
10 A significant event took place on the street of Tarata the 16th July 1992 in the heart of the well-to-do district of Mi-
raflores in Lima, when a car bomb went off killing 25 people and injuring 150 (CVR 2004: 70).
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The rise of Fujimori became associated with the fall of Sendero; the DIRCOTE led and exe-

cuted the arrest of Guzmán in September of 1992. After his arrest the terrorist activity de-

clined significantly, but the party remains active to this day. Fujimori’s auto coup in April

1992 marked the beginning of authoritative rule in Peru. State repression and forced disap-

pearances endured: an estimated 20,000 people were jailed during Fujimori’s period on not

much more than a rumour, a grudge, or a declaration given by a torture victim in hopes of

ending the pain (Theidon 2010: 94). The end of the 1990s was closing in and Fujimori’s right

hand, the chief of the National Intelligence Service, Vladimiro Montesinos was caught on

corruption charges. Fujimori resigned in 2000 and the interim President Valentín Paniagua

took over. This was to mark the shift from war to peace, and the creation of Peru’s Truth

Commission was to embody this.

”When I started working in the Commission it was the Truth Commission. Toledo [president]

added the Reconciliation to it afterwards” said Sofía Macher Batanero, a member of the CVR

committee, with the slightest air of frustration. This very well captures the current situation

Peru seems to be in, in terms of reconciliation (more in chapters 4.2 and 4.3). The work of

the CVR took place in 2001–2003, and in its mandate was to cover the events that stretched

from 1980 to 2000. Sofía mentions that this was a very ambitious task on its own without

having to deal with reconciliation, too. Despite the short time and massive field to study and

analyse, the Commission was able to achieve a great deal, and became a driving force in the

search for truth and justice in Peru.

We Peruvians used to say, in our worst estimates, that the violence had left 35,000
dead. What does it say about our political community now that we know another
35,000 of our brothers and sisters were missing and we never even noticed they
were gone? – Salomon Lerner, president of the CVR, at the publication of CVR’s
final report. (Theidon 2012: 7. Emphasis added.)

The final report counts more than 69,000 victims (see attachment IV), 80 % of them Quechua

speaking peasants; it collected close to 17,000 testimonies, which helped to identify by name

23,696 victims; it estimates that forced disappearances represent 61 % of the deaths attributed

to State agents; it states that unlike other military regimes in Latin America (such as Chile or

Argentina), the State agents were not the ones responsible for the majority of the casualties,

but Sendero Luminoso accounting for as much as 54 % of all casualties amounting to 31,331

deaths (CVR 2004: 10–18). It further emphasizes the variety of agents and entities that took

part in the armed struggle; paramilitary groups, the MRTA, drug traffickers and separate en-

tities pertaining to State forces, such as the marine, the armed forces, the republican guard,

the civil guard and the intelligence service, to name a few (ibid: 235–295). In light of this 54
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% of the casualties accredited to one group makes this a war against terrorism from the State’s

perspective.

The already divided community that easily turned on each other added to the violence: fellow

citizens were not perceived as humans, they were unworthy of civil treatment. Existing con-

flicts and animosities between people deepened leading to lethal violence (Theidon 2012:

209). Having witnessed too much violence actually increased violent acts in some cases

(CVR 2004: 360–361). Because experienced for so long, this violent lifestyle normalized into

the everyday resulting in general fear and distrust among the population even after the conflict

had ended (ibid: 345). This still seems to generate problems regarding rebuilding and recon-

structing community life, such as lack of trust within communities. This is common in post-

conflict situations. (Perera 2001: 159.)

Communities who turned on one another during the conflict now have weakened bonds. Peo-

ple have stopped attending community rituals and celebrations, which has further disinte-

grated communities and weakened the transmission of traditional knowledge. As communi-

ties dispersed people were displaced becoming the poorest of the poor, having nothing to

come back to as the homes they had left behind were now in ruins or occupied by someone

else. (CVR 2004: 347, 361–367.) Members of Sendero or the MRTA were never captured

and those who were may have already served their sentences so they could be back in their

old communities. The young are ignorant about the past, because there is a general fear of

talking about it, created by the (former) perpetrators’ presence in communities such as Lu-

canamarca. (Macher 2014: 17.) These situations make acts such as remembering problematic

and even dangerous, especially if imposed from above as transitional justice measures not

supported by the locals.

In many cases a truth commission’s final report is considered an important result or product

of dealing with a difficult past and promoting peace and reconciliation. The CVR has been a

successful one compared to many others (Hayner 2011), but despite of this there remain

scholars who argue against this thought. Peruvian scholar Herbert Morote argues that the

CVR failed in doing what it was supposed to do: inform the population of what happened

(2014: 313). The academic tone of the final report and its distribution mainly in official spaces

and offices has rendered it – and maybe even the entire work of the CVR – useless in terms

of reconciliation (ibid: 14–15).11 However, the CVR has been for many the truth-seeking

11 The report has been translated to Quechua, but the level of illiteracy remains high in Peru, especially in the poor
rural highlands.
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journey needed after repressed silences and has prompted a process of demanding justice that

is still in motion, although slightly declining (Macher 2014: 13). Being only a temporary

institution the cathartic or healing effect it might have had has surely faded over the years.

This proves that more than “the truth” is needed to repair communities and people (see chap-

ter 6).

2.3 Unmasking violence – from Latin America to Peru

Terror, fear, kidnappings, arbitrary detentions, torture, forced disappearances, forced sterili-

zation, extrajudicial executions, massacres, sexual violence and violation, forced recruitment

– among others show that coercing and managing the population through the use of violence

was myriad in Peru. Nancy Scheper-Hughes has noted the human capacity to reduce other

humans to non-humans, and this act as allowing policies of mass destruction to come into

play with broad social consent (Das & Kleinman 2001: 16–17). This dehumanization of oth-

ers, of viewing one’s relationship towards others as one that bears no human obligations (Co-

hen 2001: 89–90) is well depicted in the fratricidal nature of the violence experienced in Peru

during the internal armed conflict. This humanity –aspect is characteristic of efforts to rebuild

society: those formerly treated as animals are being re-humanized by providing them with a

proper and dignified burial.

The broad social consent for violence that governed these years has left deep marks in the

Peruvian society, making social repair an immensely strenuous task. Ignorance and indiffer-

ence towards fellow citizens continues to cast a long shadow over the path to overcome the

discriminatory and polarized ideologies that permeate society today. Dehumanizing fellow

citizens is a way to evade responsibility (Humphrey 2003: 182) and a way to create disconti-

nuity or rupture between the past and the present. In this sense re-humanizing fellow citizens

is a necessary and much needed first step in creating cohesion and enabling the rebuilding of

social and communal relationships.

To understand Peru as a field and my informants’ life stories it is important to understand the

larger context in which these stories are situated. There are many ways of referring to the

years between 1980 and 2000 in Peru; the time of the violence, the years of terrorism, the

civil war, state repression, or – among the Quechua speaking – the difficult times (Theidon

2012: 3). The military refers to this as the time of the counter-terrorist war and states that this

was not an internal conflict since the country was never, in any period of its history, polarized

(EHV 2010: 7, 14). These tell us how different people, entities and institutional bodies relate

to a specific time of the past and how manipulating the past in the present can be worked to
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different ends. It also creates new subjectivities such as “victims” and “perpetrators”. It be-

comes important then to what kind of past are one’s acts weighted against: for a convicted

terrorist it makes legal and punitive difference whether his act is considered part of genocide

or an act during war, in which case the Geneva convention12 could be applied (Morote 2014:

63). Most victims may not be so inclined or interested in making such politicized differenti-

ations, because for them the violence experienced was personal, intentional and calculated;

to define the context in which this violence took place may not matter so much.

The character of war has shifted from inter to intra-state conflict since World War II (Theidon

2012: xiii), the warring forces now targeting civilian populations and causing massive de-

struction of infrastructure. Mass violence destroys those structures that form the foundation

of a functioning society, such as social and economic institutions and networks of kin rela-

tionships. (Weinstein & Fletcher 2002: 575–576.) Terror seems to have some basic similari-

ties irrespective of where it happens, what specific forms it takes or who experiences it (Perera

2001: 163). Acts of violence designed to terrorize and destroy the basis of community life

have damaging repercussions for social reconstruction. What happens when the war ends and

people have to somehow find a way to live together and reconstruct relationships they them-

selves helped destroy?

The larger frameworks of political violence in Latin America and the climate of fear and

terror that has characterized it will further illuminate the Peruvian context. The fact that 75

% of the population in Latin America has experienced various forms and degrees of political

terror (Torres-Rivas 1999: 285) shows how much violence has been a part of people’s lives

and indicates a historical continuity and pattern in this continent13. Social and political “vio-

lence in Latin America is nurtured by long-lasting patterns of social exclusion of large parts

of the population”, and it has been a “recurrent element of social change” throughout the

continent (Koonings & Kruijt 1999: 3, 5). Political violence exercised during the 1970s and

1980s was often justified through defending the democratic system, meaning that political

violence was a conscious policy applied by the State (Torres-Rivas 1999: 285). It could there-

fore be claimed that violence has been democratized in Latin America (Koonings & Kruijt

1999: 11).

The context of the Cold War and the presence of the United States widely affected Latin

America, for instance Chile and Argentina implemented the National Security Doctrine

12 For more detailed information see: [http://www.cfr.org/human-rights/geneva-conventions/p8778]
13 For more information consult the compelling read on the history of Latin America: Galeano, Eduardo 2009 [1971].
Open Veins of Latin America: Five Centuries of the Pillage of a Continent.
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(Theidon 2012: 214) as part of their political strategies. This context affected Peru too: the

general guidelines on counter subversive strategies provided by the CIA could not be applied

to Peru as such, because Sendero was not like the uniformed armed guerrillas described in

these guidelines, but were un-uniformed and therefore un-identifiable from the civilian pop-

ulation. The State’s security forces were confused and unable to identify the subversives

(CVR 2004: 425), which led to countless mistaken counter-subversive strategies with grue-

some consequences, such as the massacre in Accomarca in 1985.

Consistent and enduring threats to livelihood security that elements such as inequality, dep-

rivation, ethnic discrimination and criminal violence, among others, pose in these societies

have the tendency to exhibit a generalized climate of fear. This means that the prolonged and

consistent lack of security creates endemic fear in society. (Koonings & Kruijt 1999: 6.) Thus

the attempt to rationalize violence actually leads to creating those social conditions that ena-

ble fear and terror (Torres-Rivas 1999: 290). Societal structures that work towards producing

and maintaining insecurities in the everyday lives of people regenerate perpetual fear, which

in turn only increases general fear: “the “culture of fear” has obtained institutional character-

istics induced by systematic yet (…) arbitrary violence, often organised from above”

(Koonings & Kruijt 1999: 15). Military regimes like Peru that have been accustomed to hav-

ing a certain amount of autonomy in their conduct found it hard to accommodate to new

democratic models, where they were subordinated to the State and not above it. Violence took

on such drastic forms in Peru, because it was both arbitrary and institutionalized in the State

(ibid: 19).

Justifying violence seems to lose its urgency when violence itself becomes difficult to differ-

entiate from everyday life. In the context of Latin America, Colombia provides a vivid ex-

ample of this “banalization of terror” (Pécaut 1999: 158). Violence has become an integral

part of all power relations in the Colombian society because of its regularity and continuity

(ibid: 163–164). It has thus been generalized while becoming highly diverse, which makes

discerning patterns of violence highly difficult and works towards routinizing terror in the

everyday life. Structural violence becomes then practically invisible. (Scheper-Hughes &

Bourgois 2004: 4.) Experiences of past terror get mixed in with the present insecurities felt

in society, enabling terror and violence to become an implicit state of affairs. The transition

from ordinary violence to terror takes place rather smoothly and violence itself may become

a common way of operating in society. When this happens the basis of existing social insti-

tutions and relationships will be undermined. (Pécaut 1999: 165.) In such cases it becomes

pertinent to ask whether, or to what extent, is social repair possible, if the social institutions
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and relationships that we have trusted to provide us with security turn out to be those that

enable and create violence?

2.4 “The absences that hurt us” – the disappeared

In Peru entire villages and families were slaughtered during the armed conflict, severing gen-

erational lineages and damaging the very core of the communal bond. Tens of thousands were

forcefully disappeared by, paradoxically, the security forces. The forcefully disappeared con-

tinue to be a reminder of this dark period in Peru’s history, a disruption that prevents many

from moving on and retaking their life. The focus of this thesis is on the disappeared and their

families. When we were finishing up our discussion with Daniel in Accomarca I asked him

whether he felt the reparations have been useful in helping him to move on. He stopped walk-

ing and clapped his hands together, saying:

Madre, I’ll tell you one thing. My father. Had I found my father in this moment I
would be proud and happy. I would be many things (…) Of what use is that
money? Money? We would spend it on a few things and there goes that money.
But a life is not like that. Because my father, right now, he should still be alive.

Pilar, on my very first interview expressed the ambiguous situation that she is in as a mother

of a disappeared. She came in the room puffy-eyed, clutching her purse, smiling kindly to

me. She sat down and moved only to take out the picture of her daughter from her purse,

which she otherwise clutched tightly during the two hours we talked. I would not say she was

particularly silent or timid, but she spoke more vividly about themes other than the time of

violence or her daughter’s disappearance, such as what they cultivated in their chacra and

how her mother always made too much food. Whenever the topic drifted back to Dora words

failed her, she struggled to find her voice and there was a stiffness in her body that was re-

flected as fear, sorrow and disbelief in her eyes:

I cannot believe it, to this day… one day perhaps my daughter will be found, but…
she never returned, not to this day… My daughter was… my sister, my friend, she
was everything to me… What can I do, cry for my daughter.

Talking with Gisela at the office of EPAF about the disappeared in June, quite at the end of

my fieldwork, I came to realize that this issue would probably never be fully resolved for any

of the family members, as daunting as this thought may seem. This disruption would be a

permanent rupture in their lives until the very end. Gisela put it quite well when describing

what the disappeared are for her, for the family members:

They continue to be absences that hurt us… To miss your brother, to think that it
was an absurd death, unjust, to feel that void is something that will not be filled
with anything. Even if you process it and understand it, it still continues to be a
void that cannot be filled with anything.
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I wanted to start off this discussion on the disappeared by letting my informants speak, in

order to provide a glimpse into the lived reality of the people before going into the human

rights language and definitions of “a disappeared”. These quotes, I hope, will make the sen-

timents of these people more tangible, illuminate that a case of a disappearance does not end

and that it touches the very core of their beings. The absences that hurt us very well describes

that this is not just an event in the past that can be resolved, but that it continues to cause them

endless, interminable pain. In this way the absence is not bound by time or place, (see La-

Capra 2001: 49) which makes absences highly ambivalent (ibid: 58). Dominick LaCapra dis-

cusses further the difference between loss and absence (2001: 44-49). According to him

“when loss is converted into (…) absence, one faces the impasse of endless melancholy, im-

possible mourning (…) in which any process of working through the past and its historical

losses is foreclosed or prematurely aborted” (ibid: 46). Because of the ambivalent nature of

absence, working through does not follow the same lines as working through a loss. This

means that loss, as a particular event (ibid: 49) can be worked through in order to achieve a

resolution of some sort, but an absence can only be worked through “in the sense that one can

learn better to live with it” (ibid: 65). This becomes clear in Gisela’s comment.

My informants often puzzled over the question of why did their loved ones have to be taken

away in such a cruel and inhumane manner as a forced disappearance? I visited Marly and

Félix Anzualdo, the sister and father of Kenneth, a forcefully disappeared university student

(see attachment III), in their home in Callao, Lima. Félix sat in what clearly was his chair at

the end of the room and Marly instructed me towards the sofa next to him, while she took a

small chair next to her father. They began to tell me about aquellos tiempos, “those times”:

the fear, the rumours and stories they kept hearing about people vanishing and their families

who began looking for them in detention centres. Whenever they mentioned Kenneth, or

“Kenny”, I noticed Marly glancing over at the shelf on the corner where there was a large

framed picture of Kenny. The conversation got heated, as it often did when family members

yet again reminisced in the injustice and appalling nature of the destiny that befell their loved

ones:

[Marly:] Why make them disappear? They could have surely just detained them,
question them, judge them... [Félix:] … to make them disappear without a fair
trial... [Marly:] the punishment is for the family, more than anything... and that is
a fear for… For the entire society.

Forced disappearance seeks to hide other human rights violations, such as torture, while fa-

vouring impunity and the intimidation and terrorization of a community or social collective

(APRODEH 2014: 122). It is a crime that violates multiple fundamental rights (Defensoría
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del Pueblo [hereon referred to as DP] 2002: 17), and as is stated in The International Con-

vention For The Protection Of All Persons From Enforced Disappearance (Article II):

Forced disappearance is considered to be the arrest, detention, abduction or any
other form of deprivation of liberty by agents of the State or by persons or groups
of persons acting with the authorization, support or acquiescence of the State, fol-
lowed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by concealment
of the fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person, which place such a person
outside the protection of the law. (EPAF 2012b: 6. Emphasis added.)

By the definition above the ambiguous status and liminal space occupied by a disappeared

person, as someone who is both inside and outside society, becomes evident (Hamber & Wil-

son 2002: 37, 40). My aim is to broaden the understanding of how a disappearance affects

the social life and relationships of a family or a community by focusing on the crime of forced

disappearance as a still ongoing crime that remains unsolved until the remains of the disap-

peared are located and his fate clarified. But even if this is accomplished the act of disappear-

ance remains a disruption in a person’s life that is practically impossible to ever fully repair

– hence, the “void that can never be filled,” which Gisela spoke of. It is a source of sorrow

and injustice for the family members whose social reality has been fragmented beyond repair.

In this context I speak only of forced disappearance as an act of political violence, in which

intentionality plays a decisive part, in contrast to other forms of disappearance, such as a

result of natural disaster or an accident. The importance of state-sponsored truth-seeking

mechanisms is in the ability to acquire facts about a forced disappearance. The underlying

assumption here is that the ongoing suffering of individual victims and their families is caused

by not knowing the facts that led to their loss, or by not having official acknowledgement of

their suffering. (Weinstein &Fletcher 2002: 586–587.) In forced disappearance the family

members are left wondering why their loved one was targeted, surely s/he had done some-

thing to be taken?

Some of my informants even said that they would better understand the disappearance had

their loved one been involved in criminal activity or done something wrong – this would

allow them a moral reasoning of the occurrence (DP 2002: 217). They often invoked the

innocence of their loved one, making a moral and ethical statement of what is right, wrong,

or just. At the headquarters of ANFASEP, Sergia said that she could have accepted her hus-

band’s fate had he done something wrong. In Lima Marly recounted what her mother had

yelled at the police station to the police who kept denying ever having taken Kenny:

They only entered and took him out and nothing, nothing, because he’s innocent.
I would know, of course, I would say that “something he had to have done some
sin and for his guilt he would’ve lost his life”, saying. I would be satisfied, happy,
right? But as an innocent man, living off his work and from the house to be taken
out… And he’s made disappeared so it’s not right, señorita. – Sergia Flores
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What thing has my brother done that they would do that to him? (…) My mother
said “if my son has done something, fine... but don't deny it, don't tell me you
haven't taken him!” – Marly Anzualdo

Picture 4: Headquarters of ANFASEP in Huamanga.

The clear majority of my informants were still unaware of the fate and whereabouts of their

loved ones. Having the authorities deny having them in holding equalled for many denying

their existence altogether. The liminal state of the disappeared manifests itself in people’s

daily lives: they come back to the family members in a dream and yet they are not really

there, their belongings are still kept but unused and their pictures decorate the shelves and

mantelpieces of their homes but the presence of the disappeared is missing. Without a death

certificate women cannot remarry, so they too are thrown into an anomalous state within

society, complicating their daily lives and attempts to retake it. Their loved ones might have

passed but their death has not been proven, much less ritualized, since the whereabouts of

their bodies remains unknown. (EPAF 2012a: 34.)

The despair and the concern for their loved ones was discernable in my informants’ com-

ments. The care they expressed for their disappeared even in the face of a detention and the

desperate quest for finding them is seen in the women’s concerns for the clothing their hus-

bands had on when they were taken, and in their attempts to take food to them to the detention

centres. In the following quote Saleciana worries that her husband had only his pyjamas on

when they took him and it was the middle of the night. It was cold, he would be cold without

his poncho, why did they not let her give it to him? This gives us a glimpse into the deep

disruption the detention-disappearance made into the domestic life of Saleciana, fragmenting

her role as a caring wife:

The police came and pushed me to the floor. I was pregnant at the time, but they
didn’t care. “Shut your mouth, carajo!” And then they grabbed my husband, he
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was only wearing his pyjamas, and said “We’re only taking him to the base for
questioning, stop crying carajo!” And just like that without his shoes or his poncho
they took him and bolted the door, they locked me in. I never saw him again.

The police give a flimsy excuse for the detention, while making none for their excessive and

unnecessary use of violence, both verbal and physical, against a defenceless pregnant woman.

Their coarse use of language and conduct, throwing her to the floor and cursing, is dehuman-

izing. Then later they deny ever having taken her husband, thus erasing his existence. In ref-

erence to how they deal with a disappearance my informants made a discernable difference:

it would be easier to handle an extrajudicial execution than a disappearance. Rosa, sitting

quite still and calm in front of me in one of the rooms in EPAF tried to explain the pain a

disappearance causes, a pain that is never-ending, because you have no certainty of what has

happened to your loved one:

With an executed person the pain is different, because you bury the body and…
you go to the cemetery. Things change, it’s different, but with a disappeared it’s
not… I always ask myself, what had happened, how they must have tortured him,
what would’ve he been thinking… All sorts of things… So many questions. (…)
It’s difficult being a family member of a disappeared because you don’t know
what happened.

In order to try to understand a situation as a whole people hold on to the fact that at least you

know what has happened and you can be sure of the death (DP 2002: 227–228). But when it

is a case of forced disappearance, you do not know, you cannot mourn properly, you cannot

give a dignified burial, and you do not really know what that person is now. This sets obstacles

for normal social conduct, such as mourning, which is a collective act (Connerton 2009).

People who have lost someone as a result of murder can mourn in peace without speculation.

Those of forced disappearance have a perpetual and vague mourning period that has no end,

something a funeral and the support of a community gathered to remember and let go could

symbolically provide. They remain in perennial speculation (DP 2002: 221) mourning a loss

that they cannot really define.

The confusion and bafflement following a trauma, and the shattering of cognitive
assumptions about the world, are exacerbated when the markers of the past that
give it its coherence, such as the existence and compassion of loved ones, are
destroyed or rendered invisible. This is particularly the case with regards to po-
litical disappearance that thrusts an inordinate amount of unanswered (and tech-
nically unanswerable) questions upon the survivor. The personal perplexity and
incoherence of the trauma is extreme in the case of political disappearances.
(Hamber & Wilson 2002: 39. Emphasis added.)

I argue that the personal perplexity referred to in this quote is further deepened by the disap-

pearance and irrecoverability of the actual body. The State security forces and military made

actual bodies disappear, making lived lives non-existent. Family members cannot deal with

their loved ones not just being disappeared, but that their existence prior to the disappearance,
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their history and being, would also be negated, wiped out. Death alone is something unfath-

omable for many, difficult to accept and think about, so vanishing the actual body and any

official record of it makes the whole experience more unreal. This is “an extreme eradication

of the identity of the victim that leaves survivors in a state of profound ontological insecurity”

(Hamber & Wilson 2002: 41). This is why people carry pictures of their loved ones with them

in order to prove their existence at least at some point in the past; “the iconicity of a photo-

graph remains with you” as Sofía put it while we discussed the Yuyanapaq photographic

exhibition and why people carry around pictures of their loved ones. The symbolic power of

a photograph is unmatched by any artefact: “The photographic trace may be the only repre-

sentation of an event that incorporates its absence.” (Ruchatz 2008: 370.)

Picture 5: Pilar shows the picture of her daughter, which she carries in her purse.

Anthropology has contributed to the study of violence and suffering14 in providing accounts

of how political violence is both “mobilized and targeted”, and how it “works on lives and

interconnections to break communities” (Das & Kleinman 2001: 1). The “suffering that re-

sults from political violence includes a range of traumas such as fear, pain, loss, anguish, grief

and the destruction of a coherent and meaningful reality” (Kleinman 1995: 174). Violence

should be understood in terms other than mere physicality, the infliction of bodily pain. Such

terms would include assaults on more existential entities: personhood, dignity, sense of worth

and value to the victim. (Scheper-Hughes & Bourgois 2004: 1.) This capacity to reduce other

human beings into “expendable non-persons” (ibid: 19) was an obvious trait in the violence

witnessed in Peru, and especially in the act of forced disappearance.

Being dehumanized as a consequence of the violence is all but absent from the stories I heard

in the field: “They slept in hiding, in a hole, in caves they slept... like animals,” said Teresa

14 See: Kleinman et al. (1997) Social Suffering and: Sluka, Jeffrey A. (1999) Death Squad
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when describing the daily life at the village during the violence. People did not dare to sleep

in their homes, because that is when they would come and take them away, that was when

people disappeared. So people escaped into the caves to sleep, sometimes staying there for

days at a time, returning to their homes only to quickly retrieve food or clothing. This was

becoming their new daily life, which was not humane. My encounter with Teresa was filled

with long pauses and silences, deep breaths and glances into the distance as if she needed to

gather her strength in order to continue: “they grabbed him and dragged him like he was an

animal… there was a lot of hay, there they burnt him alive. All my little brothers have seen

how they killed my father.”

People themselves describe this period of their lives as not feeling entirely human (Theidon

2012: 162, 196). It was not only that people were treated like animals as a result of dehuman-

izing violence, but living a life where they constantly had to suspect, question and be ready

to leave at any given moment, was to break down their everyday and social bonds. People

would experience dehumanizing things, such as encountering dead bodies on the side of the

road or by the river, sometimes just bits and pieces of corpses. They found themselves in a

situation of paradox and oxymoron: they had to turn these cadavers around to see whether

this was their loved one, while the will to find their loved ones struggled with that of not

wanting to find them in such a condition, dead or mutilated, tossed away like trash. “In that

search my mother would discover cadavers and she had to turn them around (…) she didn’t

find my father,” said Luyeva holding back her tears.

People had to frequent places that were known as “cadaver dumps” or botaderos de

cadáveres, such as Infiernillo, in the macabre hope of finding their loved one. Many reported

having so many small children that they could not leave them home alone while they looked

for the disappeared, so many children were witnesses to horrors at a very young age, like

Teresa’s brothers. The shift people had to go through, from looking for a person in detention

centres to looking for a corpse or a cadaver was dehumanizing and traumatizing (DP 2002:

213). People witnessed brutal murders, tortures and killings, they were sometimes forced to

bury the dead into mass graves at gunpoint, having no chance to perform burial rituals. As if

those being buried were not human beings who deserved a proper and dignified burial (chap-

ter 6.2).
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3 Memory politics & manifestations of
memory in Peru

The focus of this thesis is the centrality of memory work in Peru regarding addressing a dev-

astating past. One cannot observe memory, so instead I focus on how memory is made visible

and tangible through practices of memory. Therefore my focus in this chapter is not to deci-

pher whether a memory is true or not, nor the accuracy or authenticity of one. I will first go

through some general outlines and discussions governing memory politics in academic de-

bate, such as the relationship between history and memory, and finally I will provide two

ethnographic examples from my field regarding a place of memory and a memorial. I would

further stress that the memories and memory practices I discuss in this thesis are specifically

memories of a disappearance of a loved one, and ways of remembering the disappeared and

addressing this disruption. It is not possible to remember everything and therefore all narra-

tives of the past involve silences. In this discussion it is relevant to mention forgetting, and

in processes of memory, remembering and forgetting should be regarded as interdependent

and equally necessary (see Lowenthal 1985: 194, 205), rather than viewing forgetting as some

sort of attack against the reliability of memory (see Ricoeur 2004: 413).

In post-conflict situations speaking of forgetting can take many forms whether it deals with

forced forgetting or silencing, repression, forgetting as a coping mechanism, or with partial

or temporal forgetting. Whatever the case it must nevertheless be acknowledged that if some-

one opts for forgetting it is well within his right. Forgetting is not the centre of this discussion,

but it merits a few paragraphs since it was a subject touched by my informants as well. They

emphasized “not forgetting the past” and often equalled forgetting to injustice or to the be-

trayal of the memory of those who are no longer present. Shaw explains forgetting as some-

thing that occurs naturally, is consciously and intentionally done either fully or partly, and is

temporal or permanent (2007b: 195). She speaks of the art of forgetting referring to forgetting

being more likened to a coping mechanism (also in Connerton 2011: 33-44, 47) instead sim-

ple forgetfulness, which would imply the disappearance of memories. In the art of forgetting

the memories are still there, but are not actively brought back into mind. (Shaw 2007b: 195.)

The memories my informants recall are incredibly painful so it may be necessary to block

some of them out or to remember only parts of them in order to be able to narrate the memory.

Paul Connerton argues that forgetting is characteristic of contemporary societies, because the

world we live in is full of change. He points to the processes that separate social life from
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locality and from human dimensions, such as superhuman speed and megacities, and to the

short lifespans of social relationships, which are less clearly defined. (2009: 4–5.) Connerton

argues that this erodes the foundations on which shared memories are built, a valid point but

in terms of this thesis it is more relevant to think about violence as the cause for the disruption

that eroded these foundations, as I mentioned in chapters 2.3 and 2.4. Social relationships

between people were disrupted in the most cruel and damaging way, so that not only were

the foundations for building shared memories damaged, but the actual possibility of fully

mending and reconstructing them was shattered because of the nature of the violent act: a

disappearance.

Forgetting is then a dynamic process. It is for some the “way to reconcile with a violent past

when beliefs of verbally remembering it would undermine reconciliatory efforts and might

even encourage violence” (Shaw 2005: 1, 7–8). There will always be certain aspects of a

traumatic event that cannot be fully remembered for their devastating nature (Berliner 2005:

205) and people can become traumatized into forgetting (Tonkin 1992: 114). Furthermore,

allowing people to move on does not equal a type of forgetting that would mean giving up

the search for justice or forgetting about the disappeared. It is a heavy task to recall to mind

traumatic, violent events and experiences, which is why forgetting is needed. When discuss-

ing memory practices I encompass forgetting and remembering, using the term in a similar

way to Johannes Fabian’s memory work, which seeks to move away from both the negative

connotations assigned to forgetting and from overemphasizing the seemingly innate positivity

of memory (2007: 78–81). I use forgetting more as a way to highlight the importance of social

acknowledgement, an act or a gesture that would counter collective or imposed forgetting.

In post-conflict situations people often already know “the truth” but this in itself is not

enough, because knowing is not the same as acknowledging (DP 2002: 250). It is important

then to think about the social aspect of memory: collective remembering as a way to officially

acknowledge events of the past (Cohen 2001: 225). This clarifies why people fear that a sort

of collective forgetting is taking place, as a consequence of this lack of collective acknowl-

edging and remembering. Following the theory on the social frameworks that enable collec-

tive memory presented by sociologist Maurice Halbwachs I argue that what people in Peru

currently need is that their memories of the violence be recognized as part of a shared narra-

tive of the past. These memories, as I will show in chapter 4.2, have been treated more as

“lore” (Milton 2009: 101) than as legitimate accounts of a shared past, which indicates that

they are not taken seriously. Social acknowledgement is important as it both legitimizes the

memory practices used as valid means to social repair within a community, constructs conti-

nuity and cohesion, as well as re-dignifies their lost loved ones. My informants spoke about
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truth and memory interchanging between these terms at random intervals. This has led me to

conclude that, in essence, for them their memories equal truth. So speaking about memories

is speaking the truth and telling the truth is telling about ones memories – e.g. remembering

is in this context narrating the truth.

3.1 Discussing memory politics

The main discussion surrounding memory politics is that of collective versus individual

memory. Halbwachs wrote extensively about memory in the 1920s, influenced by Émile

Durkheim, and coined the notion of collective memory that has influenced anthropological

research on the subject. Collective memory in anthropology refers to the memory of the so-

ciety, and to its ability to reproduce itself through time (Berliner 2005: 201). Therefore in the

anthropological framework memory is not fragile or unreliable, but is rather something that

has the ability to broaden our understanding of cultural permanence, and the continuity and

reproduction of society (ibid: 203–205).

According to Halbwachs’ theory memory is socially constructed and therefore remembering

can only happen because there is a social framework or group that enables individuals to

remember (1992: 22).15 In this sense collectivities cannot remember, as they do not possess

a collective psyche, but the individuals within the collective remember. As a social practice

memory is communicative, which renders all narrated memory as collective in essence. (Fa-

bian 2007: 93.) Memory is then viewed as individual awareness or knowledge and collective

representation that intertwine with one another in social interaction; “One may say that the

individual remembers by placing himself in the perspective of the group, but one may also

affirm that the memory of the group realizes and manifests itself in individual memories”

(Halbwachs 1992: 40, 61).

Memory is always an intersubjective relationship based on the acts of transmitting and rein-

terpreting. Even personal memory requires the participation of others, and it is in fact group

support that gives memory cohesion and structure, which would explain first why people long

for their memories to be acknowledged as part of a shared past, and secondly, how this is an

important step in their recovery and reparation of the social fabric. A remembered past is

collective and individual, according to historian David Lowenthal, but as a form of awareness

memory is wholly and intensely personal; we need other people’s memories to confirm our

15 This also enables one to remember an event where one was not present at the time. In terms of Peru this last point
will be relevant much later, when there will no longer be people alive who personally experienced the conflict. A
truth commission, as an institution that often is the first “official body” to acknowledge these memories, can be seen
as one that transforms individual memories into collective ones (Humphrey 2003: 172).
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own and to give them endurance. (1985: 194, 196.) This is evident in the interaction of the

family members of the disappeared: their memories were constantly being supplemented by

other family members, in this way creating a powerful link not only with each other but with

a shared past, affirming continuity. This shows that the social frameworks are mainly the

people around us.

Memory has become more central as it is a symbolic mechanism that helps strengthen a basic

human need: a sense of belonging to groups and communities, which is of great anthropolog-

ical interest. Edward Said argues that because the world has shrunk people now find them-

selves in search for roots, “trying to discover in the collective memory of their religion, com-

munity, and family a past that is entirely their own, something that could be saved from the

ravages of history and the turbulent time” (2000: 177). This strategic interest in memory re-

fers to using memory in a functional way to create this sense of belonging. 16 Lowenthal’s

“modernist amnesia”, by which he refers to the pace of change and development that has

prompted our obsessive search for roots and concerns of preservation (1985: xxiv), is similar

to this idea of strategic memory.

According to anthropologist David Berliner, Pierre Nora and Jan Assmann are the known

fathers of the memory craze among historians (2005: 199), which circled around the division

between traditional and modern societies, no longer central in anthropological discussion (see

Fabian 2007: 107). The understanding of this division lies in the assumption that in modern

contemporary societies memory is torn so that there is an urgent need to re-attach it to specific

places that still hold a sense of historical continuity. These places are what Nora terms lieux

de mémoire, which are artificially and deliberately created as opposed to milieux de mémoire,

which are environments of memory, typical to traditional societies, extinct from modern ones.

(1989: 7, 12.) Assmann’s research demonstrates that memory is not simply a means of retain-

ing information, but rather a force that can shape cultural identity and “allow cultures to re-

spond creatively to both daily challenges and catastrophic changes” (2011: 36–38).ii This re-

lates to the discussion on social repair and social reconstruction discussed in chapters 5 and

6, where memory practices are viewed as these forces that have helped people to respond to

a variety of daily challenges, such as the devastation of a forced disappearance.

16 This strategic interest in memory can be seen in Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger’s (eds.) Invention of Tradi-
tion (1983) where memories of the past are invented as a way to create a new sense of identity and belonging. Refer-
ring to this, Said argues that this was a practice used when small social units like the village or the family were dis-
solving and there was a need to connect large numbers of people to each other: “The invention of tradition is a
method for using collective memory selectively by manipulating certain bits of the national past, suppressing others,
elevating still others in an entirely functional way” (Said 2000: 179).
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When the memory boom reached anthropology scholars began to ponder over the insatiable

character of this omnivorous concept (Fabian 2007: 139). It was becoming a concept used to

describe and explain too much about our lived social experiences. Memory was becoming

interchangeable with culture (ibid: 78) and therefore too imprecise. Berliner points out that

in anthropology there has been a more phenomenological approach to memory and most an-

thropologists use the notion of memory to refer to the social remembering of precise historical

(and sometimes traumatic) events and experiences (2005: 200). Memory is thus understood

as fundamentally social activity, also in this thesis. Memory is not however seen as a set of

individual recollections or representations of events and experiences that are shared (Fabian

2007: 111), but actually as the way “lasting traces of the past persist within us, as the trans-

mission and persistence of cultural elements through the generations” (Berliner 2005: 201).

There is a clear inclination towards continuity and social reproduction, also relevant to my

arguments.

Connerton shares this view that memory is an ideal entry point to engage with issues of cul-

tural continuity (1989: 39–40). This would explain the boom-like interest in memory as a

result of rapid changes in the world that seem to pose a threat to cultural continuity and that

might have forced a more aggressive or conscious appropriation of memory. Within the focus

of this thesis I use disruption to explain the strong appropriation of memory and memory

practices, which could also be viewed as a change in a person’s world that has caused a threat

to continuity. This obsession or obligation to remember is different on the local and on the

macro or state-level in Peru. Among my informants it became evident that memory is crucial

so that people would know and learn from the past so that such horrors would never again be

repeated. Accordingly, forgetting was interpreted as not remembering, which is rarely toler-

ated.

Memory has to do with honouring their lost loved ones and trying to regain the dignity taken

from them at the time of their disappearance, its practices aim at justice, truth and repair.

State-level memory work follows more set and normative ways of implementation: forms of

textualizing memory such as in archives and museums is a way to address memory just for

the sake of addressing it, even encaging it. My point is that focusing only on textualizing

memory the State ignores the wide social process around it, which is really the one that has

the potential to do something about social repair. Memorials alone cannot repair, but what

could aid recovery is the manner in which they come to be and live on in society (more on

this in chapter 6.1). So building them just for the sake of building is futile.
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Collecting and preserving forms of memory shows that there is some concern for the loss of

memory (Nora 1989: 16).17 The moral implication of this loss is the fear that we would not

learn from past mistakes. Memories have embedded in them moral codes and teachings that

get passed on (Lowenthal 1985: 46) within the group that consists of the family (Halbwachs

1992: 57–59). It is implied that memory exists as long as the group of individuals who share

it and recall it are alive, a point well depicted in Peru; people fear their memories will soon

disappear as they themselves are aging (more about this in chapter 3.3). In light of this,

memory practices could be disowned by the lack of social recognition; memory alone is not

enough. It is important to learn, acknowledge, recognize, understand and ultimately accept

the array of memories that are present in society, but it is equally important to allow disputes,

conflicts and struggles around them to continue in the form of debates and critique. After all,

is it not the trait of a true democracy to allow such discussion and debate, instead of forging

one official account?

3.2 Memory, history & the past

Before the theoretical discussion on memory and history I would like to make it clear that

throughout this thesis I am separating the past and the present as distinct entities for analytical

purposes. I do this in order to further highlight how this is not, in fact, so clear when memory

practices involve a forced disappearance. It has become clear according to my data that speak-

ing about “the past” as some distant and intact place, cut off from this moment may not be so

relevant for people who have disappeared loved ones. They have difficulties in thinking of

the past as essentially gone and in many ways they continue to live this past. However being

engaged in today’s everyday interaction means they do not live in the past. For instance, my

informants occasionally changed tenses when speaking of the disappeared, so that he was

disappeared in 1984 was later followed by he is innocent. Even though they have an under-

standing of what is (in) the past and (in) the present, the disruption caused by a disappearance

of a loved one and the act of remembering him blurs these seemingly taken for granted bound-

aries and entities. The division collapses and allows the grieving family member to, however

symbolically, either travel to the past themselves or bring the disappeared into the present

and out of the past where he would be gone and separate from his family.

17 Compare to the storage model of memory: the storage model of memory “assumes a view of knowledge as recol-
lection and a vision of individual memory that has been strongly questioned.” Within this vision, “memories are dis-
crete representations stored in a cabinet and the contents are generally accurate and accessible at will. This model as-
sumes the independent existence of a fixed past and posits memory as the retrieval of that content.” (Trouillot 1995:
14–15.)
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Referring to Eric Wolf’s (1982) concept of the people without history, anthropologist Michel

Trouillot asserts that the “classification of all non-Westerners as fundamentally non-historical

is tied to the assumption that history requires a linear and cumulative sense of time”. In this

way the observer could isolate the past as a distinct entity. (1995: 7.) He however rejects the

idea that we are prisoners of our pasts (ibid: xix). For Trouillot the past cannot exist inde-

pendently from the present, and it is only the past because there is a present: “How do I

retrieve [kinds of information] as past without prior knowledge or memory of what constitutes

pastness?” (Ibid: 15.) Assmann writes that in order to refer to the past, the past must be

brought into our consciousness (2011: 18), so he too sees the present as having an influence

on the past, in the very least as being able to make its existence or an understanding of it clear

to us.

Connerton approaches this discussion from another angle and argues that the present is expe-

rienced differently, depending on the different pasts (1989). We each bring our own baggage

into a social situation or relationship; our opinions differ depending on our experiences,

which we have accumulated in the past, and which guide us in the present. So in his opinion

it is actually more relevant to study how the past shapes the present and not vice versa. In the

context of Peru this in an important argument since understanding where people come from,

their past, is essential in being able to better accommodate their needs in the present. Low-

enthal argues that we are aware of the past as a realm both coexistent and distinct from the

present. The past has to be thus felt both as a part and separate from the present. (1985: 186.)

He also sees how the past affects the present, in that without the past we would not recognize

where we are, we would not know those around us (ibid: 210). So the past has moulded us,

made us into what we are now, but our present situation, needs and interests still guide us in

the ways we look at the past or use it.

Here is where memory becomes critical, as a practice for transcending or blurring the lines

between past and present. LaCapra asserts that “through memory work, especially the socially

engaged memory work involved in working through, one is able to distinguish between past

and present and to recognize something as having happened to one (or one’s people) back

then which is related, but not identical with, here and now” (2001: 66). There is an active

struggle not only over the meaning of what took place in the past, but over the meaning of

memory itself; who has the power to dictate what is being remembered or which narratives

rise above others? (Trouillot 1995: 114.)

There are moments or historical periods when a consensus is more pervasive, when a certain

version of the past is more widely accepted, and yet there will always be other stories, other
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memories that endure. Memory and the past form a relationship that is being constantly ne-

gotiated – this becomes evident in the many versions and views on the past, which circulate

in Peru (although some are clearly more widely known than others).

For example, Sofía told me that a former MRTA combatant wrote an article about how the

MRTA are excluded from collective memory and reconciliation processes, and a child of two

Senderistas wrote about how people like him do not have the right to express pain or loss nor

to remember their deceased kin. In the Peruvian military’s version of the past they present

themselves “not as victims or victimizers, but as those who assumed the compromise to save

La Patria from the filthy destiny it was succumbing to” thereby justifying the role of that

institution as being one of the oldest and most traditional ones, one that has its roots in the

very origins of Peru. (EHV 2010: 8, 20.)

This continuity created through history and memory is a strong legitimizing force that gains

its power from tradition; here the past is being manipulated for political and existential pur-

poses in the present. This is to recognize that “the past is a site of struggle, not a fixed object

to which all members of the nation must identify” (Hamber & Wilson 2002: 49). Said argues

that processes of memory are frequently, if not always, manipulated and intervened in for

purposes in the present. For him memory is to be used, misused, and exploited rather than

being something that is just there for people to possess and contain. (2000: 179.) However,

there are other scholars who argue that recalling the past does not always serve the present-

day interests of the tellers (Tonkin 1992: 37).

So when talking about “the past” there is always a specific past each person refers to, that is,

the past, being the vastness that it is, cannot be fully recalled to mind. For individuals talking

about the past always brings to mind a specific time, event, smell, feeling or person. It is also

bound to the current situation or the present in the sense that present conditions influence and

guide in varying degrees the kind of past a person invokes. It helps to think in terms of the

body: “we carry our histories with us into the present through our bodies and it is in this way

that the past is sedimented into our bodies” (Becker 1997: 12).

Halbwachs’ view has been criticized for concentrating too much on the effect of present needs

and demands in reference to the past. In this presentism, the past would be something that has

neither continuity nor fixed meanings on its own, without the present dictating it. If the past

is so readily subject to present (and personal) interests and needs, how can there be a shared

past and how can there be any larger meanings attached to the past that would prevail if they

are contingent on how memory processes work in the present? In Peru my informants ex-

pressed a fear concerning the alteration of the past by the powerful and privileged; if the
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present needs of some dictate the content and meaning of the past so strongly, there is a threat

the past my informants refer to will be altered and lost forever. They fear that their experi-

ences that are so strongly tied to that past will be rendered meaningless through time or will

be attributed contradictory meanings. They need to see that the meaning they have given to

the past will stand the test of time; the past needs to be a self-standing entity that is little

influenced by the present, because that past holds the presence of their disappeared.

However, following Lowenthal’s arguments there is no way to fully preserve the past nor an

entirely objective relation with it. We cannot find absolute historical truths, because the sheer

vastness of the past makes it impossible to preserve and recall in the present everything in it.

Therefore present context will always influence how the past is seen and experienced. (1985:

185–187, 235.) For example, memories are altered by revision (ibid: 206): when recalled to

mind they are reinterpreted in light of subsequent experience and present need. The meanings

people attach to the past change over time and are part of larger and complex social and

political scenarios. A truth commission, for instance, can successfully give the past a tangible

or visible shape, provide a context in which the past can be examined (cf. Ross (1997: 10) in

Hamber & Wilson 2002: 49). But it nevertheless will be a view from somewhere and will

never be entirely objective. The recollection of the past is primarily an active process and not

a simple matter of retrieving information (Schwartz 1982: 374), which is why I discuss

memory practices.

The relationship between memory and history is one of sequence, the moment at which the

past is no longer remembered or lived, is the moment at which history begins (Assmann 2011:

30). So if memory is about similarity and continuity, it is easy to understand why collective

memory seeks to manipulate the past in order to maintain this continuity and exclude any

discontinuities that might cause ruptures in the lived reality (ibid: 28). The collective memory

in Peru could be seen as already succumbing into history, becoming a process where the only

worthwhile facts are those outside continuity. This, of course, brings forward the problem of

attributing significance to events (Schwartz 1982: 375). The concern from the view of the

family members is that the conflict would be remembered strictly as such: an internal armed

conflict, bypassing the everyday domestic realities from which so many loved ones were

forcefully disappeared. This is the everyday reality of the past families are trying to incorpo-

rate into collective memory.

The final two subchapters in this section will discuss the materializations of memory in Peru.

These are not necessarily ways the State projects memories of itself onto society and land-

scape nor do they symbolize the State’s need to explain its past to itself (Young 2008: 357),
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as these initiatives were not born from the State but from the families themselves. When once

the “traditionally state-sponsored memory” of the past aimed at affirming the righteousness

of a nation’s birth, traditional stories of ennobling events and triumphs over barbarism, even

martyrdom (those who gave up their lives in the name of their nation), there has recently been

a shift towards the State incorporating the crimes it has committed against its own citizens

into its national memory (Young 1992: 270).

Holocaust memorials and monuments were among the first ones and with these the discussion

on the meaning of memorials within memory politics gained new dimensions: are we remov-

ing our obligation to remember when we externalize memory by assigning it monumental

form (ibid: 273), and does this mean that monuments are doing our memory work for us

rendering us more forgetful? (Young 2008: 360.) Or is this in fact a way of reminding us to

remember by creating a physical form of memory? What does this form imply in terms of the

meaning the monument will carry into the future? (Young 1992: 294.)

The most common ways to acknowledge the past occur through ways of structural (memori-

als, museums, archives) and ritual (ceremonies, memorial days) commemoration (Cohen

2001: 233). Below I will discuss themes dealing with memory and place, permanence and

continuity versus fleetingness. Structural commemoration is relevant in both cases as a me-

morial is in question, but ritual commemoration will be discussed only in chapter 3.4. My

first example will show that what should be equally important to the actual, fixed figure of

memory, is the discussion revolving around its creation and around memory. Memory will

remain irresolvable so the best way to engage in memory is through dialogue (Young 1992:

270).

The second example I give in chapter 3.4 suggests that neither the monument nor its meaning

is everlasting as it must be acknowledged that they are both constructed in a particular time

and place, and they are contingent on the political and historical realities of the moment

(Young 2008: 361). So the claim that in being material manifestations of memory fixed mon-

uments would be eternally true is revealed to be somewhat presumptuous (Young 1992: 294).

3.3 The struggle to place memory in Ayacucho

The particularity about La Hoyada is that it is a place of memory. There, a con-
crete experience was taken to its end, it is different to museums whose spaces
don’t directly point to any specific experience. La Hoyada is in itself a place of
memory. –Ponceano Del Pino, discussion in Huamanga about the upcoming
memory sanctuary of “La Hoyada”.
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“Ayacucho is to Peru’s internal armed conflict what Auschwitz is to the Holocaust” writes a

Peruvian scholar (Morote 2014: 292). This quote well encapsulates the role Ayacucho was

assigned in the armed conflict as well as how the poor Quechua speaking peasants were per-

ceived almost as the equivalent of the Jews for the Nazi regime. In a similar way to Ausch-

witz, La Hoyada has the potential to point beyond its own physicality, to represent something

more than a physical space referring to specific events in history: it encapsulates ideologies

and beliefs, concepts of right and wrong, morality and ethics. These meanings are not self-

explanatory or free of conflict, nor should they be. Spatial markers of memory are attempts

to make statements and affirmations; they are facts and gestures, material spaces with a po-

litical, collective and public meaning. La Hoyada is significant in that it creates a sense of

belonging, linking generations in place and time, it honours and re-dignifies the disappeared

loved ones by providing them a final resting place. In this manner this place has the potential

to contribute to the creation of continuity and to social reconstruction.

How people extend their experience onto physical surroundings in an attempt to conceptual-

ize their memories of violence is at the centre of this discussion. The inextricable link between

memory and place aids to preserve recollections by anchoring them in space (Hoelscher &

Alderman 2004: 348). This link is easily seen in how place aids remembering18, it is the

anchoring of memory to place, which makes memory spatially constituted (ibid: 349). Con-

nerton argues that place is never a fixed spatial entity but a social process that is always in

transformation (2009: 51). Human spatial memory is then not powerful because of a stable

system of places but because of the stable system of places in the body. People have a bodily

self-awareness, which provides a framework through which to perceive the world, so the

relationships of the lived body towards things is what makes a place memorable. (2011: 83–

85, 101.)

Ways of making a place memorable and re-making places of memory include public involve-

ment in post-conflict societies (Hoelscher & Alderman 2004: 351). Take the naming of public

space, for instance: Rosa told me that a park had been named in the city of Huanta after her

husband, who was disappeared there by the Marine. This is a gesture and an act from the state

to recognize Rosa and her husband’s suffering and wrongful treatment. However, Rosa was

not informed about this act: “There were some authorities who put the name of my husband

to a park, they didn’t even call us to let us know or consult us. The gesture is good, but it

should be with the family there present.” She did not seem angry or offended about this but

18 One of the best-known examples is Cicero’s speech analysed by Frances Yates as the art of memory: “in your
mind’s eye you subdivided the parts of the memory you wished to recall and placed them in various sections of the
building; as you spoke you walked through the building in your head” (cf. Yates (1966) in Said 2000: 179–180).
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rather indifferent. And for good reason, because for the State to realize such acts has its rea-

sons in symbolically repairing the victims, in recognizing their suffering and in a way maybe

even apologize to them. Why should Rosa see this act as symbolic reparation if it was done

without her knowledge or consent, without having the decency to extend her the opportunity

to at least be present? It is as Janet said when talking about the difficulty people face in rec-

onciling: “If there are no faces, if there is not a person that would ask for your forgiveness,

how could you reconcile? “ Such acts lose their potential to repair if people who need them

as part of their recovery are not incorporated.

I believe that the urgency people feel in Peru to anchor their memory somewhere has to do

with the anxiety regarding the fleeting permanence of memory: especially those who are al-

ready at an advanced age feel their memories have still not been acknowledged as part of a

shared past, such as the members of ANFASEP. Their attempt to build the memory sanctuary

where they could anchor their memories speaks for this fear and urgency of the matter. Juana

and Sergia, both members of ANFASEP, said they want this memory sanctuary because it is

their only remaining hope in telling their story and in leaving a message for future genera-

tions. In having that kind of memory place they feel the experiences that have accompanied

them since the violence to this day, would be validated, acknowledged as part of a shared

memory landscape.

Memory has to persist too that’s why we are working on memory, like the mu-
seum of memory we have, “para que nunca se repita” because in seeing that
maybe our children, our grandchildren, if it weren’t for these memory museums
there would be no one to inform them of nothing, because we are not eternal, we
always… we are aging we are going to die, and who is going to tell our grand-
children what happened, what we have suffered? That is why memory is im-
portant, señorita, now the memory sanctuary too, because there we have found
many remains. (…) If we are not going to find them, then in the memory sanctu-
ary, there we will put the names of the disappeared who have not been found. That
is the work we are doing. – Juana

Giving their memories a physical form is a way for them to transmit both memories of the

past, as well as moral teachings19 inherent in their experiences. Creating places of memory,

monuments and memorials is prompted by the fear that memories will disappear with the

passing of the individual (Lowenthal 1985: xxii, also in chapter 3.1). The foundations upon

which oral tradition and the transmission of cultural knowledge are built are in danger of

dissolving if even after all this time these memories are still stigmatized: “I feel it is a fight

of the deaf, that is, the more you scream and say something, there will not be anyone on the

other side who would listen or support you. So it is a tiring theme. It is not a theme that

19 For an account on place and moral teachings see: Basso, Keith (1996) Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and Lan-
guage Among the Western Apache.
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awakens solidarity.” Following Gisela’s comment it is evident that people feel they are

fighting a losing battle. In facing such disappointments, people resort to things that have so-

cial and physical continuity and permanence.

In June 2014 I visited this controversial and conflicted place next to the military base of Los

Cabitos. La Hoyada is in constant struggle over not just its meaning to the community but

over its mere existence. The military base, a very compelling sight with barbed wire and

vigilance towers in each corner, is just across the mass gravesite. In the valley multiple square

like patches on the earth form a sort of morbid chessboard. These are disquieting enough as

it is, without the presence of the crematory oven in the middle. At the far end of the gravesite

there is a big wooden cross and cluttered houses just behind it. This place holds very special

and important meanings to the family members of the disappeared, it is where they believe

their loved ones have ended up.

Picture 6: La Hoyada. In the middle the crematory oven and scattered around it the exhumation
site where remains are still believed to be uncovered. Illegal housing keeps growing in the pe-

riphery, threatening the memory sanctuary to be.

The terror that Los Cabitos provokes in the population of Ayacucho is unmatched. It is a

terror that despite the years that have passed still persists in the families of the victims and

those who managed to survive – it is impossible to hide the terror they still feel when entering

this military establishment. (APRODEH 2014: 10.) It was said that whoever entered Los

Cabitos never came out alive (ibid: 69). A general had given the order to incinerate the bodies

buried in the surroundings of Los Cabitos, and in this extreme attempt to try to wipe out all

the proof of massive killing perpetuated in those years, the human remains of hundreds of

victims were quickly burned (ibid: 16). This is the reason why only 5 out of the 109 exhumed

remains have been identified (ibid: 76).
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Said has stated that there is an unending struggle over territory, which necessarily involves

overlapping memories, narratives, and physical structures (2000: 182). This is most evident

in the case of La Hoyada. “At any time during the day you could hear screaming,” said Yane,

as we left the city of Huamanga and drove through the dust road that led to La Hoyada. She

invited me to come along to help las mamás to defend this territory, which had once again

been invaded by illegal settlers. We arrive and I see a dozen people digging small holes and

sticking long wooden poles in them. These poles are then balanced with rocks and a barbed

wire is stretched between them. People were marking the territory in an attempt to keep in-

truders at bay.

During the violence many escaped to Huamanga because their villages were destroyed, and

some who left the city to go to Lima have returned to discover they no longer have a home

here. People have started to invade territories and building houses wherever – even here

where there are still clandestine graves to be exhumed. This area is particularly vulnerable,

because it remains as “no man’s land” as long as it is empty. The quickly diminishing of the

area is proof of this: what used to be over 10 hectares is now only 3 to 4, the rest has been

invaded. Yane points behind the fence being built and indeed I see scattered, concrete houses

in the periphery of and almost on the mass gravesite.

Adelina Mendoza, the current president of ANFASEP and wife of a disappeared, is very

grateful we have come to help. She says that this time there was the base structure of a house

but they already tore it down. Heaving large rocks into the hole, her long braided hair swing-

ing with the weight of the rocks, she laments how people do not respect this place. It is po-

tentially the final resting place of their disappeared, and yet the regional government could

not be bothered to lift a finger to help them. “This land is ours it has the remains of our loved

ones! The regional government of Ayacucho is taking too long in transferring this land in our

name,” she continues. The territory needs to be transferred to ANFASEP so that they could

start building their memory sanctuary. “But the military are against the whole idea, they don’t

want to admit what happened here and they’re afraid people will know,” Adelina concludes.

The women are trying to transform a place of former violence, injustice and suffering into a

sacred place of peace and dignity. The notion of cleansing a place from horror and violence

has significant socio-psychological connotations in post-violence situations (Perera 2001:

162). It does not refer only to the process of helping a person to cope, but also to the cleansing

of spaces marked by a violent death in order to make them “suitable for human habitation

again” (ibid), such as in the case of Sri Lanka (chapter 4.2). In many societies of terror there

is a lingering belief that the spirits of the innocents remain disturbed because of the unnatural
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nature of their deaths (in Das 2001 and Perera 2001). In light of this, ANFASEP is seeking

to restore the dignity of those who suffered this unnatural death and to cleanse the space they

currently (symbolically or otherwise) inhabit. They are looking to cleanse their loved one’s

final resting place so that it would not be stained by pain, suffering and despair.

Picture 7: Adelina (standing) and Yane building a fence in La Hoyada.

A similar process is on the way in the village of Accomarca, where a military platoon mas-

sacred 69 villagers in 1985. The massacre took place in a valley next to the village: the mili-

tary locked the women, children and men in separate houses, which they then set in flames,

not before sexually assaulting the women and beating the men. Daniel, standing on the ruins

of the base, points towards the valley where a lonely eucalyptus tree stands and says: “They

burnt them right there. That is the story. That is the history.” In the place of the massacre they

wish to plant trees, which they could cultivate and sell as well, and erect a monument for the

memory of those who died in the cruel massacre. But in the village they would like to do

something too.

When Sendero first arrived in Accomarca to enlighten or concientizar20 the people, state pres-

ence shined with its absence. When news travelled that Sendero had a foothold in Accomarca

20 Relating to a conscious, “to awaken in the people’s consciousness” would be the closest translation.
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it was not long before the military arrived and settled in the hill overlooking the village, in a

base they ordered the villagers to build for them. This base is still atop the hill, empty and

partly in ruins: “This here we want to restore for los muertitos21. This big hall… we think of

making a hall of memory, better yet, a mausoleum. That’s what we want. This was the dor-

mitory of the soldiers, so we want to improve the room, the roof, everything, but leave it as

it is. Just as it is. How it is going to be, nothing will change,” Daniel told me as we walked

around the base. Regretfully this plan has less a chance of seeing the light of day as the one

of the memory sanctuary in Huamanga, which continues to suffer frequent setbacks: I have

been following the evolvement of this project through the social media after I left the field,

and it has been nothing less of dispiriting and unjust. The territory is now legally

ANFASEP’s, but people continue to construct houses there and violate this sacred space.

Garbage trucks from the city have been spotted dumping trash from the hill, where we once

built a fence, right into the mass graves and a cross-bike field has even been constructed next

to the crematory oven. Invasion, sabotage and ignorance endure.

For the memory projects in Accomarca funding is practically non-existent but above all it

seems that the village it quite divided regarding this placing of memory onto a physical space.

Daniel did mention in passing that some villagers are not helping enough, that they are lazy

and want nothing more to do with memories of the past. Remembering this past is especially

complex in Accomarca since the village still holds Sendero sympathizers, persons who have

been in the ranks of Sendero and even children of the soldiers who participated in the massa-

cre (see Theidon 2012). This complex thread of relations and experiences, histories and ori-

gins explains why very specific measures need to be taken regarding memory practices; na-

tional level processes and acts of remembering may not complement the myriad experiences

of this village. In the words of Daniel: “Nowhere else has such happened like in this village.”

My final night in Ayacucho I attended a meeting where the plan to build the memory sanctu-

ary in La Hoyada was discussed. One of the main issues that arose was the name this place

would bear. There were concerns about what the name “sanctuary” would imply to those not

familiar with the place and its history, to future generations. This is telling of the struggles

for the meaning of places, not just now, but in the future: what message will be conveyed by

the mere name of the place? Anthropologist Keith Basso argues that place-names are among

the most highly charged and richly evocative of all linguistic symbols, and because of their

inseparable connections to specific localities they may be used to summon forth an enormous

21 Meaning the dead. This way of speaking is tender and caring in a way, a diminutive form that is telling of the
speaker’s relationship, feelings and attitude towards the one spoken of.
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range of mental and emotional associations (cf. Basso (1988: 103) in Feld & Basso 1996:

125).

Picture 8: The meeting in Huamanga concerning La Hoyada. Seated at the centre of the table is
Ponceano (brown shirt), and on the far left side of the picture are Adelina, Juana and Sergia.

“We who have not found our loved ones… that place must be a memory sanctuary so that it

would not be repeated. It will remain as proof to our children,” said Juana. With this statement

she is implicitly stating that in the absence of a cemetery plot where they could bury their

loved ones, which would stand as “proof” for future generations, they need an equivalent

place that would be sacred and ritualized. The name “sanctuary” was therefore essential to

the women of ANFASEP: “La Hoyada is a sacred place where the blood of our disappeared

has been spilled,” one member declared. “We all know how they were exhumed… so we said

that because there are all the dead well then that is a memory sanctuary,” continued Adelina.

Some people at the meeting stated that calling it a sanctuary would imply that all those re-

mains found there were innocent and pure, and there was no way to be sure of this and some

there could even be terrorists.22 However, the women were only requesting a final resting

place for their innocent loved ones. Janet put it quite simply: “Ayacucho needs a place to

remember its disappeared, its dead, those who haven’t been found (…) we need a sacred

space, to bury the N.N.” However, declaring something as sacred would inevitably move it

away from the realm of the everyday and give it special meaning and value. As Ponceano,

the facilitator of the discussion, mentioned:

I am an academic. When I read sanctuary… eh… sanctuary comes from Latin. It
has to do with saints. Being a sanctuary takes away the sense that this place could
be a place, like an achievement that years from now we could see in history as an

22 People were often transported to different locations than from where they were initially captured (CVR 2004) so
technically it is possible that some of those buried in La Hoyada were terrorists captured by the military.
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achievement, an example, an evidence of the atrocities that we lived in this coun-
try.

Here we see the different levels that are at play in how memory is fundamentally politicized

in this discussion. The women share an experience and a memory to which they want to find

an expression within this specific place that represents the final resting place of their loved

ones. The regional government, and Ponceano, would rather make this a public memory,

something that would perhaps be seen as a victory over terrorism in the years to come, and

not so much as a sacred place for the families of the disappeared. They do not want to raise

this memory site above others by giving it special value and “sacredness” that would not be

for all.

The following incident supports this interpretation: after commenting on the name “sanctu-

ary” and giving his reasons, Ponceano says that La Hoyada and places like it are “recognitions

to the victims but they are not places of the victims”. This comment is followed by the

women’s headshakes, gasps and whispers. That La Hoyada would not be theirs raises alarms:

how could a place that they are defending, that holds their loved ones would not be theirs but

would be similar or comparable to other memory sites in the country attributed to the armed

conflict? For these women it is not in memory of the armed conflict, but specifically in

memory of their kin.

This is likened to what Fiona Ross describes about a woman in South Africa, who felt de-

prived of the right to mourn the death of her son. Her son and his death were made to represent

the entire struggle against the apartheid, and so she felt that her son was now mourned as the

son of the community, which is why she could not mourn this loss as a mother who mourns

the loss of her son. (Ross 2001: 265.) The mothers and wives do not want their loved ones to

be lost under normalizing state-level memory projects because it would be like losing them

all over again. Their loss would be incorporated in La Hoyada as casualties of the conflict,

not as sons, husbands, brothers and daughters.

In one of my discussions with Gisela in Lima we were talking about the then upcoming

memory place, LUM. Here too the name of the place was a main issue of concern: The place

of memory, tolerance and social inclusion. To Gisela this is not really a place of memory,

because it has incorporated other themes such as tolerance and social inclusion, which may

devalue the work put into memory. Juana declared at the meeting in Huamanga: “we the

affected ones have been fooled” referring to the incorporation of other themes in LUM and

that is why La Hoyada should be a memory sanctuary and a place of memory for them. This

memory is sacred for them and should not be mixed in with other social issues and problems
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that would overwhelm and override it. Gisela felt that in LUM other issues have replaced

memory and the victims are slowly forgotten.

A point of interest that arose at the end of this meeting was the usability or appropriation of

this place of memory well captured by Ponceano’s comment on how to create places of

memory that would yield to the needs of the people that would embrace them, thus enabling

recovery and repair. It should be noted that once created, materializations of memory such as

monuments take lives of their own and their meanings are not fixed, but new generations will

continue to interpret them under new circumstances (Young 2008: 357). I believe what Pon-

ceano is trying to get at with the comment below is that naming it a sanctuary will have special

meaning to the members of ANFASEP, but what about the rest of the community? Will there

be people who would appropriate this place after the (rapidly decreasing number of) mothers

and wives are gone?

If these places that are built are not born out of the initiative of those who make it
their own and struggle for them, they will not have a life of their own (…) it is not
that building places would guarantee that people would remember. It does not
only depend on that La Hoyada would become a sanctuary, but there needs to be
people who will appropriate it, make it their own (…) that is what guarantees that
these places truly become places of memory. (…) There are different ways in
which people appropriate places (…) they permit people to remember but they
can be much more than that.

“While truth commissions, trials, vetting, memorials, and reparations may all play some as-

yet-undefined role in the social reconstruction of societies, the contributions will vary de-

pending on the context and on the priorities assigned to them by those affected” (Weinstein

2010: 31). It would make no real difference to social recovery to keep building memorials

just for the sake of building memorials if those who they are supposed to help do not embrace

them (see chapters 3.1 and 6.1). While we were driving to the meeting from the headquarters

of ANFASEP Sergia expressed how pointless the suggestion of the regional government is

for the plans of La Hoyada:

Here the regional government has told us that there would be a park, a memory
park, which we don’t need (…) for what do we need a park, to walk in other
spaces? That, señorita, is what we are thinking. To build so that we would have
all the evidence that will remain as... memory.

This quote exemplifies the importance of creating these places from the initiative of those

who would appropriate them: why build a park that those who would appropriate the memory

place would not use, which they do not need? Apparently the State has created memory places

without putting much thought into how these could contribute to social repair, as is evident

in Sofía’s comment:
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In the country there are over 200 memorials. Not all are memorials that have a
life… around which the community would remember… Many of them have been
created and… they are inaugurated and then forgotten, so they don’t respond to
a process of shared memory, but to a more bureaucratic decision-making of re-
gional governments.

I would like to end this discussion with the words of Marly, which I believe well encompass

what the entire discussion in Huamanga was about. She said this referring to the Weeping

Eye discussed in the following chapter, but it bears significance here too:

I think that a place of memory, without knowing the rest of what it signifies has
no use. I think that there needs to be done first the work of what is memory, what
does it mean so that it would have weight.

3.4 Lives inscribed in stone: The Weeping Eye –memorial in Lima

I will now discuss a memorial that has been in place in Lima since 2005, one that has been

appropriated by the victims and family members of the disappeared, but that does not count

with the support of the rest of the community or the regional government. It is of special

importance to those I spoke with in Lima, but many of my informants in Ayacucho knew of

this memorial, as for some it holds the stone of their disappeared one. For many family mem-

bers in Peru, especially Lima, who have forcefully disappeared loved ones this memorial is

among the only places they have to remember them.

In terms of memory politics this memorial was and remains highly controversial; two years

after its inauguration it was partially destroyed by a group of Fujimori supporters who de-

clared it an homage for the terrorists. In July 2015 there was an attempt23 to demolish it be-

cause “It is pro-terrorist and bears the names of the dead terrorists that caused so much dam-

age to the Peruvian community. It has been a shame and total indignation (…) This really is

an insult to all Peruvians.” This shows how difficult it is to uphold or construct collective

memory. Here I will focus on the ways people have appropriated this memorial and how it is

experienced.

El Ojo Que Llora is a memorial that commemorates all the victims of the armed conflict. It

shows the brutal outcome of the conflict and builds a sense of belonging to a group for those

who visit it. Several thousand palm-sized stones make up a labyrinth around a large stone that

is the actual weeping eye. Each stone represents a victim of the armed conflict. They are

inscribed with names, which is usually all that is left or known of those lost. Years and ages

are inscribed too, if known. This is an inscribed space in its most explicit meaning; it is a

23 Facebook event Demolición del monument pro terrorista “El Ojo Que Llora” [https://www.face-
book.com/events/1416603241975426/] accessed on the 28th May 2015.
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socially constructed place of memory in the way that people have marked the presence of

their lost loved ones onto their surroundings.

In addition to the inscribed stones there are hundreds if not thousands of unmarked stones,

which depicts both the scale of the conflict and the still ongoing crime that is forced disap-

pearance, for these unmarked stones represent those whose destiny awaits to be uncovered.

Apart from the individual stones there is a place for the collective stones that bear names such

as “Cantuta 10”, “Accomarca 123”, and “Tarata 30”.24 These stones tell the story of specific

events and experiences that continue to this day: Cantuta refers to the forced disappearance

of nine students and one professor from the University of Cantuta in Lima in 1992; in Ac-

comarca a massacre at the hands of the military took place in 1985 (see chapter 3.3); Tarata

is a street in the district of Miraflores in Lima where Sendero detonated a car bomb in 1992.

These collective stones alone represent hundreds of victims. Combined with all the individual

stones surrounding them, this memorial constructs the toll of the armed conflict in a new way.

The crux of memory politics is exemplified in these individual and collective stones: there is

an entanglement between these that is necessary for social memory.

The memorial is on the edge of a park and was built from the initiative of the families of the

victims. It remains a memorial that eludes the interest of local government, so everything

having to do with it, from accessibility to maintenance, are handled by a group of NGOs and

families’ organizations.25 This is an example of the political controversy a memorial can in-

cite: for the families this ignorance from local government equals ignorance towards their

own suffering and the dignity of their loved ones. There is a fear among those who have

appropriated this memorial that its significance is waning: “little by little its effect has been

reducing to close to nothing. If we don’t do an act there, it has no life. It is a closed memory.

It is more a private than a public memory,” as Gisela pointed out at the beginning of my

fieldwork. Despite being one of the only places to commemorate the disappeared, not all

family members have embraced it as such:

Because we don’t have a cemetery we go there, but how many of us go? 300?
400? Where are the family members of the thousands of deceased? … Every stone
symbolizes the journey of your father of your… you should feel alleviated, free,
at least to spend time there. – Rosa

24 The numbers following the name are the number of casualties, except for “Cabitos 84” – this merely refers to the
year, since the number of victims from this place is still widely disputed and unknown, as I discuss in chapter 3.3.
25 Various memory places in Peru have not received the support of the local government and actually Germany has
been one of the primary financial aids, which goes to show how there can be a certain responsibility to remember –
not just in “one’s own” context, but to make others remember too. Germany’s past has in a way made it a sort of am-
bassador for memory.
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The location of this memorial brings into light its problematic nature as a representation of

collective memory that remains accessible only to a certain group. The difficult accessibility

renders this memorial hidden and secret. As part of a big park it is nevertheless left on the

side-lines, encaged by a fence, its only entry point outside the park, on a heavily transited

street. There are no signs or indications guiding one to the entrance, which is itself half hidden

behind bushes and padlocked.

Picture 9: The Weeping Eye memorial on the 5th April 2014 at the stone placing ceremony.

The public yet hidden state of this memorial is a reflection of how this conflict is viewed in

Peru, as something that has marked it, a stain in its past that really it does not want to “show”

publicly, but would rather keep hidden. The obligation to remember (see chapter 3.1) is mir-

rored in this scene, as the memorial is put out in public as a way to fulfil this obligation.26

Nevertheless, it negates the people the possibility to formulate an opinion of it – any opinion.

Unlike the monument in Hamburg discussed by James Young, which was built in a pedestrian

shopping mall where people could either hate it or love it, but at least they could not ignore

it (1992: 274).27

We invite you to walk in the labyrinth so that you would become embedded in
that which represents the Weeping Eye (…) that also seeks to inform about the
recent history of the violence in Peru. (…) The memorial seeks to generate a par-
ticipative conscience and attitude in the important task of change that this country
needs. It should not be forgotten that every stone represents the history of a trag-
edy or horror of a person and sometimes of entire families. (Informational board
next to the labyrinth. Emphasis added.)

26 The same could be said of the Place of Memory (LUM) inaugurated in June 2014; the location has caused a lot of
(negative) discussion among families of victims and scholars (see Morote 2014: 292–294).
27 More on this in Young (2000) At Memory’s Edge: After Images of the Holocaust in Contemporary Art and Archi-
tecture.
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To generate a participative conscience is a way this memorial participates in creating a

(shared) version of the past and a sense of belonging. This sort of task is common to memo-

rials of past abuses, and it is of specific importance in situations where the population is

relatively fragmented and divided. To show how each stone represents a lost human life is a

way to appeal to a shared and human existence and experience. After these words there are

suggestions on how a person should walk around the memorial: go at your own pace, but pay

attention to other people. If you want to remain in quiet reminiscence, then avoid eye contact.

Do not step on the stones. In essence these directions form part of implicit ways of remem-

bering in this particular setting.

The core debate in memory politics (chapter 3.1) revolves around collective and individual

memory. I find that the collective and individual stones in the memorial represent an aspect

of this debate, reflecting the theory of Halbwachs on the social construction of memory (1992:

22). Individual stones tell the story of an individual but they cannot be understood without

the social context that is provided by, all the other individual stones, and by the specific group

that is formed in the memorial, of both individual and collective stones. Focusing on one

individual stone alone does not give us the full story of what the memorial seeks to tell. We

need the other stones to form a context around the collective memory.

The way the memorial is constructed inspires notions of spatial movement (Connerton 2009:

13); there are clearly marked entry points to the memorial and clear boundaries. These make

this memorial a site where one can literally step into memory. The memorial encourages the

visitor to move and walk around, to engage with it. It is not one for mere observation, in the

way a memorial wall might be. This bodily moving in this context is compatible with what

Connerton discusses in reference to commemorative ceremonies (1989: 41–71), despite that

this movement around the memorial is not formal, performed on regular intervals or demand

a certain wardrobe. It has been argued that our positioning towards the past involves assigning

meaning to events; therefore “commemoration lifts from ordinary historical sequence those

extraordinary events, which embody our deepest and most fundamental values” (Schwartz

1982: 377). Walking makes up such commemorative practice among family members.

My informants constantly referred to their quest for justice and their search for their missing

loved ones as walking. Walking in the memorial is an indication of continued remembering

that builds continuity between the past and the present. Because walking is used in this way,

and walking around the memorial is encouraged in order to see and feel the past in the present,

I argue that walking is in this context a commemorative practice that transmits social memory.

As Connerton argues: “if there is such a thing as social memory, we are likely to find it in
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commemorative ceremonies” (1989: 71). I speak here of practice not ceremony, but Conner-

ton’s thoughts are nevertheless both relevant in and applicable to this context, as the walking

I am referring to takes place in specific spaces, which render it meaningful as a commemora-

tive practice, it has a specific form and it is accompanied by certain traits such as pace, pic-

tures or flowers.

A commemorative ceremony does “not simply imply continuity with the past but explicitly

claims such continuity” (ibid: 45). Walking applies here in the way memory is incorporated

into bodily practice, and so participation in this practice transmits memory while enforcing a

collective identity in the present and continuity with the past. Viewing the body as a “repos-

itory of social memory” (Connerton 2009: 5) makes it possible to analyse walking as an act

that activates this social memory and becomes a commemorative practice. Transmission of

memory happens through walking and is enforced by the space it takes place in and by com-

memorative emblems, such as flowers, candles or pictures: people often brought these to the

memorial and walked around it in silence holding the pictures in front of them, pressed to

their chest for others to see the face of their disappeared. Walking in the memorial was com-

memorating all the lost lives, holding the picture of one’s loved one was to honour and rec-

ognize that person as part of a shared past.

People walk in the memorial in search for the names of their lost loved ones – they are doing

something they did years before when they walked around towns and villages searching for

them, going from authority to authority. Because they rarely received any answers they were

forced to walk further and further. In light of this the Weeping Eye has the potential to con-

tribute to healing from a traumatic past: having the stone that represents your disappeared

loved one may aid in the working through of pain and loss (LaCapra 2001). A memorial that

encourages a person to walk in it, to look at all the names and search for a loved one, just as

one did in the past, provides a setting in which one can finally find that loved one.

It re-contextualizes the past, or rather, makes it possible for people to re-live in a safe context

(see Riaño-Alcalá & Baines 2011) that part of their past, which for so many remains a source

of never ending speculation in the present. This safe context also provides a chance to re-

humanize both the horrific experiences many had to endure, such as searching for their loved

ones through scattered decomposing cadavers, as well as the disappeared person who was

robbed of a chance to die as a human. The name on the stone indicates that this is a person, a

human being. Offering a chance to, however symbolically, re-trace one’s steps, work through

the memories and feelings of despair and fear towards those of discovery and maybe even
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relief can be an important experience than can aid recovery. As such, this memorial provides

a setting for the localized memory practice of walking (more in chapter 5.3).

The labyrinth made up of the stones is like a path of collective suffering and loss, it is like a

narrative of the past that is being told and articulated by the names on each stone. The circular

form of the memorial and the winding paths within it symbolize the process that is remem-

bering and healing. There is no “right way” to move here, everyone does this differently just

as everyone heals and remembers differently; the names and stones are in no chronological

or alphabetical order, but all occupy the same space as equals, all stones are the same, only

the names vary. In this way, a process of memorialization and healing is represented in the

memorial. This process has no defined ending, which makes an implicit statement on the

requirement for continued remembering since these experiences of suffering endure to this

day for tens of thousands of citizens. And as it stands, the fate of the disappeared has still not

reached an “end” either.

Young’s (2008, 1992) questions about whether we are divesting ourselves from the obligation

to remember when assigning monumental form to memory and whether this has made us

more forgetful (chapter 3.1) are relevant here, and have been addressed by other academics

as well. Connerton states: “the threat of forgetting causes memorials and the construction of

memorials causes forgetting” (2009: 29), which is how the Weeping Eye could be an expres-

sion of the fear of forgetting. Taking into account the memorial’s conflicting and politically

volatile nature, we could follow Nora in stating that what is built as memory is a way to

“defend” this memory, so if what is defended were not threatened, there would be no need to

build them (1989: 12). These questions are reflected in the concerns people have in up keep-

ing and upholding the meaning of both this memorial itself as well as the message it seeks to

send.

The symbolic power of the Weeping Eye is strong in the way it embodies both the presence

and absence of those lost in the conflict or who are still unaccounted for. I believe that a

special power comes from the fact that there are separate stones for each victim or community

– each stone is in a way a person, and in its physical form, separate from all other stones, it

is part of a larger context. The stones form a path of violence that invites the visitor to move

and experience it with his entire body. Like this it is different from a memorial wall, in which

the visitor is more passive, an observer rather than an active agent who contributes to the

memory work and the existence of the memorial by his presence and movement in it. Walking

around and in the memorial is to make an explicit attempt of symbolically inscribing the
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visitor with experience that has been inscribed onto the memorial. It is a chance for the indi-

vidual to concretely “step into the past” and experience a shared social suffering through the

marked and unmarked stones.

It could also be a way to integrate those of the present into the past, creating continuity and

symbolically reconstituting broken social relations. Making the body move in a memory of

the past is to blur the lines between past and present. The memorial invokes a shared human

experience in showing, stone after stone, that these were all people with names, families,

lives, and possessions. The most troubling question for the families of the disappeared is what

happened and especially: where are they? Eternal speculation can be worse than knowing the

true nature of the events, no matter how unsettling they may be. Many have, however, more

or less given up on ever finding out what occurred and why, even where the disappeared may

be. I believe this is one reason why this memorial has proven to be so meaningful for so

many: it provides an answer to the question of where. It creates a place for the disappeared,

it places them back in society and retrieves them from limbo. It also rescues the family mem-

bers from the eternal hell of constant speculation and wondering, even if only symbolically.

Anthropologist Sasanka Perera’s work in Sri Lanka shows how narratives of spirit possession

helped survivors of terror: spirits would possess a person who would recount a narrative under

possession about the fate of a disappeared loved one, revealing the truth to those who sought

answers. At the same time these narratives served as mechanisms of remembering. (2001:

178, 182.) The Weeping Eye keeps the disappeared in society by providing them with a con-

crete place. It is a way of preventing the state from wiping their existence off the map, of

forgetting, and in this way it creates continuity between past and present, and helps to allevi-

ate the disruption in the families’ lives caused by the disappearance. It helps them cope and

provides mechanisms for remembering.

The stones can be viewed as re-creating the body of the victim, something tangible, a concrete

form that the family members can visit, touch and see, even talk to. The flowers and candles

they would have taken to the grave had they a body to bury, they now bring here, and just

like in a cemetery they can lay them down next to their loved one. The path makes a person

walk by hundreds of stones, honouring the other ones as well. The people I talked to all men-

tioned that they come here to pay their respects to all the victims, who feel like are part of

their family too. This shared suffering that they have is in some cases remarkably strong in

how it has forged new kin-like bonds between people. And in a society that is fragmented

and divided, this memorial could fulfil an important task of bringing people together and

repairing a torn social fabric, if only others would find their way there as well.
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During my fieldwork there was an event at this memorial, on the 5th of April – a date that

marks Fujimori’s auto-coup. Choosing this date is a way to enforce and reinforce the bonds

between participants of past experiences (Halbwachs 1992: 24), since this for many marks a

special event in the history of the conflict. In this way dates form critical junctures in which

memory can be activated. In this event 17 stones were being laid to rest, as well as three

collective stones from the communities of Putka, Huamanquiquia and Morcolla. The people

that came had pictures of their disappeared or lost loved ones, either in frames or pinned to

their chests. This event was commemorative in nature (Connerton 1989) and according to

what I was told, these stone placing ceremonies follow roughly the same lines as this one. In

essence, I believe that this ceremony was a symbolic reburial (see chapter 6.2) for the family

members present, as they finally had something concrete to lay down in a safe space accom-

panied by a ritual and the support of a community or group they feel a sense of belonging to.

As such, this ceremony makes up a valuable memory practice that enables social repair on a

personal level.

I arrived at the memorial well before the ceremony was supposed to start to help set up. The

few of us who had arrived early started to cut plastic soda bottles in half and filled the bottom

part with sand. In this sand we put a candle and on the side of the bottle the name of the

disappeared person was attached along with a flower. All 17 of these were then placed around

the Weeping Eye. People began to arrive. I was glad to see some familiar faces: Pilar and

Cromwell were there, even though their loved ones were not receiving a stone that day. Marly

and Félix, on the other hand were there to lay the stone of Kenny. They had brought his

picture in a large golden colour frame and Marly had a smaller picture of him pinned to her

chest. All the other family members present, too, had black and white pictures of their loved

ones with them.
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Picture 10: Félix before the beginning of the ceremony looking at the inscribed stones, among
them Kenny's stone. He holds the framed picture of his son in his left hand.

The ceremony began: Gisela organized everybody in a line before the entrance of the laby-

rinth and those whose loved one’s stone was being laid down that day picked it up and started

to walk along the path, as the rest followed carrying flowers. I noticed that people held the

stones like newly hatched birds, running their fingers over the name, caressing the stone as if

it were their loved one. We walked slowly and in silence, like at a funeral. There was no

music, no sound other than the gravel beneath our steps, the occasional sniffle, the traffic of

Salaverry –street and, unfortunately, the clicking and flashing of the cameras of the press.

They were ruthless in their conduct, chasing a sensational story of the grieving family mem-

bers, trampling over the stones as they tried to get ahead of the line to get a close-up on Félix

holding the framed picture of Kenny. This reveals a lack of respect and understanding for

places like these, as well as a lack of comprehending experiences of horror and turmoil.

While the stone was placed in its final resting place, the person’s fate was recounted. After

this the family present could say a few words, if they could. Then we laid flowers next to the

stone and proceeded to lay down the next one. After all 17 stones found their new place in

the memorial we moved onto the collective stones. Of these three cases there were few sur-

vivors present. They each told what they witnessed, what they remembered, what they expe-

rienced. A particularly devastating story was that of Putka: one out of the three who survived

the massacre was present at the ceremony but could barely speak. Gisela took over the mi-

crophone, extending her other arm over Julián’s shoulder: “Of the community of Putka only

three persons survived, don Julián is one of them and two other persons who remain in Huanta
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[a city in Ayacucho]. The community disappeared completely…” We walked in silence to

the centre of the memorial where a priest said a final prayer and then people embraced each

other in whispers of “amen”.

Picture 11: Laying down flowers next to the stones in the ceremony.

The ceremony was over and we moved to the edge of the memorial to eat and socialize. Some

returned to the path: an elderly woman was walking, her teary eyes shifting from stone to

stone. She suddenly smiled and kneeled down in front of a stone and started to talk to it. A

little further from her a family was taking a picture by a stone, the little girl holding a frame

in front of her, an emblematic black and white picture inside it, her father holding his hand

on top of a stone. The elderly woman had finished her account. She ran her fingers over the

inscription on the stone, clearing it of the pebbles from the path and laid a red carnation next

to it. She stood up and walked towards me, she had seen me watching her; “I just visited my

husband,” she said as she sat down next to me teary eyed, but still smiling. This place allows

her to grieve and remember her husband, even to talk to him and care for him.
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Picture 12: The red carnation left by the elderly woman for her husband.

3.5 Final thoughts on “collective memory” in Peru

All this makes me wonder whether it is meaningful to talk solely about “collective memory”

in the way I have throughout this chapter. It seems there is a need for another concept that

would illuminate the specific struggles experienced in today’s Peru and that would provide a

new perspective to “collective memory”. I find Fabian’s theory on discerning between col-

lective memory and public memory to be of use here. This theory defines collective memory

as closed and as one that needs to be constructed and protected, as opposed to public memory,

which is open and documented (2007: 94). It may, therefore, become relevant to speak of

both these in the context of Peru.

Collective memory would then be the memory of the victims and their families, their projec-

tions of memory into landscape such as the Weeping Eye and La Hoyada. I have shown how

these memories struggle to survive, how they are in need of protection, urgently so in the case

of La Hoyada, and in a significant way, closed from the rest of the population, mainly because

of indifference and ignorance. These memories are stigmatized. Victims must keep re-con-
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structing these memories through new forms and in new places in order to assure their conti-

nuity in time, because they are not being documented into public memory. The social frame-

work (Halbwachs 1992), which upholds and constructs this collective memory is specific and

while it emerges from public memory (of the armed conflict) it is not itself public but remains

fleeting. Like Fabian states, “it is easy to imagine that collective memory can emerge that is

not public. It is memory that stays underground” (2007: 94).

The documentation of the internal armed conflict done by the CVR could be seen in light of

this theory as the public memory, and the memories and narratives of the victims and their

families as a collective memory that is not public: these memories are rigorously contested

and even silenced, and remain unrecognized by the public. In essence, they exist mostly “un-

derground” (ibid: 94). To give one’s testimony (see chapter 5.1) can be viewed in this light

as well: it is memory work that stems from a collective memory, it belongs to the social

framework that claims these experiences (often refuted by others), but when “given” in the

public space of a truth commission (chapter 4.2), a testimony becomes documented into pub-

lic memory. As is discussed by Richard Wilson (2003) and Fiona Ross (2003a), a testimony

loses its uniqueness when uttered in these spaces and becomes detached form the person when

deconstructed and categorized for documentation as “proof” (Ricoeur 2004: 116). 28 It be-

comes part of the public memory of the nation, but is also an alteration of the collective

memory it came from.

For the sake of analysis then, one could view public memory as history in the present and

collective memory as a deeper, more specific point of this history. By this I am trying to

emphasize Fabian’s point of the closed character of collective memory and the open one of

public memory, in insinuating that history is what Nora terms a reconstruction of what no

longer is, something that belongs to everyone and yet to no one, and memory as life borne by

living societies (1989: 8–9). Therefore the collective memory of the disappeared would be a

specific point in the public memory of the armed conflict, but which is documented into pub-

lic memory as something that no longer is, in a way also stripping it of its uniqueness. This

is something almost unbearable in the minds of the people of the social group that uphold this

collective memory, since for them the disappeared are very much a part of their lives and they

should not be this ambiguous thing that belongs to everyone and no one – they are humans

and they are theirs.

28 This will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.1.
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4 Addressing the past: contemplating
institutionalized truth seeking

In the previous chapter I discussed memory politics and gave two examples from my field on

how memory has been manifested in Peru. Here I want to move on to specific ways of ad-

dressing the past, focusing more on addressing a difficult past29, the ways of which are cul-

turally specific, but generally involve notions of apologies, memorial days, monuments, com-

pensation and trials (Löfström 2002: 10, 21). Moral, psychological or political arguments are

used to legitimate addressing the past (Garton Ash 2002: 266–267), a prominent one has to

do with the notion of healing from trauma through verbal truth-telling (Shaw 2007a), which

I will discuss further in chapter 5.

In post-conflict societies it is clear that there are painful memories, irreparable damage done

to the social fabric and relationships, and disputes over the “truth”, which is why I will start

by pondering over questions of when and how to address the past. After this I will move onto

how addressing a violent past as part of an institutionalized truth seeking often involves the

creation of new subjectivities, which tend to categorize people into rigid categories that have

an effect on not just how they are viewed in society but a concrete effect on their own social

and psychological processes of recovering from violence. I will then discuss the institutional

truth seeking formed by a truth commission and conclude with thoughts on the outcome of

such transitional justice mechanisms.

4.1 Questions on addressing the past

A common way to address the past is linked to the valorisation of “truth telling”, to a certain

“public recounting of memories of violence” (Shaw 2005: 1), which has become a “model of

redemptive of memory” so that its link with healing and empowerment appears almost natural

(Shaw 2007b: 185). This is, however, based on problematic assumptions about the presuma-

bly universal benefits of verbally remembering violence. Shaw argues that ideas concerning

the “conciliatory and therapeutic efficacy of truth telling are the product of a Western culture

deriving from North American and European historical processes.” (Shaw 2005: 1.)

29 A comprehensive read on addressing a difficult past, see: John Torpey (ed.) Politics and the past: on repairing his-
torical injustices (2003).
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The act of remembering as healing can be looked at from the perspective of working through

past events, of mourning (in LaCapra 2001). It could also be seen as a Christian “heritage”, a

form of confession30 that is not about sins (at least not for all) but about experienced trauma:

to reveal the truth and remember a trauma experienced is to be healed. These deal with the

specifics of “verbal recounting” (Shaw 2007a: 67), something that is central in truth commis-

sions and ideas of implementing transitional justice. The very idea that nations and individu-

als could heal and ultimately recover from violence “falls prey to inappropriate and impov-

erished medical and psychological metaphors” (Scheper-Hughes & Bourgois 2004: 27).

There are, in fact, cases where addressing a violent past was not deemed necessary and ex-

plicit policies or amnesties of even to strictly forget have been put to place (Garton Ash 2002:

266–267).

Shaw discovered that speaking publicly of the war in Sierra Leone undermined processes of

reintegration and healing, because people thought that speaking of the violence encouraged

violence (2007a: 68). They argued that healing and reconciliation depended on forgetting

rather than truth-telling (2007b: 184). Another example from Mozambique illustrates that

verbally recounting memories of the violence opened people up to spiritual attack, which is

why psychosocial programs that encouraged people to talk about the violence were not effec-

tive and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission was thus seen as undermining local prac-

tices instead of advancing reconciliation. Violence was externalized from the community

through ritual: ex-combatants were incorporated into communities and those affected by the

war were healed through spirit mediumship. (Shaw 2005: 7.) The methods and narratives

used by local healers or mediums are often shared and accepted by the local community,

which is why they have the potential to assist in rebuilding society and broken relationships.

Even though the past referred to here is a relatively recent one, which surely most in current

Peru remember, at least to some extent, it nevertheless seems to be a much more distant past,

and some may not even consider it to be a part of their past. My informants seemed to think

that the average Peruvian, especially the young ones, remain surprisingly indifferent and neg-

ligent over the past,31 which is evident in the following quotes:

30 For more on this perspective see Asad, Talal (1993) Genealogies of Religion: Discipline and Reasons of Power in
Christianity and Islam. This also discussed in Shaw 2007b: 192 and in Räikkä 2012: 38–39.
31 An example can be found in You Tube, where a news channel interviewed young people around Lima, asking them
about the internal armed conflict, for example if they recognized the person in the picture (Abimael Guzmán) or
whether they knew what happened on the 5th of April 1992 (Fujimori’s auto coup). The clear majority had no idea.
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Many youngsters our age [20–30] don’t have a clear idea of what happened, and
much less kids in school or kids entering university. You open a book on the his-
tory of Peru and there it is in three lines or in one page. – Lucía (from project
Willakuni)

Nowadays people don’t appreciate anything. We don’t want to forget our tradi-
tions but these young ones they don’t think about it, they have no memories. They
don’t even want to listen to huaynito ... All rock, all rock ‘n roll. – Daniel

A 99,9 % of the students don’t know what happened. They think Abimael Guzmán
was a president… There is the risk of losing that part of history. (…) In the cur-
riculum of the history of Peru you don’t see that part. – Janet

This causes problems for cultural continuity and social repair: we cannot talk about a shared

memory if people do not encompass this past into their lives. Those to whom the core of the

disruption in their lives lies in this past are left aside, uprooted, because they are claiming to

a past that others refute. This can be cause for new disruptions, losing a sense of belonging,

and could further rupture their already fragmented lives. Any recovery that might have been

achieved can crumble in the face of such neglect.

The past can be addressed either immediately after a conflict or after some time (Garton Ash

2002: 268–269). Here I refer to larger processes of addressing the past, of national or inter-

national institutions taking action. This is different than addressing the past as an individual,

but there is an overlap: to some extent the reasons detailed below apply in individual cases,

but the biggest difference is that an individual presumably has the choice of deciding for

himself when to address the past but may still get caught up in a more extensive, nation-wide

process, as can be the case of testimonies in truth commissions. For example, when I asked

Teresa whether she had testified at the CVR, she expressed discomfort and said: “I didn’t go,

señorita, I didn’t go. In those years I was really devastated… In pain… With fear… I didn’t

go señorita.” It is clear that for Teresa the time the CVR was collecting testimonies was not

the time she herself could give hers and address the horrors of her past.

Brandon Hamber and Richard Wilson (2002) have argued that processes of healing go at a

very different pace whether an individual or a nation is concerned, and I believe this applies

to questions of addressing the past. People have different needs, expectations and means for

addressing the past, some are more emotionally or politically inclined to do so as soon as

possible while for others this task of unveiling the horrors experienced may seem too over-

whelming. They should be given the option to opt out of nation-wide truth seeking or unveil-

ing processes instead of being lured in with promises of reparations and compensation that

will inevitably fall short of their expectations. (More of this in chapters 5 and 6.)

On the one hand to address the past immediately is to assure that those who witnessed it are

most likely still alive and the events somewhat fresh in their minds. However, in this case the
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emotional involvement with the past is significantly heightened, so if addressed too soon we

may not have sufficient distance from the events in order to fully understand their larger

meaning and context. For instance, all sources may not even be available right away and some

archives might be sealed, which complicates constructing a cohesive and holistic “truth” of

the past. Be that as it may, unnecessary delay leaves the perpetrators unpunished and it might

foster a climate of uncertainty and create further distrust between the people and the State.

Thus the moral dimension to addressing the past as soon as possible has to do with justice

and the moral right the victims and their families have in knowing what happened and why.

(Garton Ash: 268–269.)

Even though Peru addressed its conflicting past immediately after the fall of Fujimori, the

rule of law has not been sufficient in ensuring effective procedures of social repair; it seems

that perpetrators are not bound by the law, corruption and impunity continue to flourish within

the justice system and beyond, and victims are left disillusioned and tired. Justice is for the

privileged few with the means to get it. After thirty years there is a growing number of people

in Peru who are giving up, tired of having to fight for everything. Gisela told me that the

number of families and family members who remain active is quickly diminishing: “We are

no longer a force as family members… We feel we no longer have the political weight we

used to have.” Rosa too shared the same concern: “Sometimes I feel disappointed, when we

organize a march or something, there are many who don’t show up… We are a group, but not

everybody participates.”

Trials and purges are common ways to address the past. Trials go a long way in doing justice

for the victims, they strengthen the rule of law while contributing to public knowledge, and

they may even aid some sense of catharsis (Garton Ash 2002: 272). However, they may break

down in the face of lack of evidence, intimidation of witnesses, bureaucratic obstacles and

the difficulty to address systemic violence (Humphrey 2003: 172) that often penetrated justice

systems and involved them in the atrocities. Purges can be viewed as a path to “administrative

disqualification” (Garton Ash 2002: 273), where those positioned within governmental deci-

sion-making are relieved of their duties. Purges involve institutional reforms and ways of

regaining public trust. They can also be a symbolic way of purging violence from the State

as exemplified by the case of Sri Lanka, where people and places of former violence were

purged, ritually cleansed, so as to rid them of violence (in Perera 2001). Purging high-ranking

officers who were responsible for gross human rights violations could be a way to cleanse
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memories of violence in Peru32. The “sacrificial act” of holding certain perpetrators account-

able does not provoke reprisal, but would restore the legitimacy of state institutions that were

tarnished (Wilson 2003: 379). It would be easier to remove individuals from an institution

than to renew the entire institution.

History lessons are another way to address the past. By these Timothy Garton Ash refers to

truth commissions where the focus, is not just on finding the truth but in making it officially

proclaimed and public. They are, in his view, “the most feasible way to tackle a difficult

past.” (2002: 276, 281.) Before discussing truth commissions I want to redirect the discussion

into what I already touched upon in the beginning of this chapter: the new subjectivities and

categorizations of people that are employed and largely created in the process of a truth com-

mission.

The way a truth commission categorizes human suffering affects social relationships as well

as people’s sense of selfhood (Wilson 2003: 378). Putting human experience into numerical

forms or categories transforms that experience, and takes it away from the personal and pri-

vate into a public and political sphere, changing it for good. Terms such as victim and perpe-

trator are new subjects that, while creating new identities, also “engender new types of atti-

tudes and dispositions that bound individuals to truth commission’s nation-building projects”

(ibid: 381).

Throughout this thesis I speak of “victims”, mainly because this is a term quite commonly

used in Peru and by the majority of my informants (when speaking of themselves as well as

of their disappeared). In Peru victim refers largely to innocence, which is why this category

excludes members of Sendero and MRTA, but paradoxically includes members of the armed

forces in the national reparations program (chapter 6.1). There were exceptions, such as the

co-founder of the social project “Willakuni” Lucía Carranza Sotomayor who, referring to the

women she works with who have suffered from violence, said one important task of the social

project and these women’s performances is to show people that these women are more than

victims: “Here in Peru it is like these people are given the status of victim or terrorist. People

don’t think that these persons are much more than that, they are much more than their suffer-

ing.”

I agree with her statement and want to emphasize that even though I refer to my informants

as victims, I do not mean that they could not be anything else or more, for that matter. Their

32 Purging has not been used much in Peru, and for example former president Alan García (who is directly responsi-
ble of numerous human rights violations committed during his government), is still politically active, as are many
others involved in the terror caused during the armed conflict.
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suffering forms a considerable part of this thesis, but it does not fully define them nor this

thesis. I understand victim to be somewhat similar to LaCapra’s definition: not a psycholog-

ical category, but “a social, political and ethical category” (2001: 79). Other researchers have

pointed at the problems of the use of this category:

“Victim” undermines the notion of human agency (…) Victim also appears to
have an alienating effect of creating an us/them separation, or invoking a patron-
ising medical or welfare attitude towards (the poor, helpless) victims. (…) I have
chosen these terms, storyteller and storytelling, in the hope of capturing their or-
dinary and social connotations. They are more inclusive than the politico-legal
terms of “victims” and perpetrators. And besides, storytelling points to a process,
rather than an event (giving a statement), and reflects the “voice of experience,”
rather than the “truth about the past.” In a sense, everyone has a story to tell about
our ordinary lives during apartheid, not only the victims. (Hayes 1998: 38. Em-
phasis added.)

The binary model constructed by a truth commission consists of victims and perpetrators, two

groups that are imagined as mutually exclusive and distinct (Theidon 2010: 101). These bi-

nary identities, however well-intentioned, tend to dictate what sorts of “truths” enter public

record and which do not, when people start positioning themselves within this victim typol-

ogy (Laplante & Theidon 2010: 297). This will exclude those storytelling “voices of experi-

ence” mentioned by Grahame Hayes, that could be useful in clarifying larger ramifications

of the conflict and tell us more about the process of the human experience of violence and

social repair. “We were all victims. Even those who didn’t lose a family member but lived in

that shadow [of violence] are also victims,” said Janet describing the everyday reality of those

times, how everybody who lived in Huamanga were victims of the violence because of having

that destructive violence penetrate their domestic everyday lives for decades.

The distinction between victim and perpetrator is unclear in Peru, which is why the binary

model used in truth commissions is not effective and may even be regarded as irrelevant. The

conflict was not one where rural communities or the civil population were caught between

two fires; rather some communities sided with Sendero, while others formed government-

supported self-defence committees (Theidon 2010: 93–94). When the armed conflict ended

people were to resume their lives with what anthropologist Kimberly Theidon terms “intimate

enemies” (2012). This refers to the fact that while your neighbour could have wronged you

or your family during the violence, he could also have been detained and tortured: so is your

neighbour a perpetrator or a victim? The following quote exemplifies the situation people in

communities experienced:

The violence was very complex in the Andean zone, in communities, because you
could find in one community, there could be families that had members in
Sendero, that had members in the rondas or that were soldiers in the military, and
because of this they have lived through confrontation inside the family. – Fran-
cisco Soberón
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That rigid categories prove inadequate can also be said in the case of Colombia. Categoriza-

tions such as victim and perpetrator may have dire consequences in preventing the social

repair of relationships, because as Juan Diego Prieto states, in Colombia the types of relation-

ships that could arise among people are characterized by the mundane everyday realities.

(2012: 537–538, 540.) Imposing these categories would therefore obscure the relationships

that make up the mundane everyday, complicating the creation of new ones. In intrastate

conflicts, such as in Peru, this dichotomy tend to be less clear as the conflict itself originates

from structural violence (Shaw & Waldorf 2010: 8). It would not be effective to apply such

categorization in cases mentioned by Soberón, since they would not aid social repair or the

re-making of (intimate) social relationships. The application could instead have major conse-

quences for people placed in each category (Shaw & Waldorf 2010: 8), as the (often) negative

connotations inherent in them may become unnecessarily heightened or manipulated to dif-

ferent ends.

People in rural Peru have incorporated former Sendero members into their communities,

those they call arrepentidos or the repented ones. Theidon has described this act as the “mi-

cropolitics of reconciliation, which are the practices of everyday life that are mobilized to

incorporate former enemies into the social body” (2012: 225–252). These practices could lose

their ground if such an inflexible victim-perpetrator –division is applied. Sofía argues that

what is needed in Peru now is to move away from the victim-centeredness of the CVR, be-

cause “when your focus is the victim, the perpetrators – military, Sendero, MRTA, the State

– they are all the same, because for the victim, they are all the same the perpetrators. And

that is something the military cannot handle, the politicians cannot handle, because they feel

they’re being treated as equal with the senderistas.” This is a valid point as such categoriza-

tion may hinder reparatory and reconciliatory practices, and weaken the already scarce polit-

ical will to aid local-level recovery processes in society.

4.2 Truth commissions & alternative forms of addressing a violent past

In the heart of a transition (from violence to peace), lies the question of how to deal with the

violent past and how to move on (Wilson 2003: 368). Options on how to address these ques-

tions and how to respond to the crimes of the past have increased since the 1980s, when the

prominent publication Transitions from Authoritarian Rule (O’Donnell 1986) was pub-

lished.33 This brought up the dilemma of the desire to bury the past and forget, but also the

33 On addressing a difficult past see also: Ahonen, Sirkka (2012). Coming to terms with a dark past: How post-con-
flict societies deal with history.
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ethical and political demand to confront the crimes of the prior regime. In this time there was

virtually no international recognition of non-judicial truth seeking or non-judicial strategies

now commonly considered during post-authoritarian transitions. (Hayner 2011: 7.) The use

of criminal tribunals and trials for sentencing and punishing wrongdoers seen as the only way

to address the past are increasingly accompanied by commissions targeting specific issues,

such as truth commissions.

Because a transitional period moves towards democracy it is important to ask whether a so-

ciety can build such democratic future on a foundation of blind, denied or forgotten history

(Hayner 2011: 4, Löfström 2002: 13). Is social repair truly possible if the past is denied or

covered up? A truth commission has been a way to reconstruct the past and conduct official

documentation (Wilson 2003: 369). Its mandate usually states that it thoroughly inquire into

past violations, to clarify events and the factors that led to the violence. Within this truth

seeking a truth commission is not offering any new information, but is rather a part of a

production of knowledge alongside perpetrators and survivors (Das & Kleinman 2001: 13).

However, the task of capturing the voice of all those affected by violence is an immensely

difficult one and there will inevitably be silences, silencing and veiling.

For example, Ross demonstrates how women’s own experiences of violence were overshad-

owed in the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) as they rather re-

ported abuses experienced by their male kin and the normalization of violence into their do-

mestic lives (2003a: 17). This suggests a need for a different reading of testimony, one that

does not view testimony as transparent truth (Humphrey 2003: 179).

A truth commission is focused on the past rather than on ongoing events, and it is set up to

investigate a pattern of abuses over a set period of time rather than one specific event. It

engages directly and broadly with the affected population, gathering information on their ex-

periences, and is only a temporary body with the intention to conclude with a public report.

Lastly, it is officially authorized and empowered by the State under review. (Hayner 2011:

11.) A truth commission’s main task is educative and informative and it strives to enhance

the public’s understanding of their own past and history in order to advance an acceptance of

it. It is not only about resolving specific facts but also about reclaiming a country’s history

and opening it up for public review. (Ibid: 11, 20.) It is often a truth commission that first

addresses the problematic past of a country in transition and often the first to give a much-

needed official recognition of the atrocities that took place (ibid: 13 and Macher 2014: 13–

14).
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It is difficult for people to trust institutions, such as the justice system, which were guilty of

allowing and facilitating human rights violations to continue with full impunity during the

armed conflict (APRODEH 2014: 16). Justice is something that is often well detailed and

stated in theory, but that hardly gets to the practice and implementing stages. Corruption and

impunity impede the functioning of the justice system, which has far reaching repercussions.

The transition to democracy usually entails that perpetrators of past violations are put to trials,

but the fragile democracies, weak judiciaries and amnesty laws make domestic trials difficult

to institute (Weinstein & Fletcher 2002: 575). The intricate nature of addressing the past in

Peru is that serious violations were committed during a democratic regime as well,34 which

may be a reason for the general scepticism and cynicism towards the State – even towards

the idea of democracy.

Trials are often felt to be the most appropriate procedures for rectifying the injustices of the

past and they can provide a ritual framework, which people find necessary and helpful in

mourning the victims (Connerton 2011: 25). However, customary law may be for most far

more accessible and may feel more legitimate for the rural poor than formal state law (Shaw

& Waldorf 2010: 15). All my informants wanted trials to take place; in their opinion it was a

way to get the truth out and hopefully make the guilty pay. However, they expressed little

faith in the judiciary and spoke of needing other ways to achieve justice. Trials take place in

Lima or Huamanga, which excludes most of those living outside of Lima or in remote villages

in the mountains, who do not have the economic means to travel for the trials on regular

intervals especially when they may be in vain. The experience of a trial has been for some re-

victimizing and de-humanizing; they have been ridiculed and called terrucos by the opposing

side, and even the judges have delayed trials, postponed witness hearings, showed up late or

not at all.

The literature of transitional justice is full with discussions of the need for societies to “heal”

after mass violence (Weinstein & Fletcher 2002: 597). Using “organic models of state and

society, and metaphors of illness and health is a way to construct a new notion of the national

self and psyche” (Wilson 2003: 357). The problem is that truth commissions construct this

national self, asserting a discontinuity with it (ibid: 370), while individuals claim continuity

with the same past as it is the locus of the disruption they are attempting to repair. The South

African TRC drew on popular images of healing: commissioners often metaphorically lik-

ened South Africa and its people to wounded bodies, and compared truth-telling to opening

and cleansing unhealed wounds caused by violence (Ross 2003a: 12). There was also talk

34 For instance, both ”peaks of violence” mentioned in chapter 2.2 occurred under a democratic regime.
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about the healing power of storytelling (Ross 2003b: 328) that would take place in the form

of a testimony.

The process of healing is thus seen as a linear one, and is therefore not applicable as such to

any given situation, such as that of Peru (Theidon 2012: 277). Anthropomorphizing a state or

a nation has its problems as it assumes that processes of healing go along the same lines

whether a nation or a person is concerned; “we tend to vest our nations with conscience,

identities and memories as if they were individuals” (cf. Michael Ignatieff (1998: 169) in

Hamber & Wilson 2002: 36). It should be noted that nations do not have psyches that can be

healed, nor can it be assumed that truth telling is healing on a personal level either (Shaw

2005: 1, 7).

Truth commissions are a form of short-term therapy at best and cannot provide long-term

psychological help or solutions. The process started by a truth commission can be criticized

on the grounds that it relies on opening up and digging into painful memories, but it does not

offer subsequent support (Tutu 1999: 252). The research conducted by a truth commission is

under heavy pressure of time and other constraints, which makes it impossible for it to engage

in a sustained interaction with people, which is needed in order to carefully account for ex-

periences of violence (Ross 2003a: 125).

Others view truth commissions’ claims to heal35 the collective unconscious of the nation as

masking the fact that they are actually creating a new regime of forgetting and new silences,

excluding certain types of voice and subjectivity (Wilson 2003: 367.) Because a truth com-

mission aims to construct memory as a unified, static and collective object and not as a polit-

ical practice or struggle over the representation of the past that will continue to be contested

after their existence, clinical psychologist Brandon Hamber and anthropologist Richard Wil-

son see that “nation-building discourses of truth commissions homogenize disparate individ-

ual memories to create an official version, and in so doing they repress other forms of psy-

chological closure motivated by less ennobled (although no less real) emotions of anger and

vengeance.” (2002: 36.) All this speaks for a certain imperative to remember, which is made

into a moral and sometimes even curative obligation for the citizens: they should take part in

healing the nation by testifying, while other forms such as revenge are frowned upon. How-

ever, my purpose is not to decipher whether the nation of Peru or my informants have healed

35 For more on truth commissions and their ability to ’heal’ see: Martha Minow (1998) Between Vengeance and For-
giveness.
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or not. I am referring to this subject to show how memory is conceptualized and used in

society to create possibilities for social repair.

The “revealing is healing” –mantra that many post-conflict societies adopt has been largely

criticised on the grounds that mere revealing does not heal (Hayes 1998: 43, Shaw 2005: 6).

Truth alone is insufficient (Laplante & Theidon 2007: 241) and other practices are needed,

such as the recognition of experiences of violence as well as institutional reforms, and sym-

bolic and economic reparations. “While mass violence certainly disrupts and transforms so-

cial institutions and practices, it is not valid to conceptualize these changes in terms of a

damaged collective national psyche that can be healed through a cathartic process of truth

telling” (Shaw 2005: 7).

Alternative interventions should be taken into account as additional ways a society can re-

cover form past crimes (Weinstein & Fletcher 2002: 637–638). Truth commissions are in-

creasingly regarded as a standard part of conflict resolution “first aid kits” (Shaw 2005: 1).

However, before implementing such a commission onto local realities, it is important that it

“builds upon established practices of healing and social coexistence” in order to be effective

and successful (ibid: 2). If these processes are ignored it is possible that any form of social

recovery may be jeopardized.

It has been acknowledged, that what a judicial proceeding can provide does not necessarily

correspond to the needs of those going through the painful transition, and other measures

need to be considered. This is evident in almost all my informants’ cases. For example in the

case of La Cantuta, where nine university students and a professor were disappeared by Fu-

jimori´s death squad, both the state of Peru and Fujimori himself have been convicted guilty

and the victims paid considerable amounts in reparations. However, this has not brought clo-

sure or relief to the family members who still lack the bodies or remains of their loved ones.

Only four victims have been identified, one of them the brother of Gisela. Despite of this, all

family members of La Cantuta still demand the discovery and identification of those still

missing – they have become like family to them and the absence of the rest is not made up

for by the discovery of a few.

Another example is the forced disappearance of Ernesto Castillo, whose whereabouts are still

unknown. Ernesto’s father told me that a trial took place in Peru but it was only when the

family was able to take their case to the CIDH that an actual sentence against the Peruvian

state was accomplished and reparations paid (full account in Castillo 2003). This, however,

has not aided much since Ernesto’s remains are still missing and those sentenced for his crime

have been released from prison after serving only a fraction of their sentences. This level of
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impunity, immunity, and inefficiency to enforce sentences goes a long way in crumbling the

little trust people may still have towards the judicial system and debilitates social reconstruc-

tion. An important contribution made by a truth commission is that it can analyse the role of

the judicial system in tolerating, allowing or perpetuating abuses that took place during the

period under review. In other words a truth commission can implicate and outline responsi-

bility of abuses to the judiciary, which normally does this. (Hayner 2011: 13, 105 and Macher

2014: 38–39.)

Although truth commissions have been at times more successful in addressing the past than

trials, there remain examples where truth commissions have not had the same success, have

been insufficient in the long run or have failed (Hayner 2011). It is important to see the cul-

ture-specific needs inherent in each case. In Sri Lanka people turned to narratives of spirit

possession and avenging ghosts as a way to deal with the violence of the past and achieve

justice, since ghosts and spirits were regarded as the only ones who had the moral right to

distribute justice (Perera 2001: 197). Therefore no truth commission could have accom-

plished this task. Perera argues that “in Sri Lanka where particularly the secular systems of

justice, coping and healing are not available or where trust in these systems has considerably

deteriorated, certain narratives have appeared to describe experiences that played in the con-

text of postterror Sri Lanka as mechanisms to remember the past as well as coping with

trauma.” (2001: 158.) Revenge was not an option in a largely Buddhist society because it was

not thought to be good for the society, so narratives of ghosts, which “are the community’s

own healing processes” were used instead (ibid: 197). The past is kept in the present by mark-

ing physical spaces with the presence of ghosts: for instance, places that witnessed violent

deaths are among the most “favoured haunts of ghosts”. In this way the narratives assure that

such spaces of violence remain in the conscience of the community. (Ibid: 172.) Thus they

constitute highly localized memory practices.

Art36 has been one way to address a violent past and memories of the internal armed conflict

in Peru (Morote 2014: 33), as it has offered a “powerful means of non-verbal expression”

(Milton 2009: 64). Experience cannot always be expressed in set forms, such as speech or

writing; through street theatre and even public demonstrations individuals and collectives can

narrate experience and memories “through a different script” (Milton 2007: 18), be it music,

poetics or cinematography (Morote 2104: 33–37).37  The social project Willakuni focuses on

36 For more on the relation between art, memory and truth-telling in Peru see: Milton, Cynthia E. (ed.) 2014. Art from
a Fractured Past: Memory and Truth-Telling in Post-Shining Path Peru.
37 For example a local art project, of which a book has been written, deals with using art as a form of not forgetting.
[http://ojo-publico.com/65/poeticas-del-duelo-el-arte-contra-el-olvido]
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letting female victims of violence project in their own ways experiences of suffering through

the medium of bodily performance and art. In this manner the project promotes memory and

symbolic reparation and helps women rebuild broken social relationships and create new

ones. The performances both tell and make history, and are active components in the creation

of narratives of the past. Cynthia Milton argues that art, like performance, “gives individuals

and collectivities the means to expose truths about past violence, to contribute to the con-

struction of social memories, to assert an identity, and, perhaps, even to advance a kind of

justice” (2007: 18).

In this way art is a form of testimony and communication that aids in the historical under-

standing of Peru’s internal war by expressing past experiences of suffering that continue to

this day (Milton 2009: 64, 71). Milton argues that these artworks and the memories they

represent have not contributed to a sustained national discourse. This could reflect a lack of

national narrative of the war years and speak for an indifference towards these memories

seeing as they do not have any large-scale resonance in society and are treated “as “lore” at

the level of national discourse”. (2009: 101.) This problem here is not about destroying mem-

ories so much as it is about dishonouring them (Connerton 2011: 72). Treating them as “lore”

rather than something akin to a national history and experience is to belittle them. Therefore

choosing the appropriate ways of dealing with the past and addressing issues of justice and

truth go hand in hand with advancing social repair. Inappropriate measures can work against

social repair, and create new conflicts and means of abusing people, so mechanisms of ad-

dressing the past are in correlation with the success of social reconstruction and recovery.

4.3 The desired outcome: forgiveness & reconciliation

First of all, for reconciliation there needs to be recognition and a justice, that I
don’t think has been achieved, there remain many sentences yet to be dictated, for
example. (…) In the end it is very difficult to achieve reconciliation in a country
that is so indifferent. – Lucía

I will now focus on the outcome that follows addressing the past: what is to be done after the

crimes and human rights violations have been clarified and made public? As I argued in the

previous chapter, knowing the truth is not enough and to be able to move on and successfully

repair broken relationships and lives, people need concrete actions. These actions are viewed

as a moral task: to ensure that the damage done is acknowledged and repaired, which would
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lead to reconciliation (see Wilson 2003). Reconciliation38 entails a rupture in social relation-

ships that needs to be addressed in order to allow coexistence and the making of new rela-

tionships. There is an emphasis on apology, on the administration of justice and on dialogue,

which are all important steps in the reconstruction of coexistence (Theidon 2010: 107).

Coexistence is most clearly seen in the everyday lives and activity of people, which is why

anthropologists Veena Das and Arthur Kleinman argue that reconciliation is about “building

relationships by performing the work of the everyday” (2001: 14). To regain the everyday is

to repair the social fabric, and mending relationships that were broken by violence is an im-

portant step towards reconciling.iii Because of deep changes and irreparable damage done to

the everyday lives of my informants, it seemed important to them to contrast the before to the

now, when discussing the prospects of reconciling. “In those times… things were much more

simple,” Cromwell said. “We didn’t bother anyone,” Pilar explained, because they had eve-

rything they needed in their communities.

Reconciliation is not about (…) forgiveness of the dreadful and vile acts (…) but
of how all of us are going to act to build a new society. Telling the stories of what
happened might give us the truth, but psychological reparation, and political rec-
onciliation are historical projects that are going to require the re-telling of the
stories, and their (re-)interpretation many times over, until they have been worked
through. (Hayes 1998: 33–34. Emphasis added.)

According to this definition, reconciliation is first and foremost a process that requires time

and concrete actions. It is not something that would occur on its own, but needs to be actively

and collectively constructed and performed, there need to be real practices that would facili-

tate reconciliation, such as reparations and ways of recognizing the damage done. Empower-

ing people to be (at least partly) in charge of their recovery process is already aiding national

reconciliation. Real reconciliation, according to Macher, has its starting point not in apolo-

gizing but in the necessity to recognize the errors as a nation before pinning it on others (2014:

163). This is why she believes that Peru is far from counting with a national reconciliation

strategy (ibid: 76). Morote argues that in Peru there is an eternal silence and reconciliation is

not even discussed, less asking for forgiveness39– therefore reconciliation has not even begun

in Peru (2014: 14, 289).

The first step taken by a truth commission is the official recognition of the wrongs committed.

This is a much-needed step because it is not enough that facts about past violations are gen-

38 More discussion on reconciliation in: Quinn, Joanna R. (2009) Reconciliation(s): Transitional Justice in Postcon-
flict Societies, and Daly & Sarkin (2007) Reconciliation in Divided Societies: Finding Common Ground.
39 More on forgiveness in: Ricoeur 2004: 458–470.
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erally known, they need to be officially acknowledged. This is an act that symbolically rein-

tegrates survivors and victims into society. (Connerton 2011: 25.) However this reintegration

may be short-lived as truth commissions are only temporary institutions, and do not have the

means to maintain or enforce this in the future. This becomes apparent in the case at hand:

the CVR managed to foster an atmosphere of truth and justice, promising reconciliation and

reparations, but as Macher has demonstrated, eleven years after the CVR’s final report, very

little has changed or improved (2014). Sergia expressed the outrageous idea of reconciliation

without knowing the whereabouts of her husband. Juana nodded in agreement next to her. On

another occasion Eudocia brought up the non-existing role of the government: if they do not

investigate the cases then how could they be expected to reconcile?

Ah reconciliation… we need there to be justice, the truth. Without that there is no
reconciliation. How are we going to reconcile without knowing the whereabouts
of our loved ones, without nothing how are we going to do reconciliation? - Sergia

We will continue until we die! We are not going to let it go, mamacita, no… When
they support us and help us then we can reconcile. But when they are not investi-
gating, how are we going to find a solution, how are we going to reconcile? For
example, if we fight, I owe you, then we discuss, and reconcile. (…) never are we
going to reconcile… - Eudocia

To recognize a harm done is not the same as accountability40, in which responsibility for

crimes is attributed. This is closely linked to constructing versions of the past, and in Peru

different versions still circulate (as discussed in chapter 3.2), among them the military’s own.

In this version they take no responsibility for the crimes attributed to them (by the CVR, for

example) as an entity, and claim that certain officers were guilty of “excesses” of violence

and that the entire nation should take this responsibility and not assign it to the military (EHV

2010: 330). However, by drafting up their own version they have attempted to create bridges

of understanding between the military and the rest of society. Their version is not forcefully

being implemented at the expense of others, as was tried in Argentina for instance, but is

merely one among many and is actually creating dialogue and debate about the prospects of

reconciliation.

Eudocia in the quote before referred to this sort of dialogue as a gateway to reconciling, but

the problem is that publishing this version of the past does not equal engaging in dialogue

with the rest of the community as this version is only available in the archives of the military

in Lima and a few NGOs have a copy. I doubt all my informants were aware such version

even existed, as can be interpreted form Juana’s statement: “If they wanted reconciliation,

together with the government the military, we would get together and we would say “let’s

40 More discussion on accountability in: Borneman, John (1997) Settling Accounts, and Schabas et al. (2007) Atroci-
ties and International Accountability: Beyond Transitional Justice.
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reconcile!” What [each entity] has done, so that it would not be repeated.” I myself came to

know of it during the very last weeks of my fieldwork.

“Places for dialogue need to be created, we need to continue discussing… it is difficult in a

country that doesn’t want to remember,” said Ponceano at the beginning of the meeting in

Huamanga (chapter 3.3). Moving towards coexistence and dialogue is a necessary yet diffi-

cult step. Theidon argues that a sense of injustice that permeates the community is an imped-

iment for coexistence (2012: 388). There are different understandings of justice and recon-

ciliation, and how they can be achieved: “Justice and reconciliation are forged and lived lo-

cally and state policies can either facilitate or hinder processes of reconciliation” (ibid: 316).

For instance, among the Acholi in Uganda local understandings of justice were based upon

the reintegration of offenders into society (Shaw & Waldorf 2010: 18); the South African

TRC, on the other hand, operated from the principle that reconciliation depends on for-

giveness and so full disclosure of the crimes committed would lead to national reconciliation

(Ross 2003a: 13). Peru did not follow in these footsteps, other than in organizing public hear-

ings. Different to South Africa, “we did not accept the public audiences like in South Africa

that were for the perpetrators to speak and, through that confession, to gain amnesty,” as

Francisco mentioned adding that “we are against amnesty”. After all, the focus of the CVR

was the victim, not the perpetrator.

Archbishop Desmond Tutu, chairman of the South African TRC, explains that in South Af-

rica granting amnesties and including perpetrators in the hearings is understood through the

concept of Ubuntu, which refers to humanity: my humanity is attached to you, entwined with

your humanity, so a human is a human only through other humans (1999: 47). In this view

forgiveness is pivotal in acknowledging that what takes away your value, takes it away from

me, too. According to Tutu, true reconciliation reveals the horrors and wrongdoings of the

past, and is not merely “a pat in the back” (ibid: 288). In the context of the TRC it was thought

that forgiveness would encompass an attempt to understand the perpetrators, and the influ-

ences and pressures that affected them (ibid: 289).

Punishment was deemed unnecessary because the public humiliation they would be subjected

to in the act of confessing would result in the loss of respect in the eyes of the community,

and this was punishment enough (ibid: 67). Hamber and Wilson criticize this by stating that

the victims’ right to demand retributive justice and their feelings of anger and revenge need

to be seen “just as legitimate a path to reconciliation as forgiveness” (2002: 48). Thereby, the

amnesties given in South Africa prevented victim-survivors from demanding reparations or
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compensation (Tutu 1999: 74), and from taking legal actions against those confessing to

crimes.

Public and institutional apologies have increased in the political arena, as they have become

common ways to handle a difficult past (Löfström 2012: 9–10). The moral assessing of the

past involves concepts of guilt, responsibility, remembering and forgetting, forgiveness, and

compensation or reparation. There remain questions regarding whether feelings of shame or

remorse are necessary for an apology (ibid: 22): for instance in the South African TRC they

were not (Tutu 1999: 65–66).  Public apologies are usually made in the name of previous

regimes apologizing for wrongdoings, but there is a growing demand from the victims to be

apologized to in person.

For example, the Minister of Justice gave a public apology on behalf of the State of Peru in

July 2013 for the forced disappearance of Kenneth Anzualdo (among other disappeared).41

In this public event, which Marly and Félix attended, the family members present received

an official “certificate” of this apology – apparently the State’s attempt to aid reconciliation.

This is not to say that now they are reconciled, as Marly said in her speech at the event,

because “there remains so much do be done and to be clarified”. Historical forgiveness is

necessarily a public process and part of the value of an apology is based on its voluntariness

(Räikkä 2012: 42–47), which is perhaps what this public apology lacks to some extent. It did

not seem to be voluntary, something insinuated by the presence of the president of the CIDH,

which reveals the pressure set by the international community.

A sense of powerlessness defines the status of the victims, which is why in a public apology

the idea is that the State would symbolically forfeit some of its power in order for the indi-

vidual to regain a sense of power (Jackson 2002: 57). Waiting for an apology to be able to

forgive makes the victim, yet again, a “prisoner of the perpetrator’s mind” (Tutu 1999: 290).

Forgiving is then an act that transforms the victim from being passive to being in charge, but

that still requires the presence of the other in order for the victim to be freed from the grasp

of his victimizer: “you cannot forgive someone you don’t know,” said Janet.

To forgive is not free of conflict, as feelings that forgiving would mean letting go of the quest

for justice enter the mind. Gisela speculated about this once after my interview with Marly

and Félix: “perhaps if you forgive… Forgiving that leads to forgetting, to that nobody will

look for your loved one, to that nobody will be responsible for what has happened, to that

nobody will apologize…” In Peru apology and forgiveness have to do with the primacy of

41 Entire video in YouTube [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqWlFnd1ae4].
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the face of the other as the basis of any ethical system (Theidon 2012: 385–386), as becomes

evident in Janet’s comment:

To know, who to forgive so there would be reconciliation, because if you want to
reconcile with a bodiless person you aren’t really reconciling. (…) If there are no
faces, if there is not a person that would ask for your forgiveness, how could you
reconcile? And that they would recognize what they did to you. Otherwise who
are you forgiving?

According to Theidon “talk about masks, faces and facelessness in Peru is talk about morality

and immorality” (ibid): for example people referred to Sendero as the masked ones, the ones

who did not show face, therefore condemning them, and the armed forces wore black ski

masks to hide their faces. This is why naming perpetrators can be a way to restore a sense of

morality and rebuild society (Weinstein & Fletcher 2002: 599). In de-masking and identifying

them one asserts accountability and enforces the moral code. Individual accountability ena-

bles a society to construct a new national narrative that will help forge civic unity in the

aftermath of mass violence. “The popular demonization of the societal group held responsible

for the violence,” such as the military, is “replaced with a stigmatization of the individual

leaders who planned the atrocities”. (Ibid.) This idea is linked to purges (see chapter 4.1) that

remove individuals from institutions, attributing them accountability and removing the threat

of stigmatizing or demonizing an entire.

However, naming perpetrators has not been predominant in truth commissions and only few

have done so (Wilson 2003: 369), Peru among them. Despite of this, only Fujimori has been

sentenced for human rights violations. Sentencing him and other officers in charge of the

Grupo Colina has not resulted in an apology to the family members they forcefully disap-

peared, as Gisela said. Other high-ranking officers and politicians, such as ex-president Alan

García, remain untouched and still politically active, something my informants were very

much aware of and commented on with vehemence. It seems like in Peru “no one regrets or

apologizes for anything” (Morote 2014: 313–314).

If never have they told us any government all that they have done, so much vio-
lence, for example. Alan García, how much, with him the most violence has oc-
curred, but no he is free, walking calmly. For example, he doesn’t recognize what
he has done. – Sergia

Alan García knows very well in his consciousness that he has assassinated so
many persons. When he came into office, 83, 84, then they have killed so many
persons! Burnt everything just like that. – Eudocia

Wilson has argued that “national reconciliation” is almost impossible to quantify or measure

in any meaningful way, because “reconciliation works at a much higher level of abstraction;

it is not reconciliation between victims and perpetrators, or among or between sub-national

social groups such as classes, races or genders. This means that national reconciliation refers
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to a nation-state that is to reconcile with itself”. (2003: 371.) As was discussed throughout

this chapter, nations are not like individuals in that they do not have collective psyches. This

means that nation-building discourses on reconciliation often subordinate individual needs,

for example, by assuming that healing works on a same timeline whether we are talking about

a nation or an individual.42 (Hamber & Wilson 2002: 35.) Assuming that reaching justice

would lead to reconciliation is not necessarily true on the local, personal level. Looking at

how people cope with the loss of a family member in post-conflict societies gives us a glimpse

from below, on how reconciliation is locally constructed and understood:

I found him and identified him, because his was the only cadaver we found that
was complete… So I could say that I have that cycle of pain closed when it comes
to my brother. In reality I know what it is like to reach justice and yet I cannot
reconcile. To reconcile with those who have damaged me and my family… It’s
not that I live with hatred, in reality I don’t feel hate. I actually feel sorry for those
people, because when they go to jail they, in a way, tear apart their own families,
they generate problems such as who is going to care for their children or their
elderly. I believe that there has not been a level of recognition of the damage nor
a sincere regret or apology. So I feel that I cannot reconcile with anyone who
continues to believe that what they’ve done was well done. I cannot reconcile with
a state that is not effective in fulfilling these measures of reparation. (…) I who
have found my brother, who have buried him, who have a place in the cemetery
where to go to commemorate him, who have some justice, cannot understand rec-
onciliation. – Gisela Ortiz

It is important to note that the reconciliation process of a nation usually happens much faster

than that of an individual. I believe one of the reasons States are more ready to seek closure

and reconciliation is because of political aspirations and the different level of emotional in-

volvement – for families and individuals this is an extremely intimate issue, as Gisela’s ac-

count above illustrates. To repair the destabilized family nuclei is a demanding task in Peru

since most of the disappeared were heads of households, main providers for the family and

their representatives in the public sphere (DP 2002: 218). Many have spiralled off, having

immense difficulties in finding their place in a society that views them as anomalies that

disrupt cohesion, rather than recognizing the disruptions they have suffered and help them

mend these.

42 This assumption was made in the process of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission (Ross 2003a:
79).
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5 Communicating personal suffering

After a conflict, in which neighbours killed neighbours, like the one at hand, “truth telling

itself involves a much different politics of memory” (Shaw 2005: 3). In such situations ex-

pressing memories of past abuses touches on the intimate everyday lives of people and their

communities; for example, there are different implications to being tortured by an unknown

soldier than by your own neighbour. Dealing with such memories, if at all, especially in the

remote villages scattered around Ayacucho who are to a significant degree left on their own,

must be done in a way that the locals feel comfortable with. In the previous chapter I discussed

ways of addressing the past that involve more institutionalized mechanisms of truth seeking;

here my focus is on the individual and on the ways the individual narrates or performs expe-

riences of the past.

Addressing the past necessarily involves interaction, speaking and communicating experi-

ence. I will take a closer look at how the past is spoken of or experienced in the present, how

experience is recalled and embedded in the context of the everyday as well as in more for-

malized settings. Three issues will be addressed here: testimony (Ross 2003a, LaCapra 2001),

storytelling (Jackson 2002) and witnessing (Riaño-Alcalá & Baines 2011). These all deal

with ways to address the past and describe the penetration of violence into everyday life (Ross

2003a: 48). Testimony is mainly discussed in the context of truth commissions, but I would

like to underline its potential in aiding to formulate the everyday in the aftermath of violence.

(Ross 2003a: 101). The concept of “trauma” is related to testimonial truth telling, which I

will shortly address as well.

Storytelling is discussed in the context of the everyday, specifically what happens to our ca-

pacity to tell stories when our lives are torn apart (Jackson 2002: 33-34). This is why stories

are a form of situated thinking, and of working with the everyday lifeworld of human struggle

(ibid: 252). The mechanisms discussed here are not clearly bounded entities, if anything they

overlap and blur these lines, which is something I hope to demonstrate in the process. For

example, Ross explains that the terror of the women’s testimonies in South Africa rested on

the manner in which the everyday punctuated their accounts (2001: 12). So while a testimony

usually takes place in a clearly marked space, provided by a truth commission in this case,

instead of the everyday, the account most often deals with disruptions in and to the everyday.

An underlying idea throughout this chapter is the need people have in telling stories that

according to anthropologist Michael Jackson is linked to the “human need to be part of some
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kindred community”. This need, he adds, is most deeply felt when the bonds of such belong-

ing are violently sundered. (2002: 33–34.)

Because silence was a large part of people’s lives for decades it is only fitting that the focus

is now turned on their voices and on ways this silence has been eliminated, replaced or al-

tered. Forced silencing, by means of terror and fear, was a way for the State to continue

committing deplorable acts against its citizens. In this context talking was to risk your life,

those who asked too many questions were threatened, sometimes deleted from the equation

altogether. Silence can therefore be a way for survivors to protect themselves from harm,

particularly when their memories contradict metanarratives of victimhood (Riaño-Alcalá &

Baines 2011: 429). Even after the armed conflict people refrained from speaking about the

past and it was only when the CVR commenced its investigations that people began to voice

their experiences of suffering.

A truth commission provides a new public space, in which survivors can articulate their in-

dividual narratives, and in which “debate and discussion about the past occurs” (Hamber &

Wilson 2002: 36–37). Not everybody, of course, trusted this institution so far as to come to

it with intimate experiences and eyewitness accounts of human rights violations. Especially

for people in the rural highlands the CVR resembled a state institution, and yet it was the first

state institution to listen to them, to take an interest in what they had to say (Laplante &

Theidon 2007: 238). In this way truth commissions attempt to reverse the effects of exclusion

experienced by those formerly victimized (Humphrey 2003: 174), which explains their focus

on the victims. In many cases the first time some experiences were being verbally expressed

was at the CVR hearings. The significance of this is that the person recounting this experience

is “hearing” it for the first time himself, and in this act of telling, more than the story comes

out (Hayes 1998: 39), and the person might engage in working through the traumas in the

past (LaCapra 2001). These people had been ignored for so long that many took the oppor-

tunity of testifying in the hopes of ameliorating their lives, while others remained silent.

I want to make it clear that being silent should not always be seen as a power exercised on a

person from above against one’s will, but as something that a person may choose for himself.

Just as memory is not always spoken neither is silence always forgetting (Riaño-Alcalá &

Baines 2011: 429). Rosalind Shaw and Lars Waldorf write: “In the post-conflict situations

that now form the most usual contexts for transitional justice, silence is not necessarily the

product of repressive political silencing” (2010: 13). In situations where people are forced to

continue their lives next to those whom they have wronged or who wronged them, silence

can be a mechanism of social repair: pointing fingers so close to home may not always be
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productive and lead to reconciliation, but may in fact further damage the already fragile social

relationships. After all, in post-war contexts “the reconstruction of social relationships, moral

communities, cultural forms, and economic networks, and the reinvention of ritual life that

allows people to make sense of suffering” is of the essence (Theidon 2012: 36). For people

in intimate relationships in conditions where insecurity may linger after the end of the con-

flict, truth telling may actually be an act that “subverts the process of living together”, and

sometimes survivors may opt to shape silence into a form of reintegration (Shaw & Waldorf

2010: 13).

If we understand memory to be a fundamentally social practice, as was discussed in chapter

3, then this is a practice in which narratives of the past are constituted (Hamber & Wilson

2002: 50). These narratives form the core of this chapter. Culturally varying beliefs about the

causes and meanings of traumatic events largely influence which frameworks are established

for interpretations of the past (Weinstein & Fletcher 2002: 595). This is why I will be dis-

cussing three different ways of communicating experience, to show the resourceful character

of people who by means of these mechanisms of communicating their painful past, are at-

tempting to reconstruct and repair their lives.

5.1 Testimony: trauma, ownership & healing

Truth commissions focus on the victim as the primary source of knowledge, contrary to trials

where victims are only one source of evidence among others (Humphrey 2003: 172). The

victim-centeredness inherent in truth commissions conveys that individual and social healing

is made possible through revelation. This revelation takes the form of a testimony, which is

a public performance of memory, loss and grief (Ross 2003a: 15). The truthfulness associated

with testimony gains its power from the authenticity of the victim and his empathetic charac-

ter, however, this truthfulness can be veiled (see chapter 4.2) and the truth not as transparent

after all (Humphrey 2003: 175, 179). The public context in which a testimony is given may

enable easier recognition and acknowledgement of suffering outside the individual’s imme-

diate social world than might otherwise occur (Ross 2003b: 332, 337). This recognition is

considered especially important to victims who have experienced forms of violence (Jackson

2002: 56).

It is “the presence of others who see and hear what we hear” that “assures us of the reality of

the world and ourselves” (cf. Hannah Arendt (1958: 50) in Jackson 2002: 40-41), so we come

to realize our experiences through the eyes and ears of others. This is where narratives can

contribute to restoring and repairing social relationships: by widening our understanding of
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the myriad experiences people may have and of the ruptures caused to their everyday lives.

In this manner narrative takes on an important role in restoring the sense of self in time and

place and in re-establishing the grounds on which “forms of personhood and sociality can be

forged anew” (Ross 2003b: 330). The social fields in which testifiers are located are complex,

shaped by historical processes and influenced by relations of power (ibid: 332). A testimony

gathering process may be drastically out of touch with the reality of how people relate expe-

rience and remember in the context of everyday. These social fields referred to above are not

a blank slate nor is testimony the powerful mechanism that enables remedy as much social-

psychological theorizing implies (Ross 2003a: 78).

One of the main assumptions made about testimonial truth telling is the cathartic and healing

effect it has on a person. This is evident in much transitional justice literature and in mandates

of truth commissions, such as the South African TRC’s “Revealing is healing” (ibid: 79),

already discussed in the previous chapter. Testimonies have become familiar and standard-

ized ways in which survivors recount their experiences of trauma and violence (ibid: 331).

They are “significant in the attempt to understand experience and its aftermath, including the

role of memory and its lapses, in coming to terms with – or denying and repressing – the past”

(LaCapra 2001: 86–87). However, it should not be assumed that testimony always leads to

healing, and as I intend to show in the upcoming discussion, testimonies can in fact prolong

the pain and deteriorate the mental condition of the testifier. No one has yet demonstrated

that the approach of “revealing is healing” is relevant across cultures or nations (Weinstein

2010: 30).

LaCapra argues that a traumatic memory may be relived in the present, because the event has

somehow registered in a person’s mind. Because of its traumatic and violent character, a

person may relive it in a compulsive or repetitive manner, which means that such remember-

ing may not be subject to controlled, conscious recall. This, in turn, indicates a (temporary)

collapse in the comprehension between the past and the present. (2001: 89.) He further argues

that this “duality of being is essential for memory as a component of working over and

through problems” (ibid: 90). The main point here is that recounting a violent experience can

get out of control, no matter the environment in which it is told. Ross argues that testimony

and its performance are paradoxical, compounded by the structures of language and memory

in the face of suffering (2003a: 48). According to her there are gaps that emerge between

experience and words and what they purport to represent (ibid: 77). This supports the argu-

ment that testimony is not always healing, as it may affect the teller in unexpected, even

damaging ways.
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Research on the much-celebrated TRC has shown that 50–60 % of the people who testified

in the public hearings felt worse afterwards and regretted having testified (Shaw 2007b: 193).

The mental health services of truth commissions are woefully inadequate, which leads to a

decline in testifiers’ mental health (Wilson 2003: 372). In Peru many expressed an empty

feeling of having divulged their painful past in vain, as one man lamented to EPAF: “We told

them about our suffering and pain, we recalled many sad events, cried for a while and after

that? There is nothing, everything remains in nothingness, they forget” (2012a: 43). The relief

testimonies offer may be surprisingly short-lived, partial, or may only have its desired effects

much later (Ross 2003a: 102). The problem with this effect happening in the unforeseen fu-

ture in Peru deals with aging, something already discussed in chapters 3.1 and 3.3. Sergia has

recounted her story so many times without achieving any relief, she said, leaning her head

into her hand:

Like this we are, it is unknown if we will achieve justice or if we are going to stay
only like this, because many persons on the date they affiliated [to ANFASEP]
were 40, 50 years, 30 years, now they no longer are, they have died of old age.
And now too they are aging, I too am going towards that path, señorita, so, we
will not see, we will not achieve justice… With that worry we are to this day,
señorita.

Being performed in the context of a truth commission, testimonies become a formal way of

truth-telling. Ross prefers to use the word testimony instead of story “because “testimony”

conveys the narrative formality, which adheres to the process in which victims are asked to

narrate. This form has become more and more standardized” (2003b: 331). A formalized way

of the telling of experience can result in losing much of the richness and depth people could

otherwise inject in their storytelling or narrating.

After half a dozen interviews or so I began to discern a set form or a pattern that governed

my informants’ narratives (see Tonkin 1992: 3, Jackson 2002). Without belittling their expe-

rience in the past or at the time of telling, it was clear that their telling had become somewhat

automatized; all started by introducing themselves (some very formally to the tape recorder

even though we had met before in person) and then they started to tell about how and when

the person close to them had disappeared. They concluded with demands for justice and the

truth that the state is not completing, and the lament that their loved ones are still missing.

This part, a very “factual” set, was rather quickly narrated, as if they did not want any inter-

ruptions while narrating this because otherwise they might not be able to finish. There were

only two interviews where my informants said at one point that they did not want to remember

anymore (both were in Ayacucho, which would further highlight the different level of vio-

lence experienced). For example Saleciana, whose words I could discern with great difficulty

from the recording because she collapsed in tears:
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Like a wound it hurts when I remember that, my head hurts, my heart… like so
señorita… When I cry my head hurts a lot, that’s why I don’t want to remember
those times… every time I remember it’s like a wound I don’t want to remember
no more.

The automatized telling of their story can also speak for a difficulty of telling such traumatic

experiences. Having a “set form” could be a learned coping mechanism or practice that allows

the teller to remember only partially, to forget details that may be too overwhelming to recall

to mind, or take a necessary distance from having to fully re-live and re-phrase these narra-

tives time and again. Focusing on other subjects, such as the happy times before the violence

was a recurrent topic of discussion as well as the insufficient measures taken by the state in

order to repair this damage they have caused. This demonstrates the interrelatedness of re-

membering and forgetting.

According to Sofía, the testimony gathering process during the CVR in Peru was in two parts:

the first part consisted of free discourse and the second one of a formulated questionnaire.

However, this first part was not analysed further nor used by the CVR, and someone who was

not even present at the time of the testimony made only a short summary of it to be archived.

This was a process that actually re-silenced those giving testimony and is relevant, as people

were not listened to on their own terms or in their own words, and as people’s main aspiration

at this point was to speak and make their experiences known, not be documented and archived

away.

These people doing the archiving had received training in the “coding” of these stories, and

it is because of this coding training that most of the experiences were grouped under “trauma”

(Theidon 2012: 25–27). This means that the lifestories people told were stripped down to bare

facts: dates, numbers, physical markers of pain and such, and became assimilated to norma-

tive scenarios in which they lost their uniqueness (also in Jackson 2002: 230). This may have

dire consequences, as the category of trauma is largely a Western derived concept that cannot

conform to the culturally varied ways of relating experiences of suffering.

The language of traumatization as a result of violence has its roots in the aftermath of the

Holocaust and the Vietnam War, where veterans were diagnosed with post-traumatic stress

disorder, or PTSD (Theidon 2012: 26). Ways of “treating trauma” are mainly medical (Klein-

man 1995) and follow different lines than ways of addressing “soul loss due to fright”

(Theidon 2012: 25). For LaCapra “trauma is a disruptive experience that disarticulates the

self and creates holes in existence; it has belated effects that are controlled only with difficulty

and perhaps never fully mastered” (2001: 41). Because of trauma one becomes disassociated
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from the lived reality in that one “disorientingly feels what one cannot represent; one numb-

ingly represents what one cannot feel” (ibid: 42). The traumatic memory that is rarely under

control manifests itself in intrusive repetitive forms (ibid: 89), such as recurring nightmares

or obsessive habits. Luyeva recounted that even after she had escaped to Lima and was “safe”,

she could not shake the terror of the past. The memories followed her in her nightmares:

I’ve had nightmares for like… thirty years, I think. I’m forty. And every night in
my dreams they… My dreams were always that they would enter, they looked for
me. That they always wanted to catch me, always knocking on the door, breaking,
it’s… those dreams I’ve always had. And I was scared. For the night for like ten
years I would barricade my door.

Trauma has been widely implemented as a term used to describe the social experiences and

lived reality of people who have witnessed mass violence.43 Medical anthropologist Arthur

Kleinman has argued that the “medicalization of political trauma violates the experience of

that trauma and results in the medical phrasing that inevitably distorts and neglects the social

experiences that sufferers undergo”. In medicalizing political violence one is removing the

human context of trauma as the chief focus of understanding violence. (1995: 182.) Experi-

ences of violence, fear and pain may be impossible to articulate or narrate, especially if set in

too rigid frameworks such as a questionnaire that is applied throughout the country.

One must bear in mind that the language available to express pain and suffering may be lim-

ited, lacking and fractured (Ross 2003a: 163), but this should not be interpreted as a failure

or incomplete depiction of experience. Not being able to fully articulate suffering is another

way to express this suffering and its inarticulate nature. Silence can be just as loud as words

in a narrative. Instead of trying to understand from where the experiences and the ways of

telling of them come from, the CVR focused on pre-assigned forms. These did not correspond

to the variety of experiences of a country that is “multi-ethnic, pluricultural, and multilingual”

(CVR 2004: 451).

The discourse of trauma in Peru involved the “systematic erasure of local meaning” (Theidon

2012: 30) in times when NGOs and other institutions appeared in Ayacucho after the armed

conflict. People in rural areas learned to express suffering in a language that could make their

suffering legible to the experts (ibid: 33). People have thus accommodated their vocabulary,

language and ways of telling about their experiences in order to better fit a certain under-

standing of symptoms of suffering or violence. This is highly interesting yet problematic in

the context of social repair: how can we be sure that these are in fact the social experiences

43 More discussion on ‘trauma’ see for example Lambek & Antze 1996 and 2004, more discussion on PTSD see
Young 1995.
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people experienced and that they are being properly addressed, if they had to rethink how

they express their feelings and experiences in a way that is intelligible for those who offer

help and “treat” people with such experiences of violence? Treating people’s experiences of

violence as trauma may not result in helping them rebuild their lives if local theories and

understandings of illness, health and social repair are not understood.

In Peru expressions such as soul loss due to fright were categorized under trauma without

discussing what exactly did people mean by this. What was the context in which these ex-

pressions were used, what did they refer to? This could tell us so much more about the lived

everyday realities in which experiences of violence and suffering occur and would enhance

our understanding of the larger frameworks and ramifications associated with them.44 Ex-

pressions such as the frightened breast (Theidon 2012) are highly localized and specialized

ways of recounting experiences of violence, that I believe have slowly vanished from peo-

ple’s daily repertoires as consequence to the formalization of the telling of suffering, which

is associated with trauma.

Having a broken heart, headaches due to crying so much and pain in the heart were common

expressions of pain and suffering I came across with in the field, but being traumatized and

suffering from trauma surpassed them. In Accomarca Daniel repeatedly referred to suffering

as being traumatized, Ferrini in Hualla said: “people have started to drink a lot… they are all

traumatized,” Teresa in Huamanga, referring to her little brothers who witnessed unspeakable

brutality at a very young age, mentioned that they are so silent now, because of this trauma

they went through, and lastly Cromwell contemplated that “every year Monica's [his daugh-

ter] birthday is... it's a trauma. Because... on her birthday it is also the day of her brother's

disappearance.” The shift that has taken place in the ways people recount their experiences

of violence becomes apparent here. These are examples that show how pain and suffering

find various expression, and how human experience may be belittled if categorized in its

vastness under a single category of “trauma” without taking into account the complex social

relations and lives that surround these experiences.

44 Theidon recounts how people described their pain, what they felt or what bothered them as sentiments, thoughts, as
soul loss due to fright, and as having a frightened breast (2012: 25). For instance, a woman always felt pain in her
back when talking about the political violence, but when she talked about the murder of her son she felt immensura-
ble pain in her stomach (ibid: 39–40). People who spoke of the “frightened breast” often referred to their time of
pregnancy during the conflict, and how their unborn child is exposed to violence through the mother. In Accomarca
children born within weeks of the massacre, the “children of the massacre” exhibit muteness, deafness and are prone
to epileptic seizures. La teta asustada (frightened breast) conveys how strong negative emotions and memories can
alter the body and how a mother can transmit these harmful emotions to her baby. (Ibid: 44.)
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Rather than assuming a traumatized population that homogenizes victims and perpetrators

into a “morally elastic category”, (Theidon 2012: 27) the focus should be on the varied ways

people could tell of their experiences. These are usually much more complicated stories and

they might teach us a great deal about the consequences of different forms of violence and

what is involved in the reconstruction of the social fabric in the aftermath of war. The sort of

narratives people might put forward, on their own terms, are everything but homogenous and

could exhibit through their plotting and ordering, even in their selection of the events, very

unique creations of moral order (Tonkin 1992: 36, 44). This being said, it is important to

acknowledge that there is no form – written, performed or narrated – that could accommodate

all the features or convey the entirety of a human experience (ibid: 60).

Focusing on getting the “cold facts” was also a trait in South Africa, which leads to the con-

clusion that testimony gathering, which uses these methods cannot possibly capture the whole

human experience. Here is where ethnographic inquiry and research could lend a hand. Wil-

son writes that the statement from upon which victims’ stories were written went through six

different versions. In the beginning these were open-ended forms with a great deal of space

for personal narrative, such as in Peru, but by the end of the process the statement form had

been stripped down to a bare checklist. The data coding process broke each narrative down

into 48 categories of violation, and all information had to be classified according to this grid.

(Wilson 2003: 377.)

A process that might have begun on the testifiers’ terms ends up being one where such com-

plex social phenomenon as human suffering is simplified and taken out of the realm of human

experience. When people’s experiences are transformed into facts, quantified, compared and

matched to different types of affliction, they are no longer participating in healing the indi-

vidual but rather in a larger process of attempting to “heal the nation”. Ricoeur’s statement

that a testimony departs from “declared memory” passes through the archive and documents

and finally ends up as proof (2004: 161) exemplifies how nation-wide attempts to heal make

use of concepts such as trauma that homogenize the complexity that is social suffering. This

is a process where individuals’ memories are used as proof for the state to attest to a national

project of healing.

These sort of conceptual categories selectively define social reality, stripping personal narra-

tives of their uniqueness, which are lost in the process of data processing. Focusing on cap-

turing discrete acts and the details of victims, witnesses and perpetrators only fragments each

personal account and its overall narrative structure. (Wilson 2003.) Narratives told in the

Commission’s hearings in South Africa were homogenized in media coverage and in the
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Commission’s report, reducing highly complex narratives and their performative character

into stories of suffering. “Such crystallized forms quickly became formulaic and they re-

stricted the range of expression through which to give voice to experience.” (Ross 2003b:

329.) When people are forced to accommodate to formal or set ways of saying or doing things,

we may not know what they really wanted to say.

Ross discusses the problematics of the “ownership” of a story told in a commission’s hearing

(2003b: 335). The wording makes this ownership rather clear: to give a testimony. Ross asks

then “in what way are testimonies alienable products from those who utter them?” If people

give their testimony in front of a truth commission, “what are the implications when this

narrative circulates through national and (possibly) global media that lies beyond the individ-

ual’s knowledge and reach?” (Ibid: 333–334.) How can an individual control how his testi-

mony, life story even, will be used or altered? Oral performances transformed through tran-

scription processes into texts enter a wider social domain through what Ross terms “entextu-

alization processes” and proliferate there (ibid: 334). It may not always be a negative thing,

as new perspectives can arise out of this process and possibly aid in further understanding a

complex social phenomenon. Nevertheless they may also be experienced as harmful to the

sense of self of the original narrator, who may feel estranged from his own narration now that

it is circulating outside his intimate world, possibly gaining new meanings and evolving. The

uniqueness of individual psyches may disappear into the “melting pot of a new official ‘col-

lective memory’” (Wilson 2003: 370).

On the macro level of the political system healing would require the creation of a public space

that gives recognition to the suffering of survivors, which would restore some faith in the

democratic process. On the micro level of community and family it demands opportunities

for everyday life to be resumed. There is thus a need for both repair and for a transformation

in society. (Das & Kleinman 2001: 19, 23.) Testimony may be temporarily cathartic, but for

it to have real, reparatory consequences it must be followed by concrete actions (Laplante &

Theidon 2007: 229). Taking place in the context of a truth commission, a person who testifies

often does it for other reasons that have nothing to do with the idea of healing, so taking the

discourse of healing as a departing point will inevitably prove to be lacking. The discourse of

healing promoted by a truth commission (and the nation) is then perhaps targeted at satisfying

the international community, which often puts pressure on societies to address their past, and

may not result in beneficial reparatory measures in the long run.

Ross lists some reasons why people have not wanted to participate in the commission’s tes-

timony-gathering project. Some stated that they felt giving one’s testimony was only a way
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for researchers to get money from re-writing their stories; this is linked to what I discussed

above of the ownership of stories. Others said that the money spent on the commission could

be better spent elsewhere, and some felt their pain to be limited in comparison with that suf-

fered by others. (2003a: 126–127.) In fact, this last remark came up with my discussion with

Rosa: “What I experienced, for me it was no longer anything, because I thought “why did

this happen to me, now I have to care alone for my son”… But when I went to those villages

[in Ayacucho], I saw women with seven, eight children… they were young… in extreme

poverty… Then I thought my suffering was nothing compared to theirs.”

The research of Lisa Laplante and Kimberly Theidon in Peru shows that a testimony is a

demand for acknowledgement and redress, so giving a testimony in front of the CVR was

understood as a reciprocal activity (2007: 231, 240). People expected to get something in

return, usually economic compensation. People I talked to in Ayacucho often remarked on

their economic situations, which were seriously deteriorated during and after the armed con-

flict. When before they lived off their land and animals, they now depended on state aid,

because during the violence their lands were taken and their animals killed by soldiers,

senderistas or other enemies. This is why they need economic assistance, which should be

something provided by the State, with or without testimony.

Many years ago came the CVR, they have asked us all about our sufferings and
with that we thought they were going to give us something, but until this day there
is nothing. (…) justice is an unreachable illusion because of the extreme corrup-
tion. – Jefferson, villager of Hualla. (EPAF 2012a: 32.)

This example tells of the expectations people had regarding the CVR. Oscar Loyola, a foren-

sic anthropologist working in EPAF, told me that they often have to “talk sense” into the

family members coming to them for help, because they come with grand ideas about having

given a testimony in the CVR and now they would receive justice and find out what really

happened and get reparations. A truth telling process could cause harm in this way, giving

the victims a deeper sense of deception and neglect if their expectations are not met (Laplante

& Theidon 2007: 241). Furthermore, delays in implementing reparatory measures can cause

disillusionment and cynicism towards the CVR (ibid: 231) and other institutions in charge of

heading this implementation.

The spaces in which people would open up and recount their stories should not be taken as a

given, as these may vary greatly and be highly contingent on other factors. Therefore it cannot

be assumed that a testimony given in front of a truth commission captures the whole story,

and in fact a truth commission often “looks for” certain stories of suffering and may neglect

(willingly or not) those that do not fit its discourse of suffering. On the other side of the
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spectrum, people may themselves accommodate to such discourses in the hope of getting

something in return, as mentioned above. For instance, research has shown that rural com-

munities in Peru have developed their own narratives of innocent victimhood, because of how

the CVR laid down the rules for testimony-gathering and by stating who is allowed to testify

and who is not (Theidon 2010).

Testimonies are fragments, parts of people’s narration of their lives and Ross emphasizes that

“the social and cultural locations from which people speak may be fraught, saturated with

discomforting customs that shape patterns of speech” (2003b: 332). The form in which people

may recount their past is not one but many. In the following subchapters I will present two

more: storytelling and emplaced witnessing.

5.2 “It was better to remain where the night caught you” – storytelling in
Peru

Narrative accounts have in them rhetorical elements, which helps to make an otherwise blunt

list of facts into a story filled with poetics and a plot (LaCapra 2001: 17), and may indicate

to something beyond the story itself, giving us a glimpse into the lifeworlds of the narrators.

In addition to the facts in the narratives of my informants, such as dates, places and names,

there was a variety of descriptive telling, repetition of words or sayings, and bodily move-

ment. “Gesture, intonation, bodily stance and facial expression are all cues to a narrator’s

world, yet we cannot go beyond his claim to experience” (Tonkin 1992: 40). My intention is

not to decipher the meaning or explain another person’s experience, since an experience can

never be fully articulated (ibid: 41), instead I point to ways in which experiences are commu-

nicated to the surrounding world.

Here I refer to the narrating of specific events and experiences that involve suffering, not to

narrating in general. These experiences may lead to life ceasing to be narratable, because,

according to Jackson, not only is there “a loss of the social context in which stories are told,

but the very unities of space, time and character on which narrative coherence depends are

broken” (2002: 91). This renders narrating more difficult and the rebuilding of the social

context that is bounded by space and time requires more work. Gay Becker argues that suf-

fering arises not only from the experience of bodily disruption but also from the difficulty of

articulating that disruption (1997: 39).

Narrative helps to make sense of suffering: it can ameliorate disruption, and enable the nar-

rator to mend the disruption by weaving it into the fabric of life (ibid: 166). Stories, then, help

to move from private grief to shared experience, and without them a person cannot recover
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or overcome the “separateness caused by a disruption and in this way re-work reality to render

it more bearable” (Jackson 2002: 102, 246). Narrating is reconstructing the broken social

fabric on a personal level, but when narrating takes place in such public spheres as truth

commissions it becomes more formalized (see chapter 5.1) and works to repair on a collective

level.

Narrating stories is blurring the lines of the political, ethical and social spaces in our everyday

lives (ibid: 30). The first step a story takes is to bridge or cross between public and private

spheres (ibid: 133), a step that is necessary in narrating experiences of violence as it enables

one to mix elements and overcome rigid categories set by social structures. This is why ”ac-

counts of the past may involve distortions, disguise and mutations that can be related to denial

or dissociation” (LaCapra 2001: 88–89). We must then remain critical about narratives of a

violent past, and not accept them at face value (see Humphrey 2003: 179). As is mentioned

in literature concerning testimonies and personal stories, the possibility for stories to exag-

gerate differences, “foment discord and do violence to lived experience” is always present

(Jackson 2002: 11).

It has been over thirty years since the conflict in Peru was initiated, and it is possible that in

time people have forgotten things, their memories have been distorted in that they have, how-

ever unwillingly or unknowingly, created or invented new memories influenced by the report

of the CVR, for example (Cohen 2001: 130). It is also possible that continuous re-working of

memories has in fact advanced a sort of metamorphosis resulting in an entirely new memory

repertoire. In any case, putting an experience into words is an inevitable alteration of that

experience and it is clear that other people’s experiences are incorporated in our narratives

and experiences, no matter how unconsciously (Tonkin 1992: 41). This exemplifies the social

frameworks of memory discussed in chapter 3.1. Memories do not gain any precision from

generation to generation (Halbwachs 1992: 204) and in many cases people are remembering

memories of others just as they are remembering memories of their own. This is evident in

Luyeva’s accounts of her mother’s experiences and in Rosa’s account about her son:

My mother holds her breath, but my mother doesn’t feel the bullet, doesn’t feel
the pain… And my mother hears the car leaving, the wheels… She hears the
military leaving. They begin to leave. There my mother somehow calculates that
they have gone far enough, she doesn’t hear the sound of the car or of the wheels.
My mother begins to move. And she begins to try to untie herself.

To see my son suffer, because I always told my son… that his father had died
when he was young, but I never explained to him how… When the CVR comes
out stories begin to come out in the newspapers that there had been a massacre in
the stadium that there had been bodies buried there. It was something horrible for
me. He had to stay two years in psychotherapy, because… he told me “mother, I
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played in that stadium when I was 13 years old”… so, imagine that your father’s
body was there and you were playing there…

The second step of storytelling involves relations between competing forms of discourse

(Jackson 2002: 133). This is a question of whose story is told, what is the story that will be

recognized as authentic and legitimate? (See Trouillot 1995: 114) This may have a far-reach-

ing impact, as people’s narratives of disruption are moral accounts on their lives and can

therefore serve as moralizing judgements (Becker 1997: 17). A story that gains legitimacy

and is lifted above others is telling something other than the story in itself – it is reflecting

moral and ethical ideas and statements as well. I have already discussed this issue in other

contexts: in chapter 3.3 I detailed why naming La Hoyada a memory sanctuary could poten-

tially lift it above other memorials, and in chapter 4.2 I illustrated how the victims’ narratives

of the armed conflict are being devalued when termed as lore instead of being incorporated

into the national narrative of the war years.

An empowering aspect of storytelling is that it is inextricably linked to the sharing and inte-

gration of one’s experiences with that of others: “in recounting one’s story one salvages and

reaffirms in the face of dispersal, defeat and death the social bonds that bind one to a com-

munity of kindred souls” (Jackson 2002: 133). These bonds are those in need of reconstruc-

tion after mass violence, which is why I believe there is a strategic dimension in narratives of

violence that encompasses distortion and aspires to integrate one’s experiences and remake

these broken social bonds. This strategic storytelling, as I will call it, may act as an indicator

of the greater need for continuity and may be seen as a way to introduce greater coherence

(see Halbwachs 1992: 182–183). Narratives then enable people to re-establish a sense of con-

tinuity in life (Becker 1997: 18) in their capacity to be worked and re-worked, an idea which

is central throughout this thesis.

When leaving for Peru I remember thinking that people would not necessarily open up to me

in such a short time, that people could be afraid of what would happen to their stories after

they are told – not that many were telling them for the first time. I assumed they would give

me an outline or the general points of “what happened”. However, the level of detail was

astonishing; not just in terms of remembering but of being able to recount such horrors, to re-

live the moments that surely have been the worst of their lives. Hearing these accounts makes

it difficult for me to be objective or neutral when applying them to illuminate theories of

narrating experiences of violence. I feel eternally grateful for their contribution, humbled by

their experiences and hope to do justice to their life stories that carry a heavy load:

I have seen his… my father’s… I have seen his pants, of my father. And I have
seen his shoes, of my father… That moment. I don’t know… I don’t know [cries].
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That time I wanted to cry, I wanted to scream. I couldn’t I completely deny myself
because seeing my father with his clothes, with his shoes… it’s sad. I couldn’t
eat, not lunch, not dinner, nothing, nothing, nothing, nothing, nothing, nothing. –
Daniel

The next week a mass grave appears with fifty bodies. All burnt, naked… Unrec-
ognizable. It seemed like they were burned with wood, it smelled like burnt wood
with combustible. I went to the morgue to recognize him. None of them were
recognizable. – Rosa

My husband, assassinated in a cave with… thirteen other persons. I have not bur-
ied him I have only found him like that dead, like he was sleeping. (…) My hus-
band I always remember… 27 years old, no more… – Eudocia

It was every day, you’d think “I go out and I may not return”. You’d get out of
school and there had arrived a truck full of cadavers. It was dehumanizing to
witness that on a regular basis. If you were to go out looking for your loved one
in the middle of toque de queda in the dark… whatever would move… it was to
lose your life, it was better to remain where the night caught you. – Janet

I believe this level of detail was maintained, even after thirty years, because this is their way

of making the violence they experienced explicit and real, as something concrete that hap-

pened to them: “the bullets were found here and here,” said Luyeva pointing at the back of

her head. This is where violence was inflicted, right here. If people’s experiences have been

belittled, ignored and even called lies in the past, no wonder they feel an urgency to make it

clear that this was real and it happened to them. The incomprehensible, almost unreal nature

of these events and experiences also explains why meticulous detail is maintained. “The truth

is I lived like a ghost. I went here and there looking for my mother, I had no food, I only

wanted to look for her,” said Luyeva incredulously as she tried to capture the state she was

in, not fully believing the reality of it herself. The level of violence experienced exceeded any

sense of reality.

The forms of violence that are made visible in these conversations are linked to the real live

body and to real people. They are not casualties or collateral damage of the conflict; they are

mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters and friends. These relationships are maintained and they

continue even after they are irreparably altered; a mother will always remain a mother, and a

son will always remain a son. People feel the need to make this fact explicit, especially after

there have been attempts to wipe out this relationship or the existence of one’s loved one. The

pain of losing a family member or to have been a victim of torture never turns the page, it

remains, and instead of disappearing it grows with time from generation to generation

(Morote 2014: 314).

Connerton argues that survivors need to tell the truth about a historical catastrophe and that

they have a sentiment of indebtedness, a compelling sense of obligation to serve as “the em-
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issary of the dead” (2011: 22). It became clear to me that even though the stories and experi-

ences people were narrating were of intense suffering, not just a suffering that took place in

the past but one that persists, it was more important to tell them than to obtain from telling

them. Because their loved ones cannot tell the stories themselves, family members feel obli-

gated to do it for them, down to every last little detail. In a way not transmitting these expe-

riences and stories is equated to betraying their loved ones. “Not to transmit the story of an

annihilating experience would be the ultimate annihilation” (ibid). To relate and share stories

is therefore to reclaim a person’s humanity, turning object into subject (Jackson 2002: 106).

Connerton’s argument is similar to LaCapra’s concept of “fidelity to trauma”, although La-

Capra discusses it in the context of the difficulties survivors face in working through trauma.

He argues that “in working through the past in a manner that enables survival or a reengage-

ment in life, [there is a melancholic sentiment that] one is betraying those who were over-

whelmed and consumed by that traumatic past” (2001: 22). Returning to everyday activities

and reassuming one’s life may manifest as guilt, like in Gisela’s case: “From the point of

view of the family member, one feels burdened by guilt, right? I felt guilty retaking my life

and that my brother could not do it. To be burdened with guilt is like renouncing that part of

common history that you have had with your loved one and begin a new one that you don’t

know.”

Continuing on with your life without that person does not feel right, which is why I believe

that fighting for justice is a way for family members to honour their disappeared loved ones

and maybe to even justify not fully resume their own lives. Many of my informants spoke in

mixed tenses about their disappeared and of their experiences, sometimes referring to them

in the present tense and sometimes in a past tense (mentioned in chapter 3.2, also in Theidon

2012: 380). Gisela told me about a woman they encountered in Accomarca who said her

husband was dead and she did not believe he would ever be found, but then later on she

expressed the impossibility of the idea of re-marrying, because what if her husband returned

and she would be married to someone else? All this shows that the crime of forced disappear-

ance leaves a long and deep trace in the lives of the family members.

Going through the interviews I noticed some repetitions. Especially those interviewed in Aya-

cucho constantly referred to their quest for justice with the expression “we keep on walking”

or seguimos caminando, something I discussed in chapter 3.4 regarding the memorial in

Lima, and will return to in the following chapter. To walk does not just invoke a sense of

active doing but refers to the very beginning of the disruption: the moment their loved one

was taken and they began searching, walking.
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They have detained my husband and they have made him disappear, so there I
was walking since the fourth of July (…) So there we are walking like this one by
one in that time there was danger, they didn’t let us… we talked between persons
like this like when we crossed paths, something like that nothing more we were
walking, and there, well, we found each other (…) And so already we were walk-
ing, walking like this the month of July passed, August, we were still walking.
Always we began to walk. – Sergia

I have walked like a crazy person, señorita. (…) With my children, always walk-
ing, like this searching for justice, like this we will finish until we die. Like this
we are walking, looking for justice, looking for reparations. So that [the amount
of reparations] is like an insult like… That is why we are walking. I don’t know
until when we will walk. – Saleciana

The CVR’s final report details how the different authorities played around with the people

who were searching for their loved ones: the military would send them to the police, the

police would send them to the civil guard, the civil guard to the army and the army would say

it was probably the terrorists who took him, or then they would say that he probably went

with the terrorists, because “Oh, from that part [Ayacucho] they are all terrucos” as Saleciana

remembered being told by a soldier when she went to the base with breakfast for her husband.

To walk is to resist injustice, it is to demand the returning of what was taken from them and

it is a (memory) practice that enables the victims to recount their experiences of violence in

a new safe space.

5.3 Emplaced witnessing – localized mechanisms targeting social repair

Percy told me about an ongoing trial in Lima where the family members were not approved

as witnesses, because the judge thought they would be partial and would not have an objective

view on the case. However, they were the only witnesses to the extrajudicial detaining and

killing of their loved one, as is often the case in Peru. The case was dropped for lack of

evidence and the accused were released. This example is not just to show the judicial system’s

inefficiency and ridiculous conduct that both deepens people’s negative attitudes towards it

and exemplifies how it is so out of touch with the reality of the majority of the victims in

Peru, but to draw attention to what I discussed in chapter 4.2 – people need different means

to pursue justice that would render them a sense of closure.

Experience can be reshaped in the narrative process, which is why narratives are subject to

change with subsequent experiences (Becker 1997: 25), as was discussed in the previous

chapter. To be a witness and tell about your experiences is not always possible, at least not

through conventional channels, such as a judicial trial. This is why I want to discuss here

something called “emplaced witnessing”, which enables me to go beyond testimony and sto-

rytelling. It is a practice that re-constructs a person’s shattered world in his own terms, which
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is why it can enable, enhance and support social repair. As defined by Pilar Riaño-Alcalá and

Erin Baines, emplaced witnessing consists of:

The plural, place-based imaginative strategies and embodied acts of transfer
through which an individual or a collective creates a safer social space to give
testimony and re-story past events of violence or resistance. Including those
spaces where survivors retain and transmit memories of violence in an ongoing
and reiterative process of documentation in the everyday. (It is the) performative
act of witnessing (…); embodied such as scars and physical illness or injury; and
memoryscapes, such as landscape and material markers of memory. (2011: 413–
414. Emphasis added.)

This practice encompasses remembering in the context of the everyday, allowing individuals

to create new, safe ways of mediating experiences of violence. Emplaced witnessing is thus

a way in which people develop strategies to document truth and contest impunity, and is

therefore a political, partial and contested practice, which serves to preserve memory and

acknowledge past wrongs (ibid).iv In the context of my fieldwork, walking (see chapters 3.4

and 5.2) is such a practice of emplaced witnessing, both as practice and as narrated act.

Transitional justice mechanisms for documenting truth, such as visual or written records, are

not abandoned altogether but rather combined with other forms of memory that enable the

documenting of violence in safer ways. Documentation is not simply “inanimate storage, nor

is the act of documentation solely one of collecting facts and evidence [rather it is] historically

situated action” (ibid: 416). I will discuss here in what ways my informants have become the

“living archives” of memory through their bodies, storytelling, performance and movement

(ibid). It is important to think about the following memory practices as the telling and remem-

bering of experience and not as memories or tales, because when using oral sources we are

dealing with verbs and processes instead of terms and nouns (see ibid: 431).

We found Jesús in the tiny village of Arapacancha, in the highlands, tucked away in the

mountains. We had arrived with Percy and Gisela to gather information of people affected by

the violence that have not yet been accounted for by the CVR or the State. Jesús invited us

inside his house where the rest of his family stayed to watch and listen in on our discussion.

We were offered crackers and muña tee, while Jesús sat in a small stool in the middle of the

room and said: “Almost everybody in this village has suffered, we all have missing loved

ones, painful memories and scars.” According to Riaño-Alcalá and Baines “bodies and scars

make their way into the testimonial present to attest to pain and survival” (2011: 424). Jesús’

account of emplaced witnessing is embodied: his body gives evidence to the pain he has

suffered and attests to his survival. He limped because of spinal damage inflicted by the sol-

diers who captured and tortured him. His back and legs ache every day, a repercussion of an
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experience that continues to this day. The painful memory of the armed conflict was engraved

in his body as a permanent trace, speaking against impunity and unmasking past wrongs.

Picture 13: Jesús recounting his story in Arapacancha, Ayacucho.

The family gathered around was also playing a part in this emplaced witnessing, even if they

only occasionally participated in the conversation with a comment or clarification. They were

participating with their expressions of fear and unobstructed listening, which formed part of

this memory Jesús was recounting (see Riaño-Alcalá & Baines 2011: 423). In being present

at the time of telling (or at the time of the event being narrated) people around participate not

just by listening, but by responding to these accounts by repeating words, gesturing or nod-

ding (Ross 2003a: 38). This same manner of emplaced witnessing took place in my discussion

with Juana and Sergia: they complemented each other’s accounts by filling in some gaps or

specifying dates or names.

Marly and Félix did this too, their overlapping speech accompanied by gestures: they pointed

to the place where the police entered or where they were sitting at that time, they recalled

what they had had for lunch that day and how it made Marly’s stomach ache. They were

recreating the events, leaning on each other’s memories, but above all they were recalling the

conditions of the life that characterized and shaped it (Ross 2003a: 39). In this way a narrative

is a means to ensure and regain that everyday. Here are two examples of such recreation, one
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from Marly and Félix when I visited them in their home, and the other from Cromwell, when

he described the feelings the news of his son’s detention caused in his body:

[Marly:] In 1991 here in my house… He comes with some friends to study (...) he
had his room up there [points upstairs] and his friend says that “after, you will
lend me your room? I have to do another project with some friends.”  (…) and
this group enters and he [Kenny] stays here watching TV with my father [Félix:]
yes right here in this sofa [points to where I am sitting] [Marly:] and so my brother
and my father are here watching TV because there was a match on (…) and sud-
denly the house was full of police, not in uniforms but in… [Félix:] civil wear (...)
they broke down the door.

He was supposed to return at midday because it was his sister's birthday... And
by six in the evening he had not returned (...) At ten in the evening we received a
call from one of his friends saying to my wife "señora, Ernesto has been de-
tained"… At that moment we wanted to go to the police station, but that was the
time of toque de queda (…) It was a horrible night for us, we couldn't sleep... The
fear makes you think of such negative things. And both his mother and myself
had such reactions... dreams that... Even corporal manifestations, I remember
that... I felt my knees... like someone was putting needles in them, you know?

These were experiences of the violence in Lima. The following quotes tell about experiences

in Ayacucho to illustrate the variations in the level of violence. These women are members

of ANFASEP: Eudocia who sought help in Huamanga after having found the body of her

husband, and Saleciana who fled the village of Hualla after her husband was taken captive.

This remembering and telling is emplaced witnessing that takes the listener to the centre of

experience and the disruptions of Eudocia and Saleciana’s everyday lives:

The district attorney didn’t dare to accompany me to retrieve the body. So after
weeks I returned to recover my husband, taking with me my two youngest ones. I
said “I will die over there” (…) We have gone and there were the military. We
could not enter, we had no way of retrieving (…) we have prayed them to let us
enter we have offered them soup (…) at around six in the evening we arrived at
the spot but he was no longer there. Only clothes we have found. He is no longer
there. And so only the clothing we have gathered. – Eudocia

In 1983 he has disappeared, the military have taken him… 29th of June… I cry
already, I always remember my husband I never forget… In the corner of the
street the police grabbed me too. I said to them “señor, I am looking for my hus-
band”, by that time they were already tied up, the police [literally] walking over
them. In the plaza of Hualla there were screams, everybody screaming, me too.
My husband was there. “Take me to my husband, take me, señor”, “Shut up, ca-
rajo!” … only that I remember, then I fainted (…) when I woke up in my house it
was locked, I don’t know who had locked it… I could not break the door (…) I
began to cry, to scream.. I was hurting, my stomach, I was pregnant, nine months
I was pregnant. I have seen with my eyes how they have taken him. – Saleciana

Besides pointing to how the disruption affected the everyday life, emplaced witnessing,

through acts of memory, powerfully transmits to the listener meanings that empirical facts

alone cannot (Riaño-Alcalá & Baines 2011: 433). The listener becomes part of the witness-

ing.v This detailed recounting, of describing such things as what one was wearing, what time

of day it was, what they were eating, what personal belongings did the soldiers that stormed
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their homes broke or stole, and who else was present at the moment, is a way to illustrate the

depth of the disruption into their everyday domestic lives (see Ross 2003a: 43). Evoking

sounds, feelings, expressions, smells and temperature at the time of telling was a way Daniel

recreated his experience for me, the listener. These were ways of remembering and telling,

and of using place and surroundings to communicate something more than what mere facts

could have achieved. Walking in a place where Daniel at times pointed to a spot and said:

“right here they stood” or “here the soldiers exercised” was to make me, the listener, a part

of Daniel’s witnessing.

Willakuni is a social and artistic project in which women who suffered from violence partic-

ipate in a workshop. They produce a performance of their experience as a form of symbolic

reparation. In performing memory and bearing witness through theatrical practices and

speech, the performers of Willakuni voice a collective story and give evidence to their own

ability to document the past (Riaño-Alcalá & Baines 2011: 423). Approaching the past

through performance is a way for them to relive it: “they are going to feel it [the pain] again,

but in a much more healing manner,” says Lucía. The performance empowers them in the

public sphere and renders society more receptive to these accounts of violence and suffering.

It is not about re-victimizing, like Lucía suggested, but about making clear the other identities

these women have. This is crucial for the women in getting their experiences recognized.

Carmen, co-founder of the project, adds that these women use the recourses they have to heal

themselves and they learn from this experience of performing. Victim-survivors in Colombia

too resorted to the recourses they had and used safe cultural modes of communication to give

testimony: weaving quilts depicting the violence, was for them a practice, which allowed

them to talk about the violence (ibid: 428, 431).

Performative remembering can also be seen in the way the tellers enact scenes from their past

in the context of telling within the everyday. I am referring to what Saleciana and Eudocia’s

quotes before showed, and the one below as well: in telling and remembering they not only

relive their experiences but that of others (see chapters 3.1–3.4 and 5.2). They temporarily

take the place of other members present in the events, which enables the teller to bring the

listener ever deeper into the experience: with variations of tone, pitch, sound and voice they

are remembering and communicating more that mere facts. Here is an example of Luyeva’s

performative witnessing and telling:

My mother didn’t know that it was a… a disappearance, right? So when my father
doesn’t return my mother reacts, that is, “what happened?” So she goes to the
police station, right? She goes there and asks the commander, she says “what
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happened? What assembly was there”, right? That “my husband still hasn’t re-
turned.” “No there was no assembly.” The police told her [Luyeva’s mother is
also detained but manages to escape.] My mother told me “you keep on looking
for me, because if you stop looking for me, they are going to find out that you have
found me. They have left me dead” (…) I told him [the General] “señor, I haven’t
found my mother,” and he was… irritated, he was irritated because they had lost
my mother. [Speaking as the General:] “but how come you don’t find her?! How
come?! We must keep looking for her! We have to find her!”

Institutionalized mechanisms of truth seeking focus too much on memory and tale, almost

bypassing the remembering and the telling, which is why I argue that more research on these

localized mechanisms of truth telling is needed. These have the potential to address and aid

in social repair and in the reconstruction of social relationships, which are inevitably social

processes that involve practices. Emplaced witnessing is then a practice that is already in

itself reparative through its ability to empower the teller to do memory work, or remembering,

in a safe way to regain and mend the ruptured everyday.
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6 Repairing the irreparable

So far I have discussed the context of violence in Peru, its idiosyncrasies and forms, and what

came after the conflict, moving onto the field of memory to give a better understanding on

the importance memory practices and remembering have in reconstructing the everyday.

With remembering, as is hopefully clear by now, I have not referred to some abstract process

that manifests purely and solely inside a person’s mind, but to its social and performative

nature that is both vacillating and subject to influence (see chapters 3.1 and 3.4). Visiting or

frequenting a memorial, demanding justice, the telling of one’s experience, or in the specific

context of Peru walking; these are all ways remembering is being performed and used. With

this and the discussion on the different ways memory is manifested and ways of recounting

memories, I have hoped to take part in the larger discussion on social repair.

One of my main hypotheses here has been the permanent nature of the disruption a disap-

pearance causes in a person’s life. Disruption is part of the human condition (Becker 1997:

7), and people encounter many disruptions in the course of life: they may deal with personal

health issues or times of momentary uncertainty and change, such as a divorce or losing a

job. While admitting that there is no meaningful way to compare experiences with one an-

other, I must state that re-weaving the everyday life after such disruptions is on a different

level than with the disruption discussed in this thesis. While my purpose is not to belittle the

personal hardship caused by the aforementioned, or compare them to a disappearance, I do

want to point out the seeming impossibility faced by people who attempt to recover from

such a devastating disruption as forced disappearance. For my informants the disruption is

beyond repair, there is no returning to the mundane everyday as it has been irreparably al-

tered. This is why the disruption is carried into that everyday and made part of it.

In this thesis social repair is understood to be first and foremost a dynamic process, which

targets to address a disruption, and is strongly influenced by local realities and the everyday

(see Das & Kleinman 2001: 1–3). The everyday becomes elusive in cases where violence

appears to strip people of a sense of everydayness, which is why it is important to understand

that here the everyday is viewed through its negation: that is, it is best understood when that

everyday is ruptured, taken away, when it is irreversibly altered by something such as vio-

lence. In performing the everyday (Shaw & Waldorf 2010: 20), people are then countering

violence and impunity, and repairing their social lives.
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When people’s taken-for-granted world changes they are forced out of predicable routines

and to handle the contingencies with which they are faced (Becker 1997: 101). When before

people sought to escape the mundaneness of everyday life, now in cases of social suffering,

people are trying to recapture and secure it. To make the everyday life possible is a process

in which narratives of devastation are re-contextualized and generated into new contexts, as

was discussed in the previous chapter. In re-creating normalcy or “normality” people are re-

pairing broken relationships. (Das & Kleinman 2001: 1–4.) Therefore returning to the mun-

dane everyday and establishing day-to-day routines is important in establishing continuity

(Becker 1997: 151). When focusing on the sphere of the everyday one is forced to desert such

presupposed binary oppositions as victim and perpetrator or violence and social repair, be-

cause it is in the everyday that these lines become blurred.

Describing the rupture in their everyday takes forms of contrasting it to the before, where

things were good, like Luyeva when she said: “We used to say we lived in paradise,” and to

the after, in which things have irreparably changed. In the words of Gisela: “There is a rup-

ture. There is a before and an after of the violent act that marks your life forever.” Violence

has thus disrupted the everyday life in Peru, making the once mundane seem like a paradise

that is now longed after and actively reconstructed through memory practices that counter

impunity and silencing. The stability provided by the everyday is a continuity many long for;

it is essential for people to maintain a sense of self and of the world around them.

People may focus on peace-building and social reconstruction on a deeper level once they

manage to re-establish the everyday, but this depends on the motivations they have in com-

mitting to working “across former enemy lines” (Weinstein 2010: 37–38). State-sponsored

repair processes and mechanisms can aid in this by addressing victims’ needs. In this way a

cooperative and open atmosphere could be created that would motivate people to rebuild

social relationships and reconcile with one another. To broaden an understanding about vic-

tims and their needs means leaving aside equating justice with reconciliation, and acknowl-

edging the many steps needed to be taken to rebuild societies (ibid: 47). It is important to

incorporate other means of achieving justice instead of emphasizing the primacy of the west-

ern judicial system, because an approach that does not integrate trials with other capacity-

building measures is insufficient to attend to social repair (Weinstein & Fletcher 2002: 580).

Shaw’s research in post-war Sierra Leone, already discussed in chapter 4.1, exhibits how

people sought to protect their communities and their relationships from the potentially dam-

aging consequences of publicly remembering violence (2005: 8–9). This does not mean that

people forgot the past, they still had individual memories of the civil war and of the violence,
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but these were not publicly narrated, which is why the truth commission’s method did not

altogether meet the local demands and understandings of pursuing social repair. Shaw points

out that the local historical realities have to be taken into account when thinking of the proper

ways to address a violent past that would encompass local ways of repairing and coping (ibid:

9). Sierra Leone has gone through the devastations of slave trade45 so they have had to cope

and rebuild their society after violence before. Therefore they may have existing tools and

practices for doing this, which should be considered alongside new or outside measures.

Focusing only on individual harm and human rights violations (such as bodily harm and pain)

restricts the focus on the destruction caused to the everyday domestic worlds and relationships

(Wilson 2003: 378). Therefore departing from the everyday enables us to see how social

repair occurs on the local, intimate level. For instance, how do people understand larger

macro-level processes, such as ongoing legal processes, and how these in turn are transmitted

and interpreted in the micro-level into social life and social processes. To focus on the eve-

ryday is to highlight the “relevance of the entanglements and frictions” between local, na-

tional and global spheres as well as the spaces in which the “interpersonal and social are

revived through diverse mundane and mnemonic practices and performances” (Riaño-Alcalá

& Baines 2012: 385–386).

State level processes are often disconnected from the complex local realities, which their

actions affect, so social repair does not seem to be the product of state-level reconstruction

so much as it is a process that is intertwined and yet independent from it (Prieto 2012: 544).

The everyday perspective helps to explain why state and international initiatives alone are

insufficient in seeking to understand the processes of justice and social repair (Riaño-Alcalá

& Baines 2012: 388). Local processes may not be sustainable if they are not supported by

state-directed measures for addressing the lack of opportunity and needs and rights of victims

(Prieto 2012: 531). After all, state-level processes do have the ability and (often) resources

(if allocated) to advance, enhance and facilitate local-level coexistence and social repair by

supporting the communities’ own development projects, for example.

An important challenge for post-conflict societies and for transitional and peace-building ef-

forts has been the “(re)construction of social trust and nonviolent relationships at the local

level” (Prieto 2012: 526). In his study of the relationship between victims and ex-combatants

in Colombia Prieto argues that it is important to pay attention to the “local interaction that

45 More on the slave trade see: Shaw, Rosalind (2002) Memories of the Slave Trade: Ritual and the Historical Imagi-
nation in Sierra Leone.
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goes on between these groups and their surrounding communities, as well as to the connec-

tions between the micro-level realities as they are linked to macro-level transitional justice

and peacebuilding processes” (2012: 525). This is relevant in my case as well, since everyday

experiences of coexistence in Peru are conditioned by local factors, such as poverty and in-

security, and by the past experiences of individual victims and perpetrators. These local real-

ities are relevant in that if overlooked, a truth commission could actually disrupt rather than

aid local practices of reconciliation and social repair (Shaw 2005).

Focusing on the local processes of social repair is of specific importance because this place-

based approach returns us to survivors’ experiences of the state and possibly even to the

global processes that affect them, processes that when looked at from this viewpoint may

bring to light foundational assumptions and practices made by transitional justice (Shaw &

Waldorf 2010: 4). When discussing “the local” I do not mean a fixed, set place, but rather

what Shaw and Waldorf mean: the local should be viewed as “a standpoint based in a partic-

ular locality but not bounded by it”, the “shifted centre from which the rest of the world is

viewed” (ibid: 6). These standpoints help understand how concepts such as justice46 vary

among individuals, communities and cultures, which becomes paramount when trying to un-

derstand the process of social repair.

Ethnographic research has the tools to provide us with the historically shaped and informed

views and needs of these local communities that especially after having gone through such

devastation and, often, betrayed by the State or authorities, are not willing to respond to sug-

gestions coming from state institutions. Shaw argues that extended periods of participant ob-

servation and informal interviews, which are mostly based on the idea of listening to people

on their own terms, is the most appropriate approach if we want to examine how transitional

justice mechanisms actually work in practice with ordinary people. (2005: 5–6.) I would fur-

ther add that the ethnographic method is unique in providing a vast and in-depth glimpse into

the everyday from which I believe a more thorough understanding of complex social pro-

cesses can be obtained. Those quantitative surveys, which are based on a “get in, extract

information, get out” –techniques are notoriously problematic for the reason mentioned

above: people have historical reasons not to trust such exercises that resemble official infor-

mation gathering. Thus the information gathered with these methods is not necessarily accu-

rate, reliable or relevant in understanding social repair, for instance.

46 For example, the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission has been criticised for equating truth with
reconciliation, bypassing justice. This left victims unsatisfied and angry. So while “justice” is traditionally conceived
to signify criminal prosecution, reality shows that justice comes in many forms. (Laplante & Theidon 2007: 242.)
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6.1 “My father was worth more” – repairing the loss of a loved one

In this chapter I will discuss the act of reparations as the attempt of the State to repair the

family members for the disappearance of their loved ones. The failure to pay reparations to

victims has been widespread in post-conflict societies, Peru is no exception, but my interest

lies more in problems dealing with how reparations may be seen as shameful or compromis-

ing, as “selling out” (Humphrey 2003: 179–180, 184). It became clear that people in Peru,

especially in Ayacucho, were torn between the need for economic assistance in their attempts

to reassume their everyday, and between thoughts that accepting reparations would be almost

admitting their loss and granting the State a pass for its crimes. Those in Lima who are gen-

erally better off economically47 expressed that the amount of reparations is an insult and that

the reparations plan should be revised and modified. Despite these differing opinions all

seemed to be in accordance with one point: the State should implement a law for the search

and identification of the disappeared, which would result in providing the indeterminably

grieving family members something to bury.48

It has been argued that reparations should not only be economic, but they should also aim to

the re-establishment of the trust and confidence between the population and the State (Macher

2014: 112). This is not regarded as possible without the obligation to fulfil the void of not

knowing that so many families possess. This is why the law mentioned above should be im-

plemented so that people could provide their loved ones with a proper burial (APRODEH

2014: 138), especially after this was denied from them so many years ago. At the event of the

public apology discussed in chapter 4.3, Marly stated that the implementation of this law

would be reparation for them. She specified that this would not only entail the search of the

remains, which is also essential, but would also focus on the important task of re-dignifying

and reconstituting their citizenship and value as humans. All this illuminates the depths of

the disruption caused by the forced disappearance – there remains a lot of work to be done in

the field of reparations.

I will begin by briefly discussing the reparations plan, “the legacy of the CVR” (Laplante &

Theidon 2010: 293–298), moving onto questions of dignity and re-burial. Reparations are

considered to be one of the principle debts of the State (DP 2014: 3) and many consider them

to be the only attainable form of justice left in Peru. This does not mean that people are

generally pleased with how the reparations have been distributed, and for example Marly

47 Those with economic means, who have been able to take their case to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights
in Costa Rica and have been able to get a sentence, have been repaired up to 150,000USD.
48 Victoria Sanford discusses this topic in her research on Guatemala (2003).
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commented that she thinks it is a practice that divides rather than repairs. This does not mean

either that the manner in which the reparations plan has been implemented has followed care-

ful attention to the needs of the people, as it has not focused on long-term sustainable repar-

atory measures.

Economic reparations stand out in my field data, which reflects the contingencies related to

people’s everyday lives that are conditioned by poverty and insecurity. It also reflects the

insufficiency of the reparations payment and the overall weak state institutions that cannot

support the people. The State’s reparations plan departs from the idea of reciprocity and value,

which I will demonstrate, is not in accordance with how people themselves would seek to be

repaired. For the family members it is actually further rupturing their attempts to reassume

their everyday when they are forced to place themselves within the rigid victim/perpetrator

categories employed by the Council of Reparations, and on top of all, when they are forced

to weigh the “value” of their experiences during the violence.

In some cases, like in Argentina, economic reparations were considered as “blood money”, a

way for the State to evade criminal responsibility. This has to do with what I discussed in

chapters 4.2 and 4.3 that national processes of reconciliation do not always or necessarily

coincide with individual psychological processes (Hamber & Wilson 2002: 46). The mothers

of Argentina demanded that their loved ones be returned to them alive, that no money could

be equal to their loss. In addition, to accept a monetary compensation would be to accept the

death of their loved ones, to give up on their search and even to psychologically become their

children’s executioners. (Ibid: 45, 48.)

Marcel Mauss’ theory on value and the hau, or spirit, of the gift (1970: 8–10) helps to illus-

trate the idea behind reparations payment. Thinking that things have values, which are emo-

tional as well as material (ibid: 63) leads to thinking that reconciliation depends on a substi-

tution of values (Jackson 2002: 165). Therefore reparations would be a substitution for the

value of the loss of a person, or the experience of suffering, in the form of economic or sym-

bolic reparation. However, Jackson notes that moral values such as rightness, fair play and

justice are highly elusive (ibid: 42). This, as well as the discussion on how people and things

become symbolically equalized or inter-changeable, is why reparations cause such heated

debate: how to put a price on life or on a loved one?

Reparations place survivors in a controversial situation where they can either achieve closure

and finally accept their loss, or they can create further difficulties, such as the feeling that the

remembering or grieving process is cut off if reparations are received. Here the exchange
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circle discussed by Mauss would be completed once something is received in return. Further-

more, when accepting this gift of reparations one must recognize that it is, at the same time,

dangerous to accept (1970: 58). Some expressed the feeling that accepting reparations would

mean, then, to accept a certain form of measuring the value of a lost loved one, that there

would exist an equivalent exchange in such situations. State reparations are not even equalled

to how much a disappeared person would have earned had he lived a full life, something that

trials for instance have used in calculating the amounts for the perpetrators to pay (Castillo

2003). Luyeva explained in a calm yet outraged manner, how the reparations payment would

be divided in the family, concluding that what her father could have been able to provide for

her, and for her family in terms of support, advise, company and love, cannot be measured:

To my mother they have given s/. 5,000 [~1,830€] and to me s/. 1,200 [~ 330€].
But we haven’t collected them. I haven’t collected because, I don’t dare to collect
it. No… because it’s something despicable, something like… Like my father
would’ve … Like my father would have been worth s/. 10,000 [~2,770€]… and…
no, my father was worth more.

Hamber and Wilson analyse Mauss’ theory of the hau in reference to reparations and argue

that “if the hau of reparations is considered as compensation for the spirit of the deceased

then the state’s obligation to pay reparations results from the duty to pay victims for their

sacrifice in order to construct a new political order”. Therefore, genuine reparation and the

process of healing does not occur through the delivery of the object but through the process

that takes place around the object. (2002: 44. Emphasis added.) The CVR’s final report con-

cludes: “for the CVR, reparation means reversing the climate of indifference with acts of

solidarity that contribute to overcoming discriminatory approaches and habits, that have not

been free of racism” (2004: 450). I will demonstrate below how this idea of the CVR has not

been successful in terms of what Hamber and Wilson argue would be the way to achieve

“genuine” reparation.

“To date the reparations paid have been so scarce that rather than aid they insult,” writes

Morote (2014: 314). My informants too thought economic reparations were an insult rather

than a sincere attempt from the state to make amends. There are over 10,000 persons who

have not collected their reparations. The main reason for this is the lack of information re-

garding payment schedules – something that is not in line with what the CVR termed as “acts

of solidarity”–, but there are people who refuse to collect them based on the thought that the

amount is an insult to the memory of their loved one. (DP 2014: 10.)

We encountered a woman in the remote village of Upiray, who had received her reparation

but was not herself aware of it until Percy found her name in a long list of persons whom the

State had paid reparations. How is paying economic compensation in any way reparative,
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reconciliatory or an act of solidarity if it is done in such an impersonal way? The act of de-

positing an amount into a bank account is void of any symbolic gesture (Macher 2014: 129).

It is an incredibly distant act, which further proclaims a thought that the State does not really

care, especially if it does not reach out to the people being repaired. This is the process that

takes place around the object (see above: Hamber & Wilson 2002: 44), around the reparations

payment. It is my conclusion that it is not “genuine reparation” nor does it facilitate reconcil-

iation, if realized in this manner, and it rather carries a negative message of the State doing

this because it has to, not because it feels it as necessary to care for its citizens. Sofía also

said, that people feel reparations are given to them because people are screaming and com-

plaining and not because the State would want to or would feel responsible to repair them. It

is not about the amount of the reparations or whether they are paid, but about the manner in

which this process takes place.

Having numerous bank accounts with deposits left uncollected for various reasons has had

other consequences that deal with common delinquency and indifference. APRODEH an-

nounced the 1st of June 2015 in the social media that bank employees in a large national bank

were robbing money deposited in Ayacucho in the accounts of beneficiaries. Those accused

argued that the money had been unclaimed there for so long that clearly nobody was missing

it. This corroborates at least two arguments: that a large part of the population has no clue

they have money in these accounts, and that there is a deep-seated ignorance towards victims

of violence and the poor rural peasants of Ayacucho, which is still present in society today.

The lived reality is remarkably different between Lima and Ayacucho, leading to different

economic needs. Laplante and Theidon also point to these economic realities and add that

one must take into account the historical location of the victim-survivors, because it clearly

forms conceptions of justice and of its attainability (2007: 243). Some of my informants, such

as Rosa and Marly, stated how unfortunate it is that getting economic reparations is becoming

the primary goal of the growing majority. This is because the promise of justice and truth

feels less attainable in comparison to some form of compensation. Some who have very little

may even be satisfied with the amount given by the state, as Juana explains:

Those who have signed up last (in the RUV) are the first ones to receive their
reparation. And there are also those who are happy with their s/. 10,000. There
are those who no longer care to recover the remains, their remains of their loved
ones they only want money and nothing else and that’s that. There are some who
still want justice, the truth and justice like myself, like the señora, (referring to
Sergia next to her, who nods approvingly) we still want the truth, the truth and
justice because without truth without justice there is no reconciliation and we will
never reach peace, we will always until we are old, we are going to be demanding,
we want the truth.
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In short, the Integral Reparations Program (PIR, see Council of Reparations webpage listed

in bibliography) repairs the victim for a fixed amount of s./10,000 and for a single violation,

for instance being a family member of a disappeared or a torture victim or for extrajudicial

detainment (DP 2014: 11). The amount, in a case of a disappeared husband, for example, is

divided within the family. The widow gets half and the rest is divided between the children,

who in families in Ayacucho can be anything between 4 to 16 children. This division is made

solely on the fact of how many children there are, and contingencies are not taken into ac-

count; for example Juana in Hualla had five children, two of whom died in accidents not

related to the armed conflict. Nonetheless the reparations for the children are not divided

between the remaining three, as one would assume, but instead each got s./1,000 and the

s./2,000 belonging to those who passed is simply lost.

This goes to show how such practices and rigid categorizations do not take into account the

lived reality of people and the unpredictable and inevitable changes in both life and social

relationships. Something human rights organizations are fervently campaigning against is

that people can register as victims of only one violation, when the reality is that people have

suffered from multiple violations during the violence (see table 1 in attachment V). The Pe-

ruvian Ombudsman’s office recorded that of those affected approximately 88,3 % register

two separate violations of human rights, 8,2 % three violations, 2,1 % four and 1,4 % register

between 4 and 8 (DP 2014: 5). This is condemned as being against the idea of symbolic

reparation and against the principles of equality and proportionality that should be paid atten-

tion to in the execution of reparations (ibid: 13).

Another example is the reparation offered in the form of education: because of the violence

many were forced to drop out of school or university whether because of being accused of

being a terrorist or because of the destroyed infrastructure in many villages that included

schools. University students and professors were targeted because people thought they were

working with the terrorists,49 and children who were of school age when the armed conflict

ended did not have the means to attend, because their families simply did not have the money.

“I didn’t even study in secondary I was left only with primary education,” lamented Pilar,

and Teresa, Sergia and Eudocia, to name a few, expressed similar destinies. The State is ad-

dressing this harm by facilitating the return to school for those who missed this opportunity.

49 Members of Sendero infiltrated communities by posing as teachers or professors. Of course some were, like Abi-
mael himself, but this led to the spreading fear that all teachers were potential terrorists. It was then easy for agents of
the State to target these social classes based on this evidence and knowledge. Being in school became dangerous even
for the students, whom the state agents began to see as students of terrorism, as those easily persuaded and turned into
senderistas. This is why many dropped out and to this day have not been able to finish elementary school or second-
ary school.
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Unfortunately, the problem with reparations as benefits in education is that the beneficiaries

the State is compensating are over 40 years old (Morote 2014: 299). They say they have no

use for this anymore and would rather pass this benefit on to their children, or grandchildren.

“Reparations in education should be transferrable, they should be beneficial now,” asserts

Janet. Regretfully this plea is faced with a negative answer. Again the State provides repara-

tion, but not in the form that would enable or advance social repair.

Reparations in healthcarevi have also been problematic. Personnel working in the healthcare

sector are not fully aware of the benefits people registered in the RUV are entitled to when

coming into a healthcare facility, and people are often left unattended or charged unjustifiable

amounts for a treatment that should be covered by the accreditation of being a victim. Ac-

cording to Morote this form of reparation is anyway only a mechanism for “fooling the peo-

ple” since healthcare should be a right of every citizen and not something only those regis-

tered in the RUV should be entitled to (2014: 299).

There is no doubt that victims of violence have sometimes more pressing needs to access

healthcare: family members have stated that their deteriorated (mental and physical) health is

rooted in the disappearance of their loved one. Not only was the disappeared in most cases

the main provider for the family, but the search itself involved economic input, what with

lawyers and such. However, some recount that they paid large amounts of money to soldiers

who promised them information or the return of their loved ones. Unfortunately these were

empty promises. Many were left with mental scars; such as children who witnessed massacres

or whose mothers took them with them to search among cadavers. (DP 2002: 224–225.) Pilar,

Saleciana, and Eudocia all commented that they suffer from headaches because they have

cried for so many years; and Teresa said that her brothers are traumatized for having wit-

nessed their father being burnt alive.

Another form of reparations being implemented is in a collective form. Daniel told me in a

burst of outrage, that Accomarca had received a form of collective reparation from Alan Gar-

cía: a truck that once it arrived it broke down from all the rust. Usually, however, collective

reparations are in the form of economic compensation than in material goods. The amount of

these has diminished from 54million PEN in 2009 to 10million PEN in 2013, while the com-

munities yet to be repaired amount to 67 % (Morote 2014: 297). What the reparations process

in Peru lacks most is efficiency in implementation, and contact and knowledge of the realities

people live in. Macher, too, concludes that all reparation programs currently in motion in

Peru have been unsatisfactory in their application and accomplishment (2014: 129).
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Registering for the RUV was closed the 31st December 2011 (Morote 2014: 297), which many

victims yet to be registered consider unjust and ridiculous. Those who seek to register subse-

quently are only offered an accreditation of their “status” or position as victims of the vio-

lence, which should be of help when acquiring healthcare services, but they do not receive

economic reparation. This only works to making further vulnerable the right to reparation

and equality and affects the principle of no discrimination among victims. (DP 2014: 16.)

There have been demands to reopen registration, as Juana and Sergia too commented, but to

this day it remains closed (ibid: 19).

The final issue I want to discuss about reparations is the categorization it forces on people

and on complex social experience, such as pain and suffering, which has made the victim a

highly politicized and commodified category (Kleinman 1995: 187). As I discussed before,

the State still does not approve registering as a victim of more than one violation. This forces

people to choose what kind of victim they are going to be in the eyes of the State: a torture

victim or a victim of forced recruitment? This is just as vulgar and draconian as it sounds,

and what only adds to this vulgarity is that the benefits provided depend on the “kind” of

violation a person has suffered. This is not intrinsic to Peru alone, and in Colombia too people

are entitled to different benefits depending on whether they are registered as ex-combatants

or displaced. In both cases this has led to false claims of victimhood in order to access gov-

ernment benefits. (Prieto 2012: 538.)

The exclusionary process of reparations is predestined to create more division if continued to

follow current guidelines and measures, and is likely to hinder national reconciliation

(Laplante & Theidon 2010: 307). What Peru needs is to implement more measures that would

enhance a sense of belonging instead of creating further divides, such as is done in the repa-

rations program. Stating that State agents are beneficiaries (therefore victims) but members

of MRTA or Sendero, as well as their family members, are not is to hinder national reconcil-

iation. Within the victims there is much debate and discrimination whether one is victim of

the State or victim of Sendero (personal discussion with Janet).

In a country that is still divided along racial and class lines such categorizations and benefits

work only to further divide the population. It is not just categorization of violations, suffering,

and complex human experience, but the categorization of people as victims or perpetrators,

or bystanders or witnesses that is the problem as well. I discussed this already in chapter 4.1.

However, this is highly problematic when regarding reparations, because one cannot be a

victim and a perpetrator, which is a reality for thousands who were first victimized and then

took up arms to defend themselves and in this course committed acts of violence. If there is
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no public space provided for dialogue between the “victors and the vanquished then historical

memory projects may end up creating a political climate in which only the “innocent” have

rights” (Laplante & Theidon 2007: 310–311). Reparations and symbolic acts are useful mark-

ers in the first stages of recognizing and dealing with a difficult past, but although reparations

may well be necessary and a valid starting point on an individual level, they will never be

sufficient. Real resolution depends on how individuals personally engage in “trauma work”

at their own pace. (Hamber & Wilson 2002: 46.)

6.2 Mending disruptions – symbolic reburial

An important step in the work of post-conflict social repair in Peru, according to Theidon’s

personal experiences, involves reconstructing the human (2012: 54). This involves the recu-

peration of trust and compassion: people must regain that capacity to recognize the humanity

of others, which allows a re-humanizing of oneself, too (ibid: 316). This has to do with what

I discussed in chapter 2.3: during the violence people were stripped of their humanity, de-

humanized, and many in Ayacucho still express this feeling, saying they do not have access

even to basic healthcare, and are still referred to as terrucos. The polarized and divided soci-

ety has made it so that to demand justice is frequently interpreted and denounced as the “re-

kindling of the ashes of terrorism” (Theidon 2010: 99).

Restoring a sense of humanity is crucial in the path to restoring a sense of normalcy, which

is essential to the creation of continuity (Becker 1997: 147) and permits a return to the eve-

ryday. The dehumanizing experiences of the time of the violence, which culminated in the

disappearance of tens of thousands of loved ones could now be repaired in the form of a

reburial. To be treated like humans and not animals is highlighted in a reburial when people

retake part in the formerly fragmented everyday, repairing it through an act of solidarity and

compassion. In a reburial the communal bonds and social relationships can be enforced, deep-

ening the sense of belonging thus preventing further rupture and violence. “They need a place

where they can be buried with dignity, not like animals,” as Janet said referring to the thou-

sands of N.N. remains stored in the laboratories of the State’s medical examiners.

A dominating thought concerning reconciliation among my informants remains the search

for the disappeared. For most people more is needed than simple recognition and acknowl-

edgement: the body itself, and the process of grieving around it, is of great significance in

most cultures (Hamber & Wilson 2002: 43). Sofía remarked that the CVR began a process

that still has not finished and will not be finished until the problem of the disappeared has

been solved. This would be an excellent tool for reparations that in her opinion is not being
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used. Most people no longer have hopes of finding their loved ones alive, so now they demand

that they could let them go in the only way they know how: through a ritualized reburial. This

is where forensic investigation is paramount in that it can provide the grieving family mem-

bers with such an opportunity, even if they could only rebury fragments of their loved one.

The damage caused during the violence may very well be irreparable but it is nevertheless

important to give a more ample sense to the reparatory measures. Reparations should be

thought of as gestures and actions that reorganize and reaffirm the dignity and status of the

person. (Macher 2014: 111–112.) The search for the disappeared would be a search for the

restitution of the right to die as a person (EPAF 2012a: 36), and would provide the family

members with the chance to rebury their dead in a dignifying manner. In the absence of such

opportunity Juana recounts how she visits her husband in La Hoyada, affirming the fact that

a burial surrounded by ritual would be for her an important reparatory measure that would

permit her closure and peace.

On All Hallows Eve we make an offering in La Hoyada, because we don’t know
the whereabouts of our loved ones. We had a custom that when our loved ones
die we bury them in the cemetery, on the day of the dead we take to them their
cross, some flowers… in our homes we make an offering: their fruit, their flower
and we take them to the cemetery as well, to their niche, flower, candle… Like
that we take, and so because we don’t have where to take, we take to Hoyada, all
the members we come together and we go.

In this quote we see that the taken-for-granted practice of burial and visiting one’s dead in

the cemetery has been disrupted and so people have had to accommodate to these changed

realities (Becker 1997: 101). Exhumation would be then a way to reconstruct a person’s death

in order to bury him with dignity, because many were deprived of the opportunity to bury

them in acceptable and dignifying ways. The right to live attaches itself more to death than

to life, so even though one might have had a miserable life one must leave the earth as a

person, not as an animal (EPAF 2012a: 8). In Hualla the search for the bodies for burial

reflects a wish to process the death, as the mortuary rite would give the disappeared a clear

definition – that of being dead – and would permit to leave behind this ambiguity of a person’s

condition. This means that there is a need to find the bodies in order to rebury them some-

where where they can be remembered and visited (ibid: 35). The finding of the body together

with the explanation of what occurred would constitute a restorative mechanism for the fam-

ilies of the disappeared.

To bury the dead provides a kind of closure for the families, a sort of concrete dealing and

acceptance of loss. The act of burying your dead is first and foremost an act of dignification,

because “people deserve to be buried like human beings not like animals in shallow mass

graves without any ritual accompanying the burial” (Theidon 2012: 307). During the violence
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these rituals were forbidden, so people have partly forgotten them. Many mortuary rituals and

songs, when not practiced were lost (EPAF 2012a: 20), because most of the time people had

to bury their dead in secret and on the spot, not being able to bring them into the village

cemetery. Francisco and Ernesto of APRODEH both recounted stories from the violence

when the first cases began to surface and catch the attention of human rights organizations:

people in Ayacucho were devastated from having to leave their loved ones in the cold empty

puna, so far away from their home villages. They did not want them to spend the rest of

eternity there, lost and alone, but wanted to bring them home since that was no proper way to

bury your loved one. People were then deprived of the entire grieving process, so a reburial

would be for many the reassurance and re-humanization of that person, their re-dignification

as citizens.

LaCapra argues that the victim’s dignity that was denied by his victimizer can indeed be

restored through a process of mourning and a proper burial, however symbolical this may be

(2001: 66). “Without this notion of working through, mourning may be treated only as endless

grieving and not as a social process involving (…) possibly emphatic, trustworthy others”

(ibid: 75–76). This social process is something that can aid in social repair, since working

through is a practice that has the ability to return a person to the “demands and responsibilities

of social life” (ibid: 23). It is then a transformative act that transports a person from the pits

of endless grieving to processing this grief with the aid of a burial.

All reparations are like tombstones – a way of materializing the dead, a way of shifting from

the liminal unknown to the liminal known. Reparations are therefore “a material representa-

tion and fixation of memory work, a recognition of the experience of liminality and its objec-

tification in the external world”. (Hamber & Wilson 2002: 43–44.) The Weeping Eye could

be for family members such a materialization of the dead, as I argued already in chapter 3.4:

in acting as a reparatory measure it gives the families their lost loved one in a physical and

symbolic form and allows them to visit the place as they would visit a cemetery. The cere-

mony I described is a concrete way in which people in Peru are repairing a disruption through

active memory work. Family members were finally, through ritual and communal support,

laying their loved one to rest. In this act they are retaking their everyday lives through per-

formative memory practice and assimilating the disruption into the everyday.
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7 Conclusions

This thesis has looked into the moral task nations have in addressing the crimes of the past in

order to repair the people for, often, considerable suffering. Thereby I have participated in

the wider societal discussion on addressing the past and focused on ways this has been done

in Peru. Moving from institutionalized mechanisms, such as truth commissions, towards eve-

ryday storytelling and bodily practices, such as commemorative walking, I have been map-

ping the different memory practices people adopt in order to address a disruption in their

lives. I have argued that narrating the past can be strategic in that it can help individuals re-

weave this disruption into the social fabric thus enabling a return to the everyday and the

reconstituting of social bonds.

This is something that truth commissions, while being successful otherwise, have not been

able to provide. Because they are short-lived they do not have the capacity to attend to social

suffering or to prevent the disintegration of communities and the loss of a sense of belonging

in the long run. Implementing categorizations, such as victim and perpetrator, simplifying

complex social phenomena and experiences of violence into “facts” and classifying myriad

personal suffering under “trauma” were ways in which the CVR systematically erased local

meaning in Peru.

Ideas surrounding questions of addressing the past often involve the discourse of “healing the

nation”, usually assumed by truth commissions. (Wilson 2003, Ross 2001.) This is problem-

atic, because if such nation-wide attempts to address the past depart from the assumption of

“healing”, they are already setting a rigid framework to interpretations of the narratives told

within this context. They will likely make use of concepts such as trauma, which tends to

homogenize the complexity that is social suffering and inevitably dictate how this supposed

trauma would be addressed. This may be drastically out of touch with the lived realities of

people, as it should not be assumed that people tell of experiences of violence in such public

spaces provided by a truth commission with the explicit motivation to heal. People may have

very different motivations in narrating their pasts, as I have shown in chapter 5.1, which is

why giving one’s testimony of a painful past may actually prolong that pain (LaCapra 2001)

if the expectations of the teller and the motivations of the truth commission or nation, do not

match.

In giving the victims a much-needed official recognition the CVR has begun a process of

social repair and reconciliation that it is not in the position to maintain and enforce in the
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future in the way the State is. Nevertheless, the State has not upheld the valuable work of the

CVR in Peru in a way that would enable public discussion on reconciliation. If the goal of

social repair is to re-establish continuity in the everyday lives of people then the State should

be acquainted with what this (locally lived) everyday consists of – especially if concepts such

as justice and reconciliation are used, since these are locally forged and lived. Localized

memory practices are important in creating continuity in the everyday since they help people

to incorporate the disruption into their lives, which is why the State is only hindering social

repair and slashing possibilities for future reconciliation if it does not support these efforts

and instead complicates them. Localized mechanisms may be in great need of economic as-

sistance and wider recognition, something that State institutions could provide, and institu-

tionalized state-level mechanisms may seriously lack knowledge concerning the locally lived

realities these mechanisms seek to influence, which as I have demonstrated, has led to inef-

ficient measures that further rupture society.

A State can never fully repair the loss of a loved one but it can help fill the void of not know-

ing, which still lacks in Peru. However, in terms of social repair the truth alone is not enough

and people are in need of concrete practices. The recognition of the suffering many are in

need of in Peru was largely addressed by the CVR and is articulated in its final report, but

this recognition seems to have vanished from society as the memories narrated by family

members and victims continue to be stigmatized. This social stigma that continues to this day

for a large part of the population is due to the incapacity or unwillingness of the State to

recognize these people as full citizens (DP 2002: 13). If social repair in Peru involves the

reconstructing of the human (Theidon 2012) then the State is devaluing people in its conduct

– not treating them as citizens with rights is only a short step from perpetual dehumanization.

If the State continues to evade its responsibility of not just preventing human rights violations

but of investigating and sanctioning, as well as repairing this damage (DP 2002: 16), the

prospects for reconciliation and social repair diminish with each passing year. Reparatory

mechanisms aiming at restoring rights, citizenship and human dignity, such as reparations in

education, remain abstract at best and fall short in their implementation. Opting for a repara-

tions model that is reciprocal in essence shows how out of touch the State is from those it

attempts to repair: I have demonstrated that for people in Peru this value-based system casts

further ambiguity and controversy into the process of recovering from suffering, as it forces

them to think of their loved one as something that has a clearly discernable value. This is to

dehumanize them and so these reparations are considered an insult to the memory of their

loved one. The disappearance of their loved one is a totalizing disruption, it is essentially
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beyond repair, and for the State to suggest they could be economically compensated for is

insulting to the grieving family members.

This is why memory is so important in Peru: this is the reparatory measure family members

opt for, because unlike State reparations, where the idea lingers that once repaired, the loved

one would be removed from their social realities, memory enables family members to keep

them present in their lives – to re-weave them into their everyday. Memory practices re-hu-

manize experiences of violence by allowing a person to re-live the past in a safe space and to

work through the disruption in a way that would enable the reconstruction of social relation-

ships and the enforcing of communal bonds fostering a sense of belonging. In offering the

family members the opportunity to organize a symbolic reburial accompanied by ritual and

communal support is a valuable reparatory measure that a memorial can provide.

Impersonal and exclusionary State measures are not advancing social repair or the recon-

struction of social relationships, as I have shown, and actually work against reconstituting

trust between the State and the population. Many are in need of economic assistance, because

of weak State institutions that should support them despite of them being victims of the vio-

lence. Memory is inevitably political and will continue to spark discussion and controversy.

This should be viewed as a productive and desired way for a society to engage in dialogue

and in the debate on memory and social repair through encompassing the differing views held

by its population.

Allowing such differing ways or understandings of remembering or memory practices is al-

lowing people to engage in memory politics on their own terms, from their own localities and

according to their personal needs. In Peru, apart from memorials, there has been a growing

production of movies, documentaries and artistic performances about the conflict. These are

practices of memory that are targeted towards repairing social relationships and recapturing

the everyday. However, these initiatives continue to come mainly from the private and not

from the public sector (Macher 2014: 171), which sets serious pressure and restrain on the

functioning and endurance of these measures.

Repairing social relationships after disruptions in the everyday must include more than coex-

istence among people, since mere coexistence does not ensure mixing and interaction that

would spark a process of social repair through acts of communal remembering, such as a

reburial. Communities disintegrated during the violence, which is why the term community

is the first one to be rethought after mass violence: what constitutes this community people
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are supposed to feel a sense of belonging to? I have demonstrated that the support and recog-

nition of the community to which one feels a belonging to is paramount and becomes pivotal

in preventing violence.

Communicating experiences of suffering that have disrupted the everyday life in the past is a

restorative and reparative practice that aims to reconstruct social relationships and the self.

This communicating or narrating experiences of suffering, which makes use of memory prac-

tices, can be anything from strategic storytelling (chapter 5.2) to the bodily practice of walk-

ing (chapters 3.4 and 5.3). I have attempted to demonstrate that these localized ways can

ensure and enhance social coexistence and peace, and should be thought of as equally valid

and sometimes preferable to implementing institutionalized mechanisms from above that are

out of touch with the local realities.

In telling their experiences, my informants are retaking their place in society not as passive

victims of the armed conflict but as active agents who are themselves in charge of how they

will repair the disruptions caused to their lives. In telling their experiences they refute ac-

counts that attempt to categorize their memories into “traditional lore” or even fiction, they

challenge impunity, demand justice and weave their accounts into the collective narrative,

reaffirming their belonging to a community.

This case of Peru provides yet another example on how memory work is being done; people’s

stories form part of a larger politics of memory and the practices they resort to illuminate the

entwined nature of memory and social repair. The memory practices employed provide a

window into the local realities of people and demonstrate their resourceful nature when facing

disruptions in their everyday. The importance of memory in Peru lies in the fear that if the

past is forgotten, the same horrors will be repeated. In Sergia’s words: “memory, señorita,

para que nunca se repita.”
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Attachment II: List of informants

Alvarado, Ricardo – director or projects at EPAF. Discussions in Lima throughout my field-
work.

Alvarez Talledo, Carmen – co-founder of the social project Willakuni. Interviewed in Lima
10th May 2014.

Ambia, Ernesto – Director of the office of APRODEH in Ayacucho. Interviewed in Ayacu-
cho 19th June 2014.

Anzualdo, Félix & Marly – the father and sister of a disappeared. Interviewed in their home
in Callao, Lima on the 26th March 2014.

Baldeón Quispe, Julia Emperatriz – daughter of two disappeared. Arapacancha, Ayacucho.
Discussion 14th April 2014.

Baraybar, Jose Pablo – director of EPAF in Lima. Discussion in Lima 18th March 2014.

Carranza Sotomayor, Lucía – co-founder of the social project Willakuni. Interviewed in
Lima 10th May 2014.

Carrión Jaulis, Juana – wife of a disappeared. Interviewed in Ayacucho 18th June 2014.

Castillo, Cromwell – father of a disappeared. Interviewed in Lima 24th March 2014.

Chuchon Tecse, Paulina – mother of a disappeared. Discussion in Accomarca, Ayacucho
13th April 2014.

Conde Vda. de Quispe, Eudocia – wife of a disappeared. Interviewed in Ayacucho 20th June
2014.

Crizante Quispe, Juana – wife of a disappeared. Discussions on 10th and 11th April 2014,
Hualla – Ayacucho.

Dora, Yane – employee of EPAF in Ayacucho. Discussion 18th June 2014.

Fierro, Pilar – mother of a disappeared. Interviewed in Lima 20th March 2014.

Flores Vda. de Quicaño, Sergia – wife of a disappeared. Interviewed in Ayacucho 18th June
2014.

García Mendoza, Adelina – wife of a disappeared, current president of ANFASEP. Discus-
sions in Ayacucho on the 18th and 20th June 2014.

Huicho Urbano, Teresa – daughter of an extra judicially executed. Interviewed in Ayacucho
20th June 2014.

Jesús – brother of two disappeared, torture survivor. Arapacancha, Ayacucho. Discussion
14th April 2014.

Loyola, Oscar – forensic anthropologist at EPAF. Interviewed in Lima 10th March 2014,
discussions throughout fieldwork.

Macher Batanero, Sofía – member of the CVR and worked in the Council of Reparation.
Interviews at her home in Lima 2nd April and 28th May 2014.

Maldonado, Saleciana – wife of a disappeared. Interviewed in Ayacucho 19th June 2014.

Matta, Janet – daughter of an extra judicially executed, director of COMISEDH in Ayacu-
cho. Interviewed in Ayacucho 20th June 2014.

Palacios Quispe, Daniel – son of a disappeared. Interviewed in Accomarca, Ayacucho 13th

April 2014
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Pallqui, Rosa – wife of a disappeared-executed; daughter of a disappeared. The current pres-
ident of ANFADET. Interviewed in Lima 26th March 2014.

Ortiz Perea, Gisela – a key informant; sister of a disappeared, director of operations at
EPAF. Interviews on 18th March, 13th April and 9th June 2014 and other interaction during
my fieldwork.

Rojas, Percy – EPAF employee in charge of memory work and Ayacucho visits. Interview
18th March 2014 and other interaction during my fieldwork.

Soberón, Francisco – founder and director of APRODEH. Interviewed in Lima 2nd April
2014.

Torres Mallma, Juan Ferrini – son of a disappeared. Interviewed in Hualla, Ayacucho 11th

April 2014.

Yangali, Luyeva – daughter of a disappeared and of a torture survivor. Interviewed 4th April
2014.

In addition to these singled out encounters there was much discussion in the events organized
at the memorial El Ojo Que Llora in Lima (5th April 2014), and the fence-building operation
in La Hoyada, Ayacucho (18th June 2014). Also the visits in Ayacucho to different villages
were always marked by a substantial input from various community members, as well as in
Lima in every encounter with people where I told my reason for being in Peru, sparked some
comment or another.

OTHER TAPED MATERIAL

Accomarca community reunion – a reunion we organized with EPAF in Accomarca, Aya-
cucho. 14th April 2014.

Asociación Paz y Esperanza –organization in Ayacucho, where a discussion was held con-
cerning the memory sanctuary of La Hoyada. 20th June 2014.

Sala Penal Nacional, Lima – the National Court where there was a hearing concerning the
case of Los Cabitos. 25th June 2014.
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Attachment III: A leaflet inviting to an event organized by the Anzualdo family
in memory of their lost son and brother, Kenneth.
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Attachment IV: Map of Peru depicting the number of victims per department
(source: CVR 2004).
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Attachment V: Violations registered in the Victims’ Registry (RUV)

Table 1: Violations registered in the RUV, August 2014. (Defensoría del Pueblo, 2014.)

Violation Victims Family members Total
Death 23 109 61 582 84 691
Forced disappearance 8 221 17 090 25 311
Sexual violation 3 063 127 3 190
Victims with a disability 975 0 975
Torture 31 993 0 31 993
Sexual violence 125 0 125
Victims with lesions or wounds 2 052 0 2 052
Arbitrary detention 1 191 0 1 191
Imprisoned while innocent 725 0 725
Kidnapping 2 864 0 2 864
Forced displacement 45 325 0 45 325
Forced recruitment 540 0 540
Minors recruited in Comité de
Autodefensa

368 0 368

Unlawfully judged 13 0 13
Undocumented 28 0 28
TOTAL 120 592 78 799 199 391

Endnotes

i EPAF is a non-profit organization that promotes the right to truth, justice, and guarantees of non-repeti-
tions in cases of forced disappearances and extrajudicial executions. According to their informational leaf-
let, in post-conflict situations EPAF advocates for a humanitarian umbrella approach to the search for the
missing and disappeared. This is a concept that provides access to justice and prioritizes families’ right to
know about the fate of their disappeared as a fundamental first step towards reconciliation. Working closely
with victims’ families is crucial to their conduct as this is a way to identify their needs and develop projects
that provide socio-economic development opportunities for themselves and for their communities. Educa-
tion in human rights and in forensic investigation is something EPAF has implemented also outside of Peru,
for example in Colombia, Chile, Venezuela, the Philippines, Nepal and the democratic Republic of Congo.
It is important to teach locals how to conduct forensic investigation in their own countries following their
own needs. Another important task they do is assist trials as special experts, bringing fore their expert
anthropological knowledge on forensic work. EPAF is currently conducting forensic operations in Soma-
liland as part of the Somaliland War crimes Investigation Commission. For more on this project, see web-
site: [http://wcicsomaliland.org/?page_id=2]. Baraybar gave an expert testimony in January 2015 at the
Inter-American Court of Human Rights concerning the case of the community of Santa Barbara vs. the
state of Peru, where he shows both the problems surrounding an improperly conducted exhumation and its
implications on the identification and reconciliation process, as well as the need for clear policies to be
drawn concerning these processes. His entire statement in front of the CIDH can be viewed:
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdZjGTDLFhY]
ii He differentiates between communicative and cultural memory, in which the first is related to a recent
past and everyday interaction where the transmission of living memory occurs, and through this manner
each individual composes a memory, which is socially mediated and relates to a group. The second one
transports a more fixed set of contents and meanings; these fixed points are fateful events of the past, whose
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memory is maintained through cultural formations such as rites and monuments, and institutional commu-
nication, such as observance and practice. (Assmann 1995: 126-129.) Cultural memory is unable to preserve
the past as it was and distances itself from the everyday.
iii This is something to which the CVR paid attention in their final report: “The CVR proposes that the great
horizon of national reconciliation is full citizenship for all Peruvians. Given its mandate to foster national
reconciliation and based on the investigations it has conducted, the CVR interprets reconciliation as a new
foundational pact between the Peruvian State and society, and among the members of society. The CVR
understands that reconciliation must occur at the personal and family level, in social organizations and in
the recasting of the relationship between the State and society in its entirety. These three levels should be
oriented towards an overarching goal: building a country that is positively recognized as multi-ethnic, plu-
ricultural, and multilingual. That recognition is the basis for overcoming the discriminatory practices un-
derlying the multiple discords in the history of our Republic.” (CVR 2004: 451.)
iv The multi-sited research Riaño-Alcalá and Baines conducted in Colombia and Uganda, enabled them to
see how victim-survivors from Colombia interacted and exchanged experiences of violence with those from
Uganda (while in Uganda), and vice versa. This is a very rich ethnographic study that proved that in addition
to emphasizing the need for written or visual record to push and realize transitional justice goals, the com-
munity-based groups studied recognized the value of using other forms of memory, art, and ceremony to
document the violence in nonconventional and safer ways. (Riaño-Alcalá & Baines 2011.)
v Song and poetry is also mentioned in Riaño-Alcalá and Baines’ research. In Peru, especially in the high-
lands, song is commonly used in practices of everyday. As a way of recounting violence and remembering
a good example is this song, which is sang at the end of a documentary about the violence in the village of
Lucanamarca (Lucanamarca documentary: “2008, ‘Lucanamarca’, Carlos Cárdenas-Héctor Gálvez, Perú”.
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCjFwhU3yTA], accessed 23rd May 2014.)

Aquel 3 de Abril de 1983 / That 3rd of April 1983
Penas y llantos nos ahogaron / Suffering and sorrow drowned us

Abimael Guzmán y su gente / Abimael Guzmán and his people
Mataron a mis paisanos / Killed my countrymen

De pueblo en pueblo fuimos perseguidos / From village to village we were chased
Los pobres fuimos exterminados / Us poor ones were exterminated

En una choza de Yanaccollpa / In a little house in Yanaccollpa
En la casita de Llaqwa / In the Llaqwa house

Reunieron a los pobladores / They gathered the villagers
Con hachas segaron sus vidas / With axes they cut their lives

Allí quedaron todas las víctimas con la sangre que a raudales corría / All the victims were left there with
the blood flowing

Entre el montón de cadáveres / In between the mount of cadavers
En posiciones grotescas como si fueran leños / In grotesque positions as if they were logs

vi Reparations in healthcare also hit a snag when, during a government campaign to address extreme pov-
erty, people in Ayacucho registered as beneficiaries for insurance for living in extreme poverty. Janet from
COMISEDH told me that this insurance would grant healthcare benefits, but only up to s./50 after which
people had to cover the rest. In addition to this, those who registered during this campaign are not entitled
to register as victims of the violence in the RUV and are therefore not entitled to the full healthcare provided
to the victims of this plan. One cannot be registered in two different programs, which has brought up prob-
lems with resigning from the extreme poverty- program. According to Janet resigning from it is not possible
for many, as it would cost them money they do not have.


